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The inoiintaiiis of the "rou]) are eomposod of andesite 
and rhyolite flows, hreecias and porpliyries, laid down 
upon a slopin'? floor of pre-Cainhrian schists, from which 
they are separated hy relatively small and thin remnants 
(-!' Cambrian quartzite and Devonian and Carboniferous 
limestones. 

The master lodes of the section are three in number 
and are radially disposed around the jumdion of Moun- 
laineer and Cunninj?hani Crei'ks. They may be considered 
a ])art of a more extensive system radiating around a 

sharp bend of the Continental Divide to the southeast of 

Ibis section. They are prominent and their ontero])s in 

I 'dge depressions are often visible for great distances and 

consequently they were discovered and worked at an early 

now part of the lowa-Tiger Consolidated property. From 
I he Highland Mary lode in Cunningham Gulch Innes 
drove a tunnel for 3700 ft. toward Silver Lake, through 
<he schist, llis dream of o))ening up the tremendous 
silver mine which he supposed underlay Silver Lake has 
not yet materialized. 

E. G. and G. IT. Stoiber operated a custom sampler at 
Silverton previous to 1.S90 and became interested in Sil¬ 
ver laike basin. They later separated. 

A 50-stamp mill was built in Silver Lake by E. G. 
Stoiber to treat the ores of the Silver Lake lode and this 
operated for many years, the tailings being run into Sil¬ 
ver Taike. .V Bleiehert-system aerial tramway was then 
built to the .\nimas Hiver where storage bins were erected 
on the railroa<l and in 1890. a new mill was built there 
and the old mill abandoned. 

By Warukn C. PaossKir' 

SYNOPSIS—Silver Lake Bavin near Silverton in San 
Jiian County, Coto., at one time scene of great activity. 
Brief description of geology. I'hree main lodes. Early 
developments; history of Silver Lake, .\spen, foira and 
North Star properties. An interesting evperinieni in re¬ 
treating tailings being undertaken. 

K 
Silver Lake basin and its surrounding mountains lie 

to the cast and in close proximity to the town of Silver- 
ton, San Juan County, Colo. This uas formerly the 
scene of the greatest mining activity in San Juan 
County, beginning with the year 1873 when the Little 
Giant ^lining Co. built a small stamp mill in Arastra 
Gulch to treat the gold ores of the Little Giant mine. 

date. These three lodes, the Titusville, Silver Lake and 
Xorth Star-Lookout, taken together with their ramifica- 
I’ons and resulting fracturings, constitute a network of 
Assures, varying in size from mere seams to lodes 30 
ft. in width. The walls have been chemically altered by 
mineralizing solutions with slight im))regnation of ore 
minerals, the effect of which is distinguishable for lateral 
distances of 30 ft. or more. 

Devklop.mkxt of the Sectiox 

'I’he first attempt at extensive development of the sec¬ 
tion was made by Eobert Innes, previous to 1885, He 
owned the Highland Mary and Lookout lodes, and several 
mines m Silver Lake basin, including the Royal Tiger, 

Kendall Mountain' Towa Ttiaaiway in Silver Lake Basin 
Taken from top of carboniferous limestone beds west of 

Animas Caflon. .Schist floor covered by dense forest passes Above Arrastra Oulch. The Mayflower mine is in the cliffs 
under volcanics. to the risht. 

*MininK engineer, Silverton, Uolo. 
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11 lime line connects this mill with the creek at the head 
of Arastra Gulch. The mill will consist of Hardinge 
mills, classifiers, two Wilfley tables 8 to 12 ft. wide and 
48 ft. long, and possibly one of the new 24-deck Willley 
slimers. The building inclosing the plant is small, pos¬ 
sibly 40x60 ft., but, it is claimed, will have a capacity of 
500 to 600 tons per 24 hr. The tailings, said to amount 
to about 500,000 tons and to average $2.35 according to 
the Silver Lake records, will be ])umped from the lake 
and forced down the creek and over the cliffs into Arastra 
Gulch. From the foot of the cliffs they are to be carried 
by the flume to the mill on 6% and 0% grades. 

One of the new 2f-deck slimers, installed at the Iowa 
Mill by j\[r. Wilfley, has been operating but a short time 
and although it is rather early to expect ri'sults, its suc¬ 
cess so far would seiun to be only nominal. 

The progress of the Silver Lake property was steady. 
"Unity tunnel was driven from Arastra Gulch to cut under 
Silver Lake basin 600 ft. deeper and from this tunnel a 
short tramway was built connecting with the main tram¬ 
way from the upper basin. 

E. G. Stoiber and Lena Allen Stoiber, his wife, had 
finally accumulated over 150 lode claims and 20 placer 
and mill sites, amounting in all to over 1700 acres, had 
constructed an excellent electrical power plant, fluming 
the water of the Animas River for three miles for gen¬ 
erating purposes, had built machine shop and planing 
mill and had constructed a magnificent 30-room brick 
residence and office building. 

On Mar. 27, 1901, they sold the property to the Gug- 
genheims for $1,135,000, receiving largely in exchange, 
it is supposed, American Smelting & Refining Co. stock. 

KINS SOLOMON 

MINES 

KENDALL PARK 
Kendoll_ 
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years j)r()(luciiig an excellent grade of lead concentrates 
but was eventually closed down, not being able to meet 
dividends, due largely to overhead expense. 

The North Star mine began operating in 1883 on a 
large scale and produced over $1,250,000 in gray copper 
ore. This ore carried on an average 250 oz. of silver and 
3 to 1% of copper, with little lead and no gold. Under 
the direction of the ('oiitcntion Mining Co., a mill was 
built on the railroad and a tramway connected to the 

Iowa Mixk Boildixos ix Sii.veu Lake Basin 
Lake itself eoverod with ice and snow. 

west portal of the mine; the mill was never successful 
and was soon closed. 

Other operations on a smaller scale have met with 
varviiig success. 

!*; 

to Efisaployee aini Pes*® 
iToff’miKagf CoBiits“act WotpR 

By a. L. II. Street* 

When a shaft is being sunk, or other work is being 
done, by a contractor, the question frequently arises as 
to whether the mineowner is responsible for injury negli- 
gi'iitly inflicted upon an employee engaged in the work. 
The test of responsibility in such cases is declared by 
the courts to be whether the contractor is a mere reiire- 

sentative of the owner in employing and discharging 
men, or whether he is an “independent contractor,” that 
is, not accountable to the owner for the means used in 
doing the work. If the first mentioned relationship ex¬ 
ists, the owmer is liable, otherwise, he is not. In a case 
of this kind which has just been before the Washington 
Supreme Court (Watson vs. Ilecla Mining Co., 140 Fa- 
(ipc Reporter, p. 317), the court upheld a finding of the 
jury that defendant company wa.< liable for injury to an 
em))loyee who had lieen previously employed by the com¬ 
pany and who was directed by the shift boss to go to 
work in the shaft. The contract in this case required th<» 
(ontractor to sink the shaft at a specified price per foot, 
Imt the company agreed to furnish the necessary power, 
tools, etc., and to ])ay the men engaged in the work. These 
circumstances were regarded by the court as warranting 
a finding that the injured man was the employee of the 
company and not of the contractor. 

7K 

Hotes 
.loilAXXESm'Kf} CoJtRESPOXDENCE 

A promising discovery of gold in alluvial and in flat 
reefs in the dolomite series, is reported from Mt. Ander¬ 
son, in the Lydenherg district. 

The annual report of the East Rand Proprietary mines 
shows that the ])ayable-ore reserves have been reduced to 
5,600,000 tons, valued at 6.7 dwt. over 54 in.; 1,936,000 
tons were crushed and 1,.530.000 tons developed; of this, 
only 59% was ])ayable. The accumulati(tn of unpayable 
ore in the mines is now 81/^ million tons, of a value 
under 4.3 dwt. Development in the richer western sec¬ 
tion of the mine has been hindered by the need of pro¬ 
viding a pumping plant to lift two to three million gal¬ 
lons of water from 3000 to 4000 ft. This water is ex¬ 
pected from the Witwatersrand Deep mine when a large 
dike is ])ierced. 

The Randfontein Central mine crushed 2,533,000 tons 
for a recovery of 24s. 6d. per ton, or £3,103,116, with an 
expenditure of 17s. 2d. per ton, or £2,182,000, and a 
working profit of £921,134. The ore reserves have been 
increased to 6,818.!)09 tons, valued at 6.5 dwt., w'hile 
1,816,680 tons are at present unjiayable, valued at 3.1 
dwt. Both these mines have been hampered by shortage 
of native labor and strike stoppage. It is of interest to 
note that the Randfontein ('entral power station gen¬ 
erated 87,700,000 units at a cost of only 0.2339d. per 
unit. A 6(H)0-hp. turbogenerator is to be added. As the 
A^ictoria Falls Power Co. generates 10 times this quan¬ 
tity and as its lowest contract rate of sale is 0.52d. per 
unit, its profit must he great. 

The City Dee]> mine is still in a mess, but condi¬ 
tions are improving. No real progress can be made, 
however, until the vertical circular shaft is sunk to the 
required depth to provide proper ventilation. The mine 
is a rich one, the ore reserves being 2,167,680 tons, val¬ 
ued at 10 dwt. AVorking costs, however, on an output of 
468,000 tons varied from 25s. 7d. to 23s. 7d., from 
8s. to 5s. per ton more than they should be. 

The copper output of the Transvaal has increased from 
£49,142 in 1912 to £138,.328 in 1913. This is solely 
from the Alessina mine, w'hich has now rail communica¬ 
tions and is increasing its output. The ore occurs in 
pipe-like shoots in schistose granite and averages about 
10% in value. ’Attorney, St. Paul, Minn. 
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By Herbert A. Megraw 

iSYXOPSIS—There are four methods available for pre¬ 
cipitating metals from cyanide solutions. These are elec¬ 
trolysis, charcoal, zinc and aluminum. The first two are 
not much used now, hut zinc is the predominant precipi¬ 
tant, having much the widest use. Aluminum is neces¬ 
sary in case of some com plicated ores, and has: the advan¬ 
tage of forming no cyanogen compound. 

’jt-' 

Solutions from C3'ani(le treatment of ores have been 
made to give up their preeious-metal content by several 
jirocesses, the principal one of which has been the use 
cf zinc, in some form to replace the precious metal in so¬ 
lution. Generally speaking, there has been little diffi¬ 
culty with the zinc method. There used to be some com¬ 
plaint about what was called “white precipitates” in zinc 
boxes, but little is heard of it now. Better methods of 
solution handling and a clearer understanding of chem¬ 
ical facts have removed most of the difficulties, while the 
replacement of zinc shavings by zinc dust as precipitant 
has also had a marked effect in reducing difficulties. 

With the solving of old problems, however, new ones 
keep coming to light. New methods of treatment, bring¬ 
ing rebellious ores within the range of economical treat¬ 
ment, are tending to produce solutions containing many 
elements and compounds not met with in the earlier prac¬ 
tice. These have necessitated modifications of practice, 
and in some cases entire changes of method. At some 
mills even a combination of two different methods is re¬ 
quired to secure satisfactory results. On the whole, how¬ 
ever, precipitation gives little trouble, less perhaps than 
any other step in cyaniding, which depends so completely 
upon a purely chemical condition. 

Basis ok Precipitation 

Precipitation on zinc is liased upon the fact that gold 
and silver are electro-negative to zinc in c^'anide solu¬ 
tion. In solutions of cyanide, which contain gold and 
silver only, and no other metals, preci])itation is clean, 
prompt and complete. It is quite clear, however, that no 
solution found in actual practice can be so clean as to 
contain nothing but the precious metals, in addition to 
the cyanide itself. It is ch‘ar that precipitation only 
takes place in the presence of sufficient free cyanide. The 
low limit under which precipitation will proceed satis- 
factorih' is not altogether fixed, but varies at different 
places, according to tbc character of the ore treated and 
the general content of the solutions. The metal content 
itself has a good deal to do with it. Satisfactory pre¬ 
cipitation is alwav's accompanied by tbc evolution of 
hydrogen and by an increase of alkalinity of the solution. 
This is thoroughly explained by the well known reaction 
covering the precipitation of gold and silver by zinc, 
whereby potassium or sodium hydrate is formed, deiiend- 

*Thls is the eleventh of a second series of articles by Mr. 
Mepraw. It deals with the comparative details of cyanide 
practice, discussing points of possible Improvement. Pre¬ 
ceding articles of this series appeared in the Issues of Sept. 
6, Oct. 4, Nov. 1, Nov. 15, Dec. 20, Jan. 31, Mar. 7, Mar. 21, Apr. 
25 and May 23. The next article will deal with “Cyaniding a 
Furnace Product,” and will appear in the issue of July 25, 
1914. 

ing upon which cyanide salt is used, and hydrogen liber¬ 
ated, while the gold or silver is precipitated and an alka¬ 
line zinc c^’anide is formed. 

General Systems of Precipitation 

To return to general principles, it may be .^iaid that 
there are four different .systems liy means of which gold 
and silver may be practically precipitated from solutions 
of cyanide. These are: Finst, by the use of an electric 
current; second, by the u.se of charcoal; third, by the 
use of metallic zinc in one form or another, while the 
fourth is the u.se of metallic aluminum. At the present 
time, the use of metallic zinc is by far the most common 
of methods and has been developed to give extremely sat¬ 
isfactory results when well installed and properly man¬ 
aged. The other forms, however, are really in use in dif- 
crent places, atid seem to be suited to i)articular cases, al- 
lI)ough not recommended for general u.se. 

Probably, one of the most important requirements of 
.a solution for precipitation is that it shall be absolutely 
clear. Many difficulties of precipitation have gone on 
record M'hich are really nothing more than the result of 
carelessness or incomplete installations whereliy clear so¬ 
lutions either could not or would not lie secured. It is 
perfectly evident that a solution containing an appreci¬ 
able ])roportion of fine colloid slime will deposit this ma¬ 
terial u])on the zinc, whether the latter be in filiform or 
dust condition, and prevent further precipitation, beside 
insuring a waste of zinc, together with a decided low’ering 
:n the grade of the preci])itate. Whatever method of ])re- 
cipitation follows, the solution must inevitably be crvstal 
clear in order that good results may be secured. A ciari- 
fying filter of some kind is a prime requisite. If it is 
not possible to acquire one of the standard clarifying ma¬ 
chines manufactured for the ])urpose, an ordinary sand 
tank with a filter bottom containing about a foot or two 
of fine sand, will act as an efficient filter, provided the 
sand bed is changed from time to time, when it becomes 
charged with colloid slime. 

Electrolytic Precipitation 

Electrical ])reci])itation was devised bv Dr. Siemens, of 
German}', and is usually known as the Siemens-Halske 
process. It was first put into practice in South Africa 
rather early in the history of the cyanide process. It 
v. as used there for a good many years, but did not spread 
widely to other countries, although it has been used in 
some cases. It is understood now that, even in South 
Africa, zinc has ])ractically displaced the electrolytic 
method. It is, however, an im])ortant process and is prac¬ 
tical in operation and results, although the other proc- 
es.ses are now considered better. 

Electrical jirecipitation is by the use of a direct cur¬ 
rent of low voltage. Iron anodes and lead cathodes are 
used. One of the advantages of the process is that the 
strength of the cyanich* solution has little to do with 
the precipitation efficiency, so that when solution contains 
sufficient cyanide to di.'^.solve the metal, no jmrticular at¬ 
tention to precipitation requirements need be considered. 
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It was pr()l)ably for this reason that tht process appealed 
particularly to operators treating low-grade gold deposits, 
v.liere the cyanide in solution was required to be only 
a small quantity, in many cases so small that precipita¬ 
tion upon zinc was somewhat difficult. Where gold occurs 
iji finely divided form, and in low-grade ores, extremely 
minute quantities of cyanide only are required. A solu¬ 
tion of even as low as 0.02% K(’N has been known to be 
quite sufficient to dissolve all the gold in slimes under agi¬ 
tation in about 12 hr. This was with an ore containing 
about $5 per ton in gold. 

The original idea of Doctor Siemens was that the gold 
and silver would be plated upon the cathode, from which 
it could be stripped from time to time as convenient. It 
was also found that when the cathode was sufficiently 
worn so as to be of no further practical use, it could be 
melted and cupeled to recover whatever precious metal 
ii’.igbt be contained in it. 

Modificatiox of Sifmkxs-IIat.skk Process 

The modification of electrical ])recipitat.ion devised by 
the staff' of Charles Rutters & Co., ami used in several 
of its plants, consisted in raising the current density to 
0.3 to 0.5 am]). ])er sq.ft, of cathode surface. When this 
is done, the metal is not ]n‘ccipitated as an adhering de¬ 
posit upon the (‘athodcs, but comes down upon it as a 
sludge or slime, much like the black precipitate formed 
when using zinc. This sludge or slime could be wiped 
trom the cathode surface from time to time, so that 
cleaning up entails no great amount of labor. The But¬ 
ters plants used cathodes of lead foil, collecting them 
when worn out and cupeling them in an English cupel 
furnace when the quantity Ix'came sufficient to justify 
that course. Later these lead cathodes were re])laced by 
tinned iron sheets. Such sheets are considerably cheaper 

than the lead, last longer, and are generally more eco¬ 
nomical and do the work quite as well. 

Electrical precipitation is carried on in a box very 
similar to that iised for zinc shavings. It contains the 
same type of compartments, but the sjiace occupied by the 
zinc shavings, in zinc precipitation, is replaced hy alter¬ 
nate anodes and cathodes, hung more or less close to¬ 
gether in the hox. The current is carried in copper leads 
about the edge of the box and enters the poles through 
wires soldered to the leads. 

One of the real advantages of electrical precipitation 
is that by its use foul solutions are avoided and an ap¬ 
preciable quantity of cyanide is regenerated for further 
use. Regeneration is accomplished to a certain degree 
when using zinc as a precipitant, but not to so great an 
extent as when the electric current is used. Foul solu¬ 
tions are avoided because the electric current precipitates 
firactically everything in the solution; all the metals, at 
auy rate, and also some of the lime. This fact, however, 
while proving an advantage to the solution, is a decided 
disadvantage in the precipitate itself, because it lowers 
its grade, requiring much more flux to melt it, and makes 
a combination which is neither fluxed nor melted with 
any degree of comfort. Idle precipitate from the elec¬ 
trical boxes is exceedingly hard to melt and is likely to be 
rather base on account of the presence of many other 
metals, precipitated along with the gold and silver, which 
get into the bullion, and from which there is no escape. 
'I’he principal disadvantages of the process are its high 
ccsts of installation ..nd attendance and the general care 

necessary, together with the low grade of resulting bul¬ 
lion and the expense of melting the precipitate. The 
process is still in use at some plants and some advantage 
is claimed through its use. 

CoMRi.vKi) Dissolftiox Axm Precipitatiox Process 

An old proce.ss, which is merely a modification of elec¬ 
trical precipitation, is that known as the Pelatan-Clerici 
process, which was intended to be a single-stage agitation 
and precipitation process. The slimed pulp was agitated 
in cyanide solution in a tank wdiich contained plates cov- 
eied w'ith mercury in the bottom. The amalgamated 
plates were connected to act as a cathode, wLile an anode 
Mas connected rvitli the solution itself. The idea was that 
solution and precipitation would take place simultan¬ 
eously. It is not possible to say that this process was 
satisfactorily used anvMhcre. It is probable that the 
scouring effect of any sand contained in the pulp would 
loosen particles of amalgam from the plate, and these 
particles Mould probably be lost in the tailings. Instal¬ 
lations and operation of the process M'ould be costly, and 
the results have probably not justified its M’ide use. It 
seems to have disappeared altogether from practice. 

Giiarc’oai, as a Precipitaxt 

Charcoal has been used as a precipitant for .cyanide 
solutions containing precious metals, although its use 
does not attain to M’ide pro])ortions. According to Gaze 
(“Practical Cyanide Operations,” 1898), the first experi¬ 
ments in its use M'cre made by W, Aitken, at Reefton, X. 

Z. He states that no very encouraging results were ob¬ 
tained from its use, and the idea Mas temporarily aban¬ 
doned, but that in 1894, W, D. Johnston, of San Fran¬ 
cisco, applied for and M'as granted a patent on the de- 
\ eloped process M’hich M’as used later to some extent in 
Australia. 

Apparatus for the use of charcoal as a precipitant is 
identical M’ith the box used for zinc shavings. A cage or 
box of fine screen M ire is made to fit into the zinc space. 
The cage is filled M’ith charcoal and a cover of the same 
screen placed over the compartment to prevent the pre¬ 
cipitant floating aM’ay. According to the best recognized 
authorities, the charcoal itself should be that made from 
soft M’ood, as hard-M’ood charcoals have not the same ef¬ 
fect. It is best used when broken up into small sizes, not 
larger than about %-in. cubes, and packed rather tightly 
in the cages. 

The reason for the precipitation of gold and silver by 
charcoal is soincM’hat obscure. Some authorities claim 
that it is due to the action of a galvanic couple, the car¬ 
bon and the potassium cyanide forming the poles. Others 
maintain that it is due to the occlusion of certain gases 
in the pores of the charcoal itself, M’hile still others main¬ 
tain that the effect is chemical and that carbon in this 
particular form Mill precipitate from cyanide solution. 
A direct conclusion may not be arrived at without further 
data, because the matter has never yet been decided. In 
o))position to the proposed theories, it is someM’hat diffi¬ 
cult to see how a useful galvanic couple can be thus 
formed, and it is also true that any gases which may be 
contained in the charcoal, if applied in a free .state to 
cyanide solutions direct, have no precipitating effect. Xor 
has carbon in any other form the ability to precipitate 
Mith any efficiency gold and silver from cyanide solu- 
fions. The fact remains that precipitation does result. 
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It is generally recognized that chemically pure zinc 
if- not a first-class precipitant. A small percentage of lead 
in the zinc assists materially in precipitation, probably 
serving to give rise to a zinc-lead galvanic couple. Most 
commercial zinc contains lead as an impurity, so that de¬ 
fective precipitation on account of chemically pure zinc 
is not likely to he encountered in ordinary practice. Zinc 
shavings are packed into the compartments of the zinc 
box in such a way as to comjiletely fill it fairly tightly, 
but not so as to impede a free flow of solution through 
it. It must he .so packed that there shall be no channels 
or holes through which solution may pass without com¬ 
ing into contact with zinc at all. There is no definite 
rule as to the quantity of zinc to be packed in a given 
sjiace, but with shavings of the ordinary thickness, about 
^^0 11). of shavings ])er cu.ft. of (*ompartment space is con¬ 
sidered to he about the average. For special cases, of 
course, variation may he advisable. 

PliKClPlTATIOX R ATI-: OF VvRlOFS MeTALS 

The first (oinpartinents of an extractor box usually 
(i(; most of the work. In the ordinary mill, it is usually 
iound that the first eomjiartinents contain more precipi¬ 
tate than all the rest ])ut together. Certainly, the first 
two would contain much more than the rest of them. There 
is often a selective action shown in the zinc box, for 
head com])artments are likely to recover a great perccnt- 
ag-e of the gold and silver, leaving other metals to be pre- 
< ipitated later or in the lower compartments of the box. 
The action does not seem to he at all regular but varies 
ai-cording to the strength of the cyanide solution and its 
(ontent in metal. There is no regular rule about the 
order of precipitation on the shavings. More often gold 
l)recipitates almost completely in the first one or two 
(())nj)artments, but I have seen conditions such that a por¬ 
tion of the gold passed through the greater part of tie' 
box and precipitated as a brilliant plating on the zinc 
shavings in the last comi)artment of an extractor box. 

Actiox of VAiiiors Metals on Zinc 

The action of various metals upon zinc is the same 
vhether shavings are u.«ed or whether zinc dust is used. 
In the case of the latter process, however, some differ¬ 
ence is made by the zinc and precipitates being entirely 
out of contact with the air and therefore avoiding oxi¬ 
dation. It is for this reason that many difficulties found 
with zinc shavings are not encountered in the zinc dust 
])rocess. Another reason for the same thing is that the 
])recipitate is entirely covered, and the result is not to be 
seen until a clean-up is made. Solution of zinc goes on, 
during zinc jirecipitation, altogether without reference to 
tlie actual deposition of metal in the solution. While 
the reaction is apparently an interchange between zinc 
and the metals to be precipitated, there are many condi¬ 
tions under which a great excess of zinc will be dissolved. 
( leiinell (“Cyanide Handbook”) mentions that it would 
appear that the electric couples Zn: Pb and Zn: An, etc., 
give rise to local currents which electrolyze water, the 
oxygen at the moment of formation attacking the zinc to 
form hydroxide. Under usual working conditions, this 
redissolves in excess of cyanide, forming an alkali-zin'' 
cyanide and hydroxide. An insufficiency of free cyanide, 
hoM'ever, may lead to its deposition in the form of a white 
precipitate on the surface of the shavings. 

and that while the charcoal is fresh, precipitation is ef¬ 
ficient. 

After having been used for a time, the precipitating 
effect of charcoal ceases. This may be due to the filling 
of the pores of the charcoal with precipitated metal, or 
it may be due to the exhaustion of the hydrogen or car¬ 
bon gases within the porous mass. Of course, the pres¬ 
ence of mineral slimes, from the ore itself, will effectually 
shut off any precipitating action. The effect of the 
charcoal may be revived by heating it to a redness in a 
clo.sed chamber, avoiding any entrance of air. This ])rob- 
ably causes the precipitate to shrink, opening the pores 
and permitting further filtration, and also permitting a 
replacement of exhausted hydrogen or other gases. Such 
reburning may be performed once or twice on each lot of 
charcoal, but thereafter even reburning will not return 
the precipitating effect, and the charcoal must be dis¬ 
carded and a new lot used. 

The quantity of metal which a stated amount of char¬ 
coal will precipitate with efficiency has not yet been ac¬ 
curately determined, but 100 lb. of charcoal, twice re¬ 
burned, will carry a])proxiniately 30 to 40 oz. of metal. 
At its first use, however, it will not carry more than 10 to 
20 oz. 

(ffiarcoal precipitation has the advantage of precipitat¬ 
ing metal from very dilute .solutions, that is, dilute both 
as to metal and as to cyanide. The resulting ash is also 
easily melted into bullion form. The low installation 
cost of the system and its low operation costs also are 
much in its favor. Charcoal will prec-ipitate base metals, 
when they occur in solutions, as well as gold and silver, 
but there wdll be no cyanide regeneration. On the con¬ 
trary, there is a definite consumption of cyanide in the 
passage through the charcoal hox. For this reason, only 
extremely dilute solutions should be precipitated by that 
process. 

As a matter of fact, it is hardly worth wffiile to caution 
against the use of charcoal as a precipitant, as its use is 
extremely restricted. I can call to mind no large plant 
V'hich systematically uses charcoal as a precipitant. It 
may be reasonably recommended in cases where a limited 
quantity of tailings have to be treated which contain 
base metals, such as copper, zinc, etc. 

Zinc the Universal Precipitant 

At the present time, therefore, zinc may be called the 
universal precipitant. 'Fhere are two forms in general 
use, zinc shavings, or filiform zinc, and zinc dust, or fume 
Only a short time ago, the zinc shavings were much pre¬ 
ferred as precipitants, and most of the metal in cyanide 
solution was precipitated upon them. At this time, how¬ 
ever, the use of shavings is diminishing and dust is tak¬ 
ing its place to a large extent. 

The usual form of box in which zinc shavings are used 
is known to everyone familiar with the rudiments of the 
process. The general idea is that solution should pass 
upward through the mass of zinc, and the boxes have been 
designed to facilitate that movement, but passage of so¬ 
lution downward through the zinc pile is not to be called 
objectionable. In fact, after much experiment and com¬ 
parison of notes with other operators, I have been alto¬ 
gether unable to find any particular advantage about the 
upward passage of solutions. AVhen boxes are properly 
packed and cared for, precipitation by either system is 
not likely to give trouble. 
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White precipitate is one of the l)ugbears which has 
worried the cyanide operator during the entire existence 
of tlie Jiinc-shavings system. It is caused, as has already 
been mentioned, by an insufficiency of free cyanide which 

^ j lecipitates hydroxide on the zinc itself, or may also be 
caused by lime troubles. An excess of lime will cause 
it to deposit upon the zinc in a hard, adhesive layer, pre¬ 
venting further precipitation. A similar difficulty is 
caused by an extremely minute percentage of lime, less 
tiian is necessary to protect solutions. The deposit is not 
exacdly the same, but forms in balls and knots, generally 
binding the shavings together in little bundles. A suffic¬ 
iency of free (*yanide, together with the proper proportion 
of lime in solution will altogether avoid trouble from 
Achite precipitate. 

Effect of CopPKit on Puecipit-ation 

Copper has usually a decidedly prejudicial effect upon 
])recipitation. It deposits as a plating upon the shavings 
in the box and prevdudcs furth.er work by the zinc. This 
difficulty may be avoided to a large extent by dipping the 
ziiie shavings into lead acetate before putting them in the 
precipitator box. In this way, a light precipitate of lead 
is formed on the surface of the zinc, so that when the 
copper is deposited, it falls first upon the precipitated 
lead, which may he at intervals shaken off the zine. As 
a matter of fact, this effect docs not last particularly long, 
and the zinc must be changed at frequent intervals in 
order that precipitation may be satisfactory. This re¬ 
sults in a considerable waste of zinc. When zinc dust is 
used, the (*op])er does not have such a had effect, because 
eAcn if copper does plate upon the metallic zinc, the lat¬ 
ter is in such small particles that much zine cannot bo 
wasted. In addition, the ivrecinitate, whether it be of 
precious or base metal, is nnnoved from sohition im¬ 
mediately in a niter i)ress, and is not alloAA’ed to affect the 
working solutions any furl her. 

MEUcruY Destuoys Zinc 

Mercury is often encountered when cyaniding old tail¬ 
ings, particularly from pan mills or the old Mexican 
patio process. The metal is almost entirely recovered in 
the first compartment of ]irecipitation boxes. The effect 
of mercury upon the zinc shavings is to form a sort of 
an amalgam, making the zine extremely brittle and caus¬ 
ing great waste. A huge quantity of precipitate is tbrowni 
down, but it is of extremely low grade and hard to handle. 
The mercury preci])itated and the great amount of zinc 
thrown into the precipitate causes the low grade of the 
material. 

Mercury is to a large extent dissolved by cyanide so¬ 
lutions. Some w’riters have claimed that mercAiry in a 
metallic state is not readily soluble in cyanide solutions, 
and that the quantity of mercury Avhich does go into so¬ 
lution is in the form of chloride, result of the pan or 
patio processes. While it is undoubtedly true that the 
chlorides of mercury are soluble in cyanide, it is not al¬ 
together true that metallic mercury is not soluble. The 
question of solubility seems to depend on several factors. 
Pure cyanide solution, containing no other metal, does 
not seem to have much effect upon mercury in agglom¬ 
erated masses, hut solutions containing other metals will 
rather readily dissolve mercury in an atomized or floured 
condition. I am by no means sure what the factors are 
nor just how they affect the dissolution rates. 

Mercury in j)recipitates is by no means lost, as it may 
be retorted and recovered. The most common way of re¬ 
covering quicksilver of this sort is to retort the precipi¬ 
tate in an ordinary tubular retort, such as is used for re¬ 
covering mercury from gold-silver amalgam. A great 
deal of mercury has been thus recovered from old mill 
tailings, and the Comstock tailings of Nevada have fur¬ 
nished a large quantity to the Western markets. 

Effect op Arsenic and Antimony 

Arsenic and antimony, when present in ores, are very 
likely to be dissolved and precipitated on the zinc. The 
preci])itate is not always particularly adhesive, and if the 
current through the zinc boxes is strong, it is likely to 
be carried through and left in the sump. These precipi¬ 
tates do not seem to be really dissolved, and, in ores con¬ 
taining quantities of arsenic and antimony, together with 
ciher rebellious elements, quantities of the precipitate 
uiay be found in the sump tank. Where the quantities 
are small, the precipitate is more likely to stay in the zinc 
box, but may seem to be distributed more evenly through¬ 
out the whole surface of the zinc, and it is probable that 
precipitation is not altogether complete. Arsenic at 
times forms a rather closer amalgamation with zinc than 
other elements, and, due to this fact, it is well to be care¬ 
ful when acid treatment of zinc-shorts is resorted to. The 
operator is likely to become poisoned by arsine, a highly 
l»oisonous gas, which may form under such circum¬ 
stances. 

Base metals or rebellious compounds in ores were for¬ 
merly sup])osed to be prejudicial to goo<l results both in 
extraction and preci])itation, but within the past two years 
a new light has been tin own upon the matter by the oper¬ 
ation of the precipitation plant at the high-grade mill of 
the Ni))issing Mining Co., at Cobalt, One. These ores con¬ 
tain arsenic, antimony, nickel, cobalt, some mercury and, 
perhaps, a few' other elements. Precipitation, however, 
in the ordinary zinc box, goes on as usual. The mat¬ 
ter lias already lieen referred to in a former article,^ 
which gives a good idea of the conditions and results. 

Soluble sulphides may occasionally interfere with sat¬ 
isfactory precipitation by giving the zinc shavings a filmy 
(oating of zinc sulphide. The condition may be remedied 
by the prompt addition of lead salts to the treatment 
tanks, for a successful extraction cannot take place in the 
presence of soluble sulphide. The lead salts remove the 
sulphide from solution alid prevent its effect either there 
or in the zinc boxes. 

Alumina and Silica 

Alumina and silica sometimes make a good deal of 
trouble in a zinc box by filling it Avith a jellylike mass 
Avliich clings to the zinc and usually short circuits the 
solution around it. The trouble may be readily removed, 
if caused by silica, by raising the alkalinity percentage; 
adding lime to solution. If alumina is the cause, the only 
remedy is to remove the zinc shavings from the box and 
entirely clean or Avash the colloidal matter off of the zinc 
shavings. 

Troubles of this kind usually do not occur Avhen zinc 
dust is Aised instead of zinc shavings. As has been al¬ 
ready mentioned, the entire isolation of the precipitant 
and precipitate from the atmosphere prevents oxidation 

*“Eng. and Min. Journ.,” Dec. 14, 1912. 
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ami precludes the formation of many of these objection¬ 
able compounds. Some of the compounds may be formed, 
and undoubtedly are, but because they are immediately 
removed from solution they do not do any particular 
harm, aside from reducing the grade of the precipitate 
11 self. 

Zixc Dust as a Puecipitant 

The zinc-dust form of precipitation was proposed first 
by II. L. Sulman. The process was not successful at 
first, due to the imperfect knowledge of the requirements 
necessary for its successful use. The original practice 
was to add a calculated amount of zinc dust, that re¬ 
quired to precipitate the metal in solution, to a tank full 
cf solution. The tank was then agitated, either by com¬ 
pressed air or by mechanical means. The zinc and pre- 
ci])itate were then allowed to settle, the solutions de¬ 
canted, and the deposit filtered, if filtering conveniences 
uere at hand. The decanting losses were comparatively 
high, and when the zinc was added in just sufficient quan¬ 
tities to precipitate the contained metal, re-solution in¬ 
variably occurred. If the zinc was in excess, its con¬ 
sumption was abnormally high. In addition, it is now 
recognized that any chance for oxidation of the zinc, 
cither before or while in the solution, is prejudicial to 
good results and induces a wasteful consumiition of zinc. 
It remained for ('. W. Merrill to realize that the critical 
requirement was that zinc and precipitate should be re¬ 
moved from the solution immediately on completion of 
preci])itation, and that, as far as possible, there should be 
no contact between the zinc dust, in solution or out of it, 
v. ith the air, in order to avoid oxidation. In the Merrill 
process, all this is accomplished by adding the zinc pow¬ 
der, mixed with solution containing the precious metals, 
into the suction of a solution pump, and passing it 
through a filter press before delivering into the solution- 
storage tanks. The pipe line from pump to storage is 
usually quite long enough to permit of the required time 
for thorough precipitation. Another system devised by 
B. A. Bosqui, now' ow’iied by the Merrill Metallurgical 
Co., was to mix the zinc dust with a measured quantity of 
solution in a tank, agitate by mechanical means for the 
required time to secure perfect precipitation, and then 
pump the mixture immediately through a filter press. In 
this w'ay, little oxidation is undergone, and the time for 
precipitation can be regulated to suit all conditions. In 
solutions containing large quantities of metal, such as 
those resulting from the treatment of medium or high- 
grade silver ore, a longer time for precipitation is re- 
Ciuired than when gold ores of medium or low' grade are 
being handled. 

Estimatiox of Quantity of Zinc Dust Required 

The amount of zinc necessary for precipitation may 
be readily calculated from the known content of the so¬ 
lution in the tank. A quick method for estimating the 
silver in solution has been devised by G. H. Clevenger'^ 
and published in the Journal. The required quantity 
of zinc may be placed in a feeder, of w hich there are of 
several types, and added to the solution continuously as 
tlie tank is emptied. Some care has to be taken to pre¬ 
vent the zinc dust in the feeder from becoming wet, as 
oxidation takes place rapidly and w'ith the liberation of 

=“Eng. and Min. Journ.,” May 3, 1913. 

much heat, so much so that if the feeder contains in- 
liammable material, such as belting, etc., rather serious 
results may occur. 

The advantages of the Merrill zinc-dust process are 
that the expense of the zinc-room care, packing of ziuc- 
cxtractor boxes, cutting of zinc, and continual w'atchiiigs 

'dre done aw’ay with ])ractically entirely. The presses are 
simply locked up and left until the time of cleaning up 
comes, when the presses are opened, precipitates dum|)ed 
into pans or cars, dricnl to the required extent, flu.xed and 
melted. ^Fhe clean-uj) always reinvsents the entire pro¬ 
duction of buflion, and there is not, as in the case of the 
zinc shavings, anything left over in combination with 
zinc. Lastly, there is little danger of loss through theft 
or accident. The jiresses are closed except when the 
clean-up is in progress, and safety from accident is il¬ 
lustrated by the serious fire at the mill of the Goldfield 
Consoliclated Co., at which time no precipitate w'as lost, 
although the presses were heated so hot as to burn the 
zinc in them almost completely. 

Zinc dust is the “blue powder” of commerce, which is 
unavoidably formed during the smelting of spelter. Its 
preparation consists merely in collecting the blue pow'der 
from the prolongs, as free as ])ossible from admixture 
of foreign elements, and sifting it. As its value deiiends 
upon the percentage of metallic zinc, it is essential, in 
preparing it for this market, to regulate the distillation 
and condensation of the zinc so that there will be the least 
})ossible formation of oxide. The market standard is a 
tenor of at least 90% metallic zinc, but it is seldom ac 
pure as this, the percentage of oxide being usually con¬ 
siderably higher. Zinc dust is usually susceptible to oxi¬ 
dation, so much so as to be exjilosive, and on that account 
great care is necessary in its transportation and storage. 
Owing to its inflammable nature, and the liability t»> 
spontaneous combustion, it is rated by fire underwriters 
as a specially hazardous risk. A ruling of the Interstate 
t’omrnerce Commission lists the jiroduct as inflammable 
product, requires a special label and special packing in 
order to avoid breaking of the package. Especially care¬ 
ful and complete methods of examining, analyzing and 
testing zinc dust for practical purposes have been pub¬ 
lished by ClennelU and Hharwood,^ to w'hose articles ref¬ 
erence should be had when experiments or examinations 
are to be carried out. 

Metallic Aliminlm a.s Precipitant 

The aluminum method of precipitation, which is the 
fourth one to be mentioned, and the last one of general 
application, is of comparatively recent date in its prac¬ 
tical application. It has been in use in the past tw'o or 
three years in a few mills, but not many, and even in 
these its advantages were only imperfectly recognized. It 
has been w'ell known that aluminum wdll precipitate gold 
and silver quite as well as zinc, but attempts to use alum¬ 
inum in the form of shavings, as zinc was previously used, 
developed the fact that a tightly adherent coating of the 
metal was formed on the aluminum shavings, so that pre¬ 
cipitation was stopped and a large amount of aluminum 
went to waste. Probably the first practical application of 
aluminum was in the dust form and w'as applied by 
Professor Kirkpatrick, at the Deloro smeltery, Ontario, 

s“Eng. and Min. Journ.,” Apr. 19, 1913. 
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where it was used in dust form for precipitating the 
precious metals from rich cyanide solutions resulting 
from the treatment of some special product. Julian had 
previously attempted the use of aluminum shavings, but 
the result was failure on account of the cause already 
mentioned. Conditions at the mill of the Nipissing Min¬ 
ing Co., at Cobalt, required the use of some other prc 
oipitant than zinc, and E. M. Hamilton applied alum¬ 
inum with entire success. His experiments and results 
have already been published in the Journal.® 

The use of aluminum as a precipitant was originally 
patented by Carl Moldenhauer in 1893. He says in his 
specifications: “Zinc has heretofore been applied in prac¬ 
tice by preference in precipitating gold from the cyanide 
solutions obtained by leaching auriferous ores. The em¬ 
ployment of zinc for this purpose is found, however, to be 
attended with serious disadvantages.” One of the disad¬ 
vantages of the use of zinc is that it forms a combination 
v/ith the free cyanogen and alkalies contained in cyanide 
solutions, while aluminum separates the gold or silver 
from solution without entering into combination with 
the cyanogen, but reacting with caustic soda, which is 
present at the same time, and thus regenerates a certain 
quantity of cyanide which may be used for further dis¬ 
solving. Theoretically, all the cyanide used for dissolv¬ 
ing metal may be returned to the solution, but, practic¬ 
ally, there is, naturally, some loss. In addition, the cyan¬ 
ide consumption in the treatment of any ore is not by any 
means for dissolving the gold and silver. If this were 
true, a much smaller quantity of cyanide would be re¬ 
quired than is now consumed in ore treatment. Base 
metals, which go into solution, cyanogen, and other chem¬ 
ical factors, enter into the combination of destroying 
cyanide. These combinations cannot be returned by any 
possible means. 

In his article describing the use of aluminum dust for 
precipitation at Deloro, Ontario, Professor Kirkpatrick** 
remarked that aside from the Nipissing bullion, over 14,- 
000,000 oz. of silver has l)een precipitated by aluminum 
from cyanide solution. Mo.st of this has been recovered 
by the Deloro Mining & Reduction Co., through the cyan- 
idation of Cobalt high-grade ores or speiss produced from 
these ores, and in minor portions by the O’Brien mill 
treating low-grade Cobalt ores. 

Cleaning Up Precipitates 

The cleaning up of precipitates is essentially a rather 
simple process, but may be complicated by the magni¬ 
tude of the operation in large plants whereby the mechan¬ 
ical arrangements are required to be elaborate. When 
cleaning up electrical precipitation boxes, the whole mass 
of precipitate is pumped through a filter press. This is 
by all means the simplest way, and as there are no coarse 
particles, such as occur in zinc boxes, there is little or no 
difficulty in filter pressing the whole quantity of precipi¬ 
tate. The bulk of this precipitate is always large and is 
consequently low grade in precious metals, and is, as has 
formerly been mentioned, rather difficult to melt. The 
clean-up of charcoal precipitation boxes is also simple 
and without many complications. The screen-wire cages 
containing the charcoal are lifted out of solution in the 
boxes, allowed to drain until nothing more runs off of 
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them. The screen boxes are then emptied into iron 
drums or retorts, which are heated to redness with grad¬ 
ual admission of air, and the carbon is consumed. Rapid 
combustion at high temperature is to be avoided, due to 
the possibility of volatilizing some of the metals. The 
ash remaining from the combustion contains all the gold 
and silver, and some few of the base metals. This is 
melted with an appropriate flux, and a bar may be 
formed immediately from the material. 

Screening Zinc-Shaving Precipitate 

In cleaning up zinc-shaving boxes, the mechanical com¬ 
plications are greater than in any of the other processes. 
This is due to the fact that a lot of the zinc shavings 
are broken up into shorts or granulations which are not 
to be economically melted. This is on account of both 
of the loss of zinc and the extra flux required to melt it. 
The precipitate in such cases is usually passed through a 
series of screens. The first screens may be comparatively 
coarse, about 20 or 30 mesh. This removes the coarsest 
of the zinc, which can be returned to the extractor boxes 
for use in further precipitation. As this material is 
likely to be rather fine, it is usually either mixed with 
a new lot of zinc shavings, or placed in screen trays, in 
shallow beds. These trays may be set in the head com¬ 
partment of zinc boxes, one above another, a compart¬ 
ment containing as many as six or eight of these trays. 
In this way, the short zinc is all used up and is effective 
throughout its entire life. 

The precipitate after passing through the 20- or 30- 
mesh screen, which takes out the shorts for further use, 
may then be passed through about a 60- or 80-mesh 
screen, which will take out fine zinc, which is too small 
to be used for further precipitation in zinc extractor 
boxes, but may be used as zinc dust if provision is made 
for such use. Generally, however, this material is acid- 
treated, and the results added to the high-grade precipi¬ 
tate which passes through the finer screens. The latter 
is then passed through a filter press which thoroughly 
washes it, and is often blown with compressed air to in¬ 
duce a certain amount of oxidation. The filter press may 
be opened and the precipitates dropped directly into cars 
which are steam jacketed, as in the case of the Goldfield 
Consolidated mill, or in drying pans which are placed in 
drying ovens of various sorts, such as are used at a num¬ 
ber of mills in different places. 

Zinc-dust precipitate is cleaned up automatically, the 
only step being the passage to the filter press, thereafter 
the process being a duplicate of that followed in the 
zinc-shaving system, after the clean precipitate has been 
passed through the filter press. Aluminum clean-up is 
carried out exactly as with zinc. The fluxing and melt¬ 
ing are somewhat different, as very often aluminum pre¬ 
cipitate may be melted without any flux at all, and a bar 
made at once from the first melting. 

In a paper read by John S. Mac Arthur before the 
Chemical & Metallurgical Society of South Africa, the use 
of zinc wafers was proposed as an improved method for 
precipitation. It was pointed out that all attempts to 
displace zinc by the use of charcoal or electricity had 
failed, and that as an active chemical agent, filiform zinc 
had shown itself hard to beat, although the zinc-dust 
process had been successfully introduced by Merrill. It 
is suggested that probably high chemical activity of the 
zinc shavings influenced its success, for if a shaving is 
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e-\amiiied imcler a microscope it will be seen tliat, wliile 
one side is polished by the cutting tool, the other side 
has a velvety pile ex])osing a large surface to the aurif¬ 
erous solution, which accounts for the prompt respon¬ 
sive action of this form of zinc. The velvety pile seems 
to encourage the liberation of free hydrogen in the pre¬ 
cipitation of gold. The disadvantages of the shavings 
are in the structural and mechanical consideration in 
its nse. Then again the shavings are weak, the fiber 
structure having heen destroyed hy the tool in cutting, the 
^olvety surface heing only an indication of the thread 
having been strained beyond the breaking jioint of the 
original liber. The solution soon penetrates the pile, and 
spongy zinc thread collapses into a mushy mass before it 
is fully used up. Mac Arthur has aimed to overcome these 
drawbacks hy using sheet zinc cut into wjvfcrs of conven¬ 
ient size, 2 or 3 in. long by of an inch wide. Oblong 
wafers hang better and are more conveniently handled 
than when square. The wafers are made hy cutting or¬ 
dinary sheet zinc of a convenient gage, say No. 11, into 
1 J^-in. strips, in a hookhinder’s guillotine, and then cut¬ 
ting these strips crosswise so as to produce wafers ap¬ 
proximately ^Vhen these wafers fall into the 
cell of the zinc box they arrange themselves irregularly, 
more or less overlapping in slate fashion. The corners 
oi‘ each wafer are somewhat distorted by the guillotine, 
wliich prevents any sticking, providing, at the same time, 
channels for the uniform passage of the cyanide solution, 
insuring an equal opportunity of precipitation in all 
parts of the mass. 

The resistance to the flow of the solution is much 
greater with wafers than with filiform zinc, making it 
necessary for the extractor boxes to have at least twice 
the usual fall, while the cells and the boxes may he made 
with only half the usual depth. This method of precipi¬ 
tation was introduced at the Caveira mine, in Portugal, 
in 1907, where the ore contains about 21/2 grams of gold 
and 120 grams of silver per ton. With coarse crushing, 
tiie average extraction is about 80% of the gold and 75% 
of the silver. The cyanide plant was equipped with the 
usual clean-up plant, hut as the precipitates only con¬ 
tained 3% of zinc and 12% of other foreign matter, it 
was found that no acid treatment was necessary. Care¬ 
ful observations show that when in use the zinc wafers 
1-ocome thinner and thinner, until at the end of three 
weeks or so they disappear altogether without the struc¬ 
tural strength having been impaired or leaving distin¬ 
guishable debris. This new method of treatment has 
proved itself economical in the consumption of zinc, has 
simplified its clean-up and thus saved time and trouble. 

WS\ite Pais&t fos* 

d'he painting of underground timbering is recom¬ 
mended by the II. AV. Johns-Manville Co., in main drifts 
and in stations. The company makes a white paint called 
“cold-water paint,” which is much more durable and lit¬ 
tle more expensive than ordinary whitewash. The prin¬ 
cipal advantage of such painting is the increased il¬ 
lumination obtained. In addition to this, the timbering 
is made less combustible and is probably also protected 
somewhat against decay. 

The paint is equally serviceable also for both the ex¬ 
teriors and interiors of surface buildings. 

Yol. 97, No. 25 

W'itlbieSs’s^wc^I G&ses 

The oil-land withdrawal order of President Taft issued 
Sept. 27, 1909, embracing 2,871,000 acres of California 
oil land, has heen declared invalid by Judge Dooling, 
in the United States District Court at Los Angeles. Judge 
Dooling sat in the place of Judge AVellborn, who consid¬ 
ered himself disqualified, on account of his relation to 
some of the oHicials of oil companies involved. 

The Court held that there is no general power of with- 
drawfil, and while withdrawal orders have heen frequently 
upheld, he could find no case broad enough to cover the 
withdrawal of nearly 3,000,000 acres of land. Whatever 
the purjiose of this withdrawal order, the effect would be 
practically to suspend the operation of the mineral law 
as applied to the petroleum deposits of the public do¬ 
mains. Judge Dooling said that if such power exists, 
the plaintiff should he able to point to some clear legisla¬ 
tive or constitutional provision upon which it rests, as he 
was “not content to seek for it in the dicta of decisions, 
or in some shadowy twilight zone lying between the 
powers exiiressly granted to the Congress and the powers 
expressly granted to the President.” 

The most im])ortant clauses of the decision follow; 
The power to dispose of the public lands has been Riven to 

the ConRiess by the Constitution, and I find no confllctiiiR 
power Rrantcd the President by that Instrument deroRatory 
to the power Riven tlie ConRiess in this reRard. The Con- 
Rressional will as to these lands is clearly expressed in the 
law cited in this decision, and the rlRht to nullify this will 
is not lodRcd in either the executive or the judicial depart¬ 
ment, On the contrary, it is equally the duty of the executive 
as of the judicial department to see this will is cariled into 
effect. 

The promulRation of the order in question I believe to iie 
but one manifestation of a growinR tendency to concentrate 
in the executive moi-e of power than can be traced to any 
specific constitutional or leRislative provision. As this tend¬ 
ency in the present instance leads to an encroachment upon 
the domain of the Congress, I am not willing to further it by 
any decreee of this court, and for this re.ason it is ordered 
that the application for an injunction and receiver be denied, 
and the bill itself dismissed. 

The court stated that while the hill declared the ]uir- 
pose of the withdrawal to have heen to secure for the 
Navy a supply of fuel oil, 
the order itself makes no such declaration, but states the 
purpose to be “in aid of proposed legislation affecting the 
use of the petroleum deposits of the public domain.” The bill 
as originally filed contained no reference to the use of the (dl 
by the Navy, but this averment was added by an amendment 
made on the very day the motion to dismiss was called for 
argument, although the bill itself had been filed more than 
a year before. 

It is now predicted by those familiar with the situation 
that there will arise a new mass of litigation as to whether 
certain locations were made prior to July 2, 1910, when the 
President Issued an order of withdrawal of the same lands 
as in the previous September, but this time, with the authority 
of Congress, voted to him a few days before. The Midway 
Northern Oil Co. says it entered the field subsequent to Mar. 
1, 1910, and discovered petroleum In paying quantities cn 
June 6. 

The government will appeal one of the cases to the 
United States Supreme Court, in order to get a final de¬ 
cision, which will affect the several defendants alike. The 
question of the validity of President Taft’s withdrawal 
order is already pending in the United States Supreme 
Court in the case of the Midwest Oil Company of AVyom- 
ing. In that case 170,000 acres of oil land was with¬ 
drawn in AA%oming. That case was taken to the Circuit 
Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit. No decision 
was handed down but the case certified to the Supreme 
Court. 
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By W. L. Cumings* 

SYNOPSIS—Advantages of pacing, dial compass and 
aner(nd< surveying' for rapid examination Mrork. De¬ 
scription of instruments and difficulties of adjustment. 
Methods of performing survey. 

W. 
In isolated districts wliere facilities for the accurate 

survey of undeveloped properties are lacking, it becomes 
necessary to devise some method for their rapid examina¬ 
tion. Speed is generally an important factor, on ac¬ 
count of the daily cost of the expedition and, in many 
districts, on account of the difficulty of carrying in suf¬ 
ficient supplies and camp equip¬ 
ment to last over the time nec¬ 
essary for accurate surveying 

and mapping. 
A mctliod used in examining 

an undeveloped iron property 
in the state of Guerrero may be 
of interest. In this case, the 
greatest speed possible consist¬ 
ent with satisfactory results was 
necessary on account of the had 
weather conditions during Aug¬ 
ust, the time of survey, and on 
account of the necessity of ex¬ 
amining a large numlKW of prop¬ 
erties in a certain limited time. 

IxsTRU^^iENTs Used 

The only surveying instru¬ 
ment employed was an alum¬ 
inum dial com])ass, with an 
hour circle graduated for the 
pro])er latitude, 19°. This was 
always used on a Jacob staff in¬ 
stead of being held in the hand, 
as is sometimes done in the 
Lake Superior district. The in¬ 
strument has a movable grad¬ 
uated circle above the compass 

box, by which horizontal angles Dial Compass and 
(‘an be measured to an accuracy P)jp Xeedle 
of about Vo°. By using this, Mounted on Jacob 

“ • , staff. The thread 
courses can l)e read in any makes an angle of 18° 

quadrant, and either recorded the^dip*^ needir^shows 
or, what is better, plotted direct- positive reading 

ly in the field book. This Jacob 
staff is Jointed so that the two parts can be unscrewed 
and packed in a suit case, or tied firmly together and 
lashed to the saddle when one is traveling on horseback. 

Besides the dial compass to give the horizontal defle(‘- 
tion of the needle due to lo(‘al conditions, there was also 
used a dij) needle which, when observations are made, 
is hung on a brass arm jirojecting from the staff, as shown 
in the photograph. This arm is bent to fill hxiscly a 
groove in the staff, so that it can revolve freely and the 
];laue of the dip needle can be made to coincide approxi- 

*Mining engineer. South Bethlehem, Penn. 

mately with the plane of the horizontal needle above. 
The two instruments thus practically form a magneto¬ 
meter, with the added advantage of being more portable. 
The dial compass, furthermore, is a surveying instru¬ 
ment, while the magnetometer is not. 

Asceiitaining AccruATE Solar Time 

As the deposit in (luestion was supposed to be magnetic 
and as all the magnetic data was desired, it was, of 
course, necessary to get accurate local solar time. This 
can sometimes be done by getting the telegraphic time 
for the district and correcting for the longitude change 
between the time .station and the property to be exam¬ 
ined. It is generally better, however, to select a point 
unaffected by local attraction, and to establish the merid¬ 
ian by a rough observation on Polaris, using the two- 
.string method. Or one may use the dial compass for a 
back-sight and a suspended string for a fore-sight, the 
string being lined in between the compass and the star. 
This latter method was used in the case under consid¬ 
eration. After the meridian is determined, the compass 
is set on it while the sun is shining and the shadow of 
the thread gives the true local solar time for the imme¬ 
diate locality. With the observer’s watch set to this time, 
the instrument is ready for use. The change in local time 
is so slight that for two or three days no change in watch 
time is necessary to get true north, but it is geuerallv best 
to set the compass on the meridian each morning and see 
if any correction should be made. When watch time is cor¬ 
rect, we have true north shown by the line between the 
thread and the upright standard whenever the shadow on 
the hour circle is made to correspond with watch time. 

If neither of these methods for ascertaining correct 
time (‘an be used, it is generally possible to approximate 
a meridian by getting the best data available on the 
magnetic declination for the district. This is alwavs 
juiblished on the U. S. Hydrographic Charts and, in the 
present case, our meridian was roughly checked by the de¬ 
clination there given. 

Adjustment of Instruments for Latitude 

It never seems to occur to American instrument makers 
that compass needles, adjusted to come to rest horizontal¬ 
ly at the factory, will not come to rest horizontally when 
used north or south of that point. In Mexico, the tliminu- 
tion in the vertical component of the magnetic pull is so 
great that the north end of the needle is constantly 
touching the glass cover, and observations with the needle 
in this condition are useless. Similarly, a dip needle bal¬ 
anced to read zero at Troy, N. Y., will show a negative 
dip of 30° or 40° when taken to a nonmagnetic area in 
Guerrero, or eonver.sely a positive dip of 30° or 40° if 
used as far north as Newfoundland. 

Consequently, it is ahvays nece.^sarv to balance the 
needles for each district before use. To do this, it is 
necessary to select a spot removed from any ore deposit, 
or, in other words, a spot as free as possible from local 
attraction. The adjustment is made in ca.se of the dial 
compass, by moving the copper-wire counterweight, which 
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is always on the south end of the needle. In the ease of 
the dip- needle, a small counterweight of fine copper 
wire must be made and attached to the needle, to the 
north end if used south of the factory, to the south end 
if used north of the factory. The adjustment can be eas¬ 
ily performed by winding on a little more wire than is 
necessary and then gradually snipping off small pieces 
with a fine pair of scissors until the desired weight is at¬ 
tained. 

The actual adjustment of the needles is simple, but as 
a general thing the opening of the compass Imxes is pro¬ 
ductive of profanity and loss of time. Both dial com- 

tive and familiar. Plenty of mosquitoes and a tempera¬ 
ture of 96° in the shade help some too, but, of course, 
one doesn’t have to stay in the shade. 

Incidentally, these remarks on compass needles apply to 
nearly all surveyors’ compasses and transit compasses, 
but there is one American maker who now supplies a 
transit with the glass cover over the compass box easily 
removable and yet water-tight. 

Method of Survey 

In the present case our instruments were finally ad¬ 
justed by 3 p.m., and as the property to be mapped was 

The Map of the Deposit 

A large amount of detailed information is thus succinctly presented. 

passes and dip needles come from the maker with the 
glass covers firmly sealed wdth putty to keep out moisture, 
although, as stated, they are absolutely useless until ad¬ 
justed. Since the average person neglects to open the 
instrument for adjustment until he is ready to go to 
work, he generally has to perform the task under the most 
unfavorable conditions. The pleasure of working two or 
three hours down in Guerrero, trying with a penknife to 
remove putty from a space about V64 in. thick, must be 
experienced to be appreciated. The pleasure is heightened 
when the operator is seated on an army cot in a native 
house, while the family pig, the family dogs, the family 
chickens, in fact, the entire family, are getting inquisi- 

about one mile from the camp, we spent the rest of the 
afternoon taking a general view of conditions. The un¬ 
dergrowth was too dense to allow running lines without 
cutting; so we directed two natives to start cutting a 
straight line from a point in the arroyo, marked E on 
the map, to the top of the hill. One of them happened 
to know how to line up sight poles and to cut a line ap¬ 
proximately straight, so that they were started cutting 
this line without any supervision and we continued our 
general observations. 

The next morning we started in on the survey, com¬ 
mencing at monument 4 and running a pacing traverse 
to point A, thence to B, C and to monument Z>. The 
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comj3ass-man selected the courses, observed horizontal and 
dip-needle readings and did the pacing, while the ob¬ 
server or geologist with a cross-section book and a small 
rectangular protractor and scale plotted the results di¬ 
rectly on a scale of 100 paces to the inch. When one page 
was filled, the sketch was continued on the next. It is the 
Lake Superior practice to employ woodsmen for compass- 
men, but if an engineer can do accurate pacing, he can 
also find time to help out the recorder by observing 
rocks, ores and in general by cooperating in the rapid 
securing of data. 

At the point J), a sight was taken to the large cactus 
in the arroyo, as shown on the map, and since it was 
impossible to pace in a straight line, the distance along 
the bed of the arroyo was paced, and an allowance was 
made for the increased distance. After reaching the 
cactus, the same means of pacing was used to reach the 
point E, whence the cut line was followed to F, the 
workmen having nearly completed the cutting. Aneroid 

and one, the aneroid, in the pocket; the Jacob staff is an 
aid in walking rather than an encumbrance. 

(5) The map could contain sufficient data to show the 
lines of equal magnetic intensity, but the attractions were 
slight and the magnetic lines are not drawn, as the mag¬ 
netic area is too small; the readings are shown, however, 
in the usual manner, the figure at the arrow-head repre¬ 
senting horizontal deflection from the normal and the fig¬ 
ure below showing the dip-needle readings. The arrow 
shows by its direction whether the horizontal variation 
was to the east or west of the normal. 

(6) Evidence was gathered as to the probable con¬ 
tinuity of the deposit by the magnetic readings taken 
every 100 steps' and also by the general scouting of the 
geologist who was generally observing conditions on either 
side of the compass-man and at some distance from him. 

The main feature is the map, which to my mind is of 
more value than any amount of written description. If 
one is reporting to a person who can read a map intel- 

Eng.&Min.journal * *. 

Arroyo Grande 
Point indicated on map. Note size of float ore. 

readings were now being taken and recorded directly, in 
feet above sea level. 

At F, it was necessary to have line FG cut ahead to 
reach the main outcrop. When this was reached at H, 
some time was spent by both engineers taking samples 
and noting conditions. From H, the traverse was con¬ 
tinued to /, J and K and finally back to D. The error 
in closure was 30 steps, about 80 ft., which, considering 
the character of the country, and the total distance tra¬ 
versed, about 2000 steps or 5280 ft., was sufficiently close. 

Summary of Work Accomplished 

The main results may be summarized as follows: 
(1) The time taken was that of two engineers for 

three hours. 
(2) A map was obtained sufficiently accurate for all 

practical purposes, certainly with not more than 5% 
error. 

(3) This map was completed in the field, so that 
probable errors could be detected before leaving the 
ground; the contours were sketched in as the work pro¬ 
gressed; the only data added were the analysis and the 
title, the finished map being simply a tracing of the 
notebook map. 

("4) The map was made with three instruments, two 
of which are carried in leather cases attached to the belt. 

The Beach 
Note float ore and character of vegetation. 

ligently, the text of the report accompanying such a map 
of the property in question need not exceed 150 words. 

Variations 

The same general method can be used with a number 
of variations. In some cases it may be better to lay out 
a base line, preferably due north and south, or due east 
and west, and collect data by pacing lines at right angles. 
This base line can be measured, if thought necessary, and 
stakes set every 264 ft., which is the equal of 100 steps 
of the average compass-man. 

In case of nonmagnetic deposits, the dip needle is not 
used, but the dial compass is just as practicable. In 
densely wooded districts, I believe it preferable to a 
prismatic compass or a Brunton. 

Importance of Method 

It may be thought by many that the foregoing method 
is too simple to merit a description. To those who 
have had geological experience in the Lake regions, it is, 
of course, an old story. I am inelined to believe, how¬ 
ever, that many engineers who report on prospects are at 
a loss to know how to make a satisfactory map with 
equipment reduced to a minimum. In this case, for in¬ 
stance, a party in which were included at least three 
graduates of as many prominent American mining schools 

I 
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ing on account of the strong attractions prevalent on such 
ranges as the Menominee and the Vermilion, where, in 
many places, an ordinary compass is absolutely useless. 

Test Oi» 10»Stage Ttirfoii&e Pism|3 

Within the last few months, a 10-stage turbine pump, 
electrically driven, and made by the Alberger Pump Co., 
90 West St., New York, was installed at the North Star 
Mines, Grass Valley, Calif. The following interesting 
figures were obtained as the result of a test run on this 
pump: Gallons pumped per minute, 413, against a total 

Chuquicamata plant, which wo are now enabled, through 
his courtesy, to reproduce. 

They are: A map of the plant; cross-sections of the 
crusher house, reclaiming bridge, and tank house; and 
a diagrammatic view of the apparatus. 

The various parts of the installation are shown in the 
same relative positions in the diagrammatic view and 
the map, so that the two are almost self-explanatory, ex¬ 
cept that perhaps attention should be called to the de- 
chlorinating cylinders in the upper left-hand corner of 
the diagram. On pp. 1255, 1256 and 1257 we present 
some views, showing progress on the Chiquicamata plant. 

Map of the Chuquicaaiata Leaching Plant 

CROSS-SECTION OF ELECTROLYTIC TANK 
House tNC-b^niNVOU^NAw 

Cross-Sections of Chuquicamata Plant 
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had just finished a reconnaissance trip through the region. 
Although they camped within one mile of the property 
described for two weeks and must have spent on it at 
least one day, their elaborate report contained no map 
by which one could get an idea of actual conditions. Their 
report describes at length a large hill, with a large cen¬ 
tral outcrop and enormous amounts of fioat, and ends by 
giving an estimate of “ore in sight, probable ore and pos¬ 
sible ore.” I have forgotten the figure for the last, but it 
was well up in the millions of tons. 

So far as I know, there is only one mining school in 
the United States that emphasizes the value of pacing in 
the examination of certain types of undeveloped prop¬ 
erties. The mining school is that of Michigan, where the 
six weeks’ course in field geology is mainly practice in 
making geological maps by such simple methods. It is, 
of course, in the Lake district that the timber cruisers 
have developed such marvelous accuracy in pacing. Many 
of them use the dial compass in ordinary timber estimat- 

head of 1402 ft.; electrical power input, 242V^ hp.; work 
done on water, 146^ hp.; plant efficiency, 60^% ; motor 
efficiency (statement by General Electric Co.), probably 
891/^%; pump efficiency, 67i/^%. 

W. 

FIas:^t 

During E. A. Cappelen Smith’s lecture before the 
American Electrochemical Society, reported in the Jour¬ 
nal of April 25, 1914, he showed some drawings of the 
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WiiHidllass foir 

By Alijkut G. Wolf* 

The accompanying illustrations show a windlass and 
a self-dumping mechanism with which a prospector can 
sink a shaft alone, while saving the labor of climbing 
in and out of the shaft to hoist each bucket. The wind¬ 
lass is small enough to he placed at the bottom of a shaft 
and light enough to he installed, operated and removed 
by one man. 

The windlass, as shown in ))lan and elevations, con- 
•sists of a wooden drum, 1 ft. long by (> in. in diameter, an 
axle and crank made of a single j)iece of round iron, and 
a yoke of round iron, which au])ports the drum and 
crank. I'he yoke is held by two eye-bolts fastened through 
a piece of 2xG-in. plank. The windlass is braced and 
prevented from swinging in the eye-bolts by a third piece 
of round iron, one end of which is bent around the axle 
at the crank end of the drum, and the other, hook¬ 
shaped, passed through a third eye-bolt in a horizontal 
piece of 2xl2-in. plank. The two planks are spiked se¬ 
curely together. AVhen the windlass is to he set up, the 
vertical piece is pla(*ed at tin* center of one end of the 
shaft and the horizontal ])iece is wedged firmly between 
the two walls, just as a stull would he. The length of the 
horizontal piece wilt he varied accoi'ding to the size of 
the shaft being sunk. 

The framework of the dum])ing device is made entirely 
of 2x4-in. lumber. The bucket slides on two skids to 
the top of the shaft. Here, two lugs, riveted to the bucket 
below its center of gravity, engage two outer skids, to 

♦Mason, Nev, 

which are fastened two beveled pieces; the bucket travels 
up these as on an incline plane. When the top is reached, 
the lugs strike two pivoted pins and drop over the ends 
of*the planks. By slacking the rope at this point, the 
bucket is allowed to turn over on its lugs and dump its 
contents into a chute properly placed. The bucket is then 
hoisted a few inches over the pins, which fall into place, 
and the lugs guide the bucket over them to the skids 
again. 

As the drum is small, space for extra cable is made by 
driving two rows of pins, about an inch apart, around the 
drum near one end. These pins are large nails which 
have the heads cut off. 

When it is desired to remove the windlass and protect 
it from blasts, enough muck is placed in the bucket to 
balance the windlass, and the bucket is hoisted to twice 
the height that it is desired to raise the windlass. The 
hook brace is then loosened, the drum is swung against 
the frame and fastened, the wedges are knocked out and 
the machine ascends without much effort on the part 
of the operator. This machine was devised by W. J. 
Finney, of Liming, Nevada. 

’y. 

Accidents are not uncommon in connection with the 
operation of conveyors of all kinds. They are mainly 
due, perhaps, to the neglect of proper precautions when 
working or moving about the machinery while it is in 
motion. So far as possible, the oiling should be done 
after the machinery has been stopped, and no adj-ust- 
ments or repairs of any kind should be made while the 
conveyor is in motion. Employees should be forbidden 
to step over or across moving conveyors, or to ride upon 

any of them except those that are intended for use in 
this way. Scuffling and other forms of disorderly con¬ 
duct in the vicinity of conveyors should be prohibited. 
Persons who are employed about conveyors should avoid 
loosely fitting or ragged garments, and they should keep 
their coats or jumpers closely buttoned so that no part 
of their clothing can become caught in the machinery. 

All conveyors should he guarded by substantial rail¬ 
ings, wherever it is possible for persons to come in con¬ 
tact with them. Where walks parallel to the conveyors 
are provided, these should also have substantial railings 
and toe-boards. At points where conveyors pass from 
one floor to another special care should be exercised to 
see that the openings in the floors are adequately pro- 
te(‘ted by railings and toe-boards. The floors at both 
the loading and discharging ends of conveyors should be 
kept in good condition, and it is advisable to cover them 
at such ])oints with rubber matting or some other non¬ 
slipping material. If this is done the covering should 
be kept in good condition and free from holes, and it 
should not he allowed to roll up at the corners or edges. 

•An abstract of an article appearing: in the “Travelers 
Standard,” May, 1914. 
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shafting should he cut off or effectively covered over. 
Adjustable take-up boxes should be used to regulate the 
tension on the belts of belt conveyors, and the use of 
the type in Avhich the adjusting screws are protected is 
recommended. 

Frequent and thorough inspections should be made of 
all parts of conveyors, and of the mechanism connected 
with them; and whenever any worn or otherwise defec¬ 
tive parts are discovered they should be renewed imme¬ 
diately. Care should also be taken to see that all parts 
of the mechanism are kept well lubricated and in the 
best of condition in every respect. 

Many accidents are caused by starting conveyors with¬ 
out giving warning to men who may be repairing them 
or working about them. The repair men themselves are 
sometimes responsible for such accidents, as they often 

neglect to notify the person in charge of the machinery 
of their intention to make the repairs or adjustments. 
Repair men should take special care to give the necessary 
notification in every case, and as a further precaution a 
sign should be placed on the starting lever, warning per¬ 
sons against setting the machinery in motion. When 
such a sign is used it should be removed only by the 
person who placed it in position. 

Conveyors that are situated outside of buildings should 
be protected from the weather, so far as possible, and 
should be provided with substantial runways having stout 
railings. If the runways become covered with snow or 
ice they should be cleaned off promptly and as thoroughly 
as possible, and then sprinkled with sand or ashes to 
prevent the workmen from slipping. 

By W. C. Hart* 

At the Wakefield mine in a vertical shaft it was found 
desirable to start operations with 3-ton skips, these being 
most suitable for the initial hoisting equipment and he- 

' Alt rivets^, to be 
flattened on far 
side 

Manganese-Steel Point 

A 3.^' Strap riveted 
to angle | 

Cast-Steel Wheel 

Steel Washer 

Arraxoemkxt of Skip Dump to Accomodate Either 3-Tox or 5-Tox Skip 

Devices should be installed, at numerous convenient 
places, for stopping the conveyor machinery quickly in 
case of accident. All belts, pulleys and rope drives, when 
located within 7 ft. of the floor level,, should he effectively 
guarded; all exposed gears should also be effectively 
guarded; all setscrews with projecting heads should be 
replaced by others of the countersunk type, or be cov¬ 
ered over in a safe manner; all chains and sprocket 
wheels should be inclosed; and all projecting ends of *Superintendent, Wakefleld mine, Wakefield, Mich. 

ing large enough to handle the development production. 
There was, however, a possibility of 5-ton .skips being used 
at a future stage of operations and it was decided for this 

reason to design dump plates which would allow chang¬ 

ing from the 3-ton to the 5-ton skips with a minimum of 

delay and labor. The cut shows a pair of combination 

plates. 
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The plates, as shown, are made up for 5-ton skips. To 
get them ready for 3-ton skips it is only necessary to un¬ 
bolt the roller hub A, and bolt it into position shown by 
dotted lines B; unbolt the 13^-in. length of angle be¬ 
tween C and D; unbolt the manganese point C and bolt 
it in position shown by dotted lines at D. The change 
can easily be made in an hour, between shifts. 

The design was worked out graphically on a large scale, 
so that there is perfect coordination between the 3-ton 
skips now in use and the plates. 

The guide angles at the tops of the plates provide for 
overwinding at the angle of discharge of the skip, 
and there is no possibility of the ore dropping back into 
the shaft. Runners are built in the headframe at the 
ui)per end of the plates, as a continuation of the guide 
angles of the plates, so that the skip will remain at the 
angle of discharge for an overwind of 10 feet. 

•'TpeEaclhi aimcS Pipe Feedl»Wates* 

A simple, yet successful method of utilizing the ex¬ 
haust steam from hoisting engines to heat feed water, is 
shown in the accompanying drawing. It was designed 

to the shaft and back into the boiler. The temperature 
of the water entering the boiler is about 180° F. in con¬ 
trast with 110° when the old method was used. In case 
of accident to the underground pumps, water can be 
drawn from the storage tank through the connections 
shown. The conduit also carries a 2-in. and a 3-in. steam 
pipe to the mine pumps. The company using this method 
figures that it has saved about 10% of its coal consump¬ 
tion without adding any upkeep cost. 

m. 

Pois^ts P^mp 
Desi^E!^ 

The three centrifugal pumps first installed by the 
Penn Iron Mining Co. w’ere made with a solid casing 
and the impellers and the diffusion rings are drawn out 
through the end of the casing. In the pumps installed 
since, there is no casing, but the stationary parts of each 
stage are held together by large through bolts. {Bull. 
A. I. M. E., February, 1914.) None of the pumps have 
casings divided horizontally, a plan which introduces un¬ 
favorable joints and necessitates disconnecting and lift¬ 
ing out the shaft and impellers. Without the horizontal 
joint, the diffusion rings and impellers are easily drawn 
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for a Mesabi mine, where before its introduction the 
steam from the hoist, as is usual in many plants, ex¬ 
hausted into the air through a small boiler used as a pre¬ 
heater, a method that proved most unsatisfactory. 

A trench was dug from the shaft to the boiler house, 
a distance of 140 ft., open to the atmosphere at the shaft 
end through a Y. The ditch was lined with concrete 
and covered with 3-in. planking, 28-gage corrugated iron 
and 1 ft. of dirt. 

The exhaust steam from the h.oist discharges into the 
conduit at the engine house against atmospheric pressure 
and passes through-it into the air at the other end. The 
water from the mine in a 3-in. pipe passes from a sump 
at the shaft through the conduit to a 300-gal. per min. 
Prescott feed-water pump in the boiler house. It is 
picked up by this pump and forced through a 4-in. pipe 

out endways without disturbing the shaft. It takes about 
four hours to take apart a four-stage pump and put it 
together again. 

The point of principal wear, the occasion of the great¬ 
est loss in efficiency, is between the impellers and the dif¬ 
fusion rings. Originally, the contact faces were narrow, 
only % They have since been made l^V in. and the 
tendency to leak has been decreased by using labyrinth 
rings, as shown in the accompanying drawing. 

Mine Fire Prevention* 

Do not use candles for lighting underground. 
Do away with timber construction around shaft. 
Keep timbered shafts moist. 

♦From U. S. Bureau of Mines Technical Paper 59. 
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Break continuity of timbering from pump house to 

shaft. 
Do not allow combustible rubbish to collect under¬ 

ground. 
Do not allow smoking in any timbered place. 
Use care in electric wiring and guard against short- 

circuiting by frequent inspection. 
Do not use kerosene in lanterns or torches. 
Do not allow the building of fires underground. 
Cover steam pipes laid near timber. 
Do not store lubricating or illuminating oils in great 

quantity underground, especially in timbered places. 

A socket connection for steel I-beams has been devised 
by Wesley Wait, Newburgh, N. Y. {Eng. Neivs, May 28, 
1914.) Fig. 1 shows the principle of construction of the 

The joint is thought to have possibilities for use in steel 
mine sets, particularly on account of the quickness and 
ease of connecting up. 

ff2ome®Made Safety Ctrosslheadl 
By Lowe Wiiitixg* 

Accidents during shaft sinking, due to the hanging up, 
and subsequent dropping of the crosshead, have been so 
numerous that it may be considered almost criminal neg¬ 
ligence to sink a shaft without the use of some safety de¬ 

vice. 
The accompanying drawing illustrates a homemade 

crosshead that was used in the Iron River district of 
Michigan, during the sinking of a small shaft to a depth 

^ 456 

A "strap Iron 

joint. The horizontal member or cap has its flanges 
slotted to fit a tapered notch so cut in the top of the post 
and in the plane of the web as to remove a length of the 
web; the joint is made by slipping the cap into the notch 

Fig. 2. Assembled Sets 

in the post. The type of set tested is shown by Fig. 2. It 
was rather crudely made. Loads up to 45,000 lb. were 
applied by loading blocks at the quarter-points of the cap, 
and no weakness of the connection was evident, although 

■■ v'Hi 
Bumper 

I bxs'Quide 

Safety Frosshead with Automatic Release 

of 450 ft. A “button,” made of a piece of 2-in. pipe, 3 in. 
long, was fastened to the rope. This was slipped over 
the rope where the strands had been slightly separated, 
a small pin put through two holes in the pipe and through 
the loosened strands, and the whole filled with babbitt. 

In descending, the crosshead strikes the bumpers, re¬ 
leasing the claws, allowing the “button” to pass between 
them and the bucket to continue to the bottom of the 
shaft. 

On hoisting, the button strikes the 3-in. piece of hard¬ 
wood, lifting the crosshead, which allows the coiled 
springs to again bring the claws into action. 

'Manaprer, Whiting Eng. Co., Iron River, Mich. 
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Compless 

Mairaeipals 

A strong deterring factor in the treatment of complex 
ores of both gold and silver, has been the reluctance of 
thcod minerals to allow the precious metals contained to 
combine with mercury, in amalgamation processes, or to 
dissolve in cyanide or other commercial treatment solu¬ 
tions. A most frequent result of this tendency has been 
to separate these i)articular minerals from ores by con¬ 
centration and recover tbeir ])recious metal by smelting. 
It has always lu'cn desirable, however, to avoid multipli- 

'Fhk Nn'issi\(j PhL'i’Kii Installation' 

cation of processes and to priKluce, from a milling plant, 
bullion instead of a complex mineral which has to under¬ 
go further reduction at additional exiiense. 

The complexity of the ores of the Cobalt district ef 
Ontario, and the desire to produce hullion exclusively, in¬ 
stead of bullion and concentrates, has led to some ex¬ 
tremely original methods of securing the desired end. 
One ill jiarticular, that of desulphurizing the minerals 
with caustic-soda solutions and aluminum, as developed 
by J. J. Denny, at the Xipissing loiv-grade mill, is of 
exceptional interest. 

This process is based upon the redueing action of nas¬ 
cent hydrogen, formed when aluniiiium and caustic soda 
are brought together: 

2 A1 + 2 XaOII + 2 ILO = Xa,ALO, + 6 H 
The nascent hydrogen acts upon the sulphides of sil¬ 
ver, producing sodium sulphide and metallic silver. Its 
action upon the arsenic and antimony compounds is sim¬ 
ilar, the arsenic and antimony probably, after being re¬ 
duced to metallic form, reacting again to form arsenides, 
antimonides, which, however, exercise no objectionable 
influence as regards the essential metallurgy. Extremely 
fine grinding- is found to be necessary, all the pulp being 
passed through a 200-mesh screen. The silver comes 
down in spongy form, easily soluble in cyanide solutions. 

As outlined by James Johnston,^ the procedure is: 
grinding through 200 mesh, thickening the pulp, all in 
caustic-soda solution, and then passing it through a 4x25- 
ft. tube mill, containing aluminum blocks. The rate 
of feed through the mill is 14 dry tons per hour, and tlse 
dilution, 1.5 to 1. The pulp is then taken to a mechani¬ 
cal agitation tank, 34x13 ft., lined with aluminum plates. 
Here agitation is continued for 24 to 36 hr., after which 
it is filtered through a Butters filter preparatory to un¬ 
dergoing cyanidation. 

To maintain a balance of mill solutions, it is an object 
to remove as much of the caustic-soda solution as possible. 

Mi:rirANU’AL Sli.mk Aoitatoks at the Xipisstxg Mill 

In practice, the Butters filter delivers to the cyanide 
plant a ])ulp containing about 26% moisture. 

This process has proved a practical necessity at the 
Xipissing mill, facilitating the treatment of a highly 
complex ore. It may be found of service in other lo¬ 
calities where refractory ores, both of gold and silver, 
have to be bandied. 

Onatpuat at Oreat 
Falls 

In the article on the Old Dominion smelting works, 
at Globe, Ariz., in the Jourxal of June 6, attention is 
is directed to the large daily output obtained in the Great 
Falls type converter used at this plant. The statement 
is made that this daily copper output, i.e., 60 tons, is 
about double that reported last year by ^lessrs. Wheeler 
and Krejci for shells of the same size at Great Falls, 
Montana. 

COPPER OUTPUT OF CONVERTERS AT GREAT FALLS 
Tons of Iron 

Tons Copper and Sulphur Tons of Ore 
Produced per Per Cent. Min. per Oxidized per Used per 

Converter Cu In. Ton of Cop- Converter Converter 
Period Day Matte per Day Day 

Feb., 1914 95.20 36.4 15.13 176 65.3 
Mar., 1914 89.27 33.8 16.13 186 71.4 

>“BulL,” A. I. M. E., Feb., 1914. 
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While this is probably a record figure for upright 
shells, 12 ft. in diameter, it does not approximate the 
output obtained from the Class V or 20-ft. converters 
now in use at Great Falls. In the 20-ft. converters the 
average output of copper was over 95 tons per day in 
February, and nearly 90 tons in March when converting 
a 34% matte. In addition, from 25 to 30 tons of cold 
matte and cleanings are treated per converter day, and 
operations during the months cited were handicapped on 
account of reconstruction work; it is expected that the 
output will be increased when normal running conditions 
are restored. In the article "Great Falls Converter Prac¬ 
tice,”^ Messrs. Wheeler and Krejci reported that the 
20-ft. converter produced at the rate of 4.31 and 4.77 
tons of copper per converter hour when in operation, or 
at the rate of 103.4 and 114.5 tons of copper per day, 
respectively; this was when converting a 38 to 39% 
matte. 

Destroyi^^ Old St&cli witlh 

By D. Boyd Smith, Jr.* 

After a new stack had been built for the Steptoe Valley 
smelting plant, it became necessary to raze the old de¬ 
fective stack. This was of brick, 190 ft. high at the 
time, and was estimated to weigh about 1000 tons. The 

N 

Section of Stack Base, Showing Location of Holes 

inside diameter at the base was 18 ft., and the thickness 
of the wall was about 4^ ft., the outside being octagonal. 
Eleven holes were put in 7^ ft. above the concrete 
foundation distributed as shown in the figure, with the 

DIMENSIONS AND CHARGES IN HOLES 
Hole Width. Height, Length, Powder, 
Nc. In. In. In. Lb. 
1. . 11 9 23% 14.0 
2. . 13 9 24 16.3 
3. . 12 8% 24 13.3 
4. . 12 8% 24 13.8 
5. . 24 6% 24 26.2 
6. 9% 25 34.5 
7. . 9% 9% 22% 8.5 
8. . 9% 9% 23 12.9 
9. . 12 9% 23 23.7 
10. . 12 7 22 13.8 
11. . 12 6% 23% 13.1 

‘Bull. A. I. M. E., August, 1913. 
•East Ely, Nev. 

dimensions given in the accompanying table. These 
holes were loaded with 190 lb. of Hercules E. L. F. 
40%, distributed in the various holes, as shown in the 
table. In the middle of each charge was a primer con¬ 
taining an electric detonator with a 35-ft. lead. The 
holes were closely tamped with black plastic converter 
mud. The 11 detonators were connected in series to a 
500-ft. connection with the 110-volt lighting circuit. 

The charge on firing seemed to blow out the entire 
base for about 30 ft. above the foundation, allowing the 
top of the stack to drop and telescope on itself. Almost 
all the debris fell in a pile 50 ft. in diameter. The work 
was done under the direction of J. D. Watson, civil 
engineer, and R. E. Middagh, chief electrician of the 
company. 

Meipctiairy I^osses iia 

Metallurgical processes which make use of mercury are 
objectionable for many reasons, but perhaps the principal 
one is the extreme care necessary to prevent loss of the 
metal, and the unavoidable small losses, even after ail 
possible care has been taken. Contrary to the impression 
existing among most people, it is a matter of great difli- 
eulty to avoid serious losses. When it is spilled, the whole 
quantity is never recovered. Mercury has the property of 
insinuating itself into extremely small interstices, even 
penetrating through porous stone, sand, small cracks in 
retaining vessels, etc., so that its entire recovery is not 
possible. The facility with which it breaks up into tiny 
particles, sometimes microscopic, materially promotes 
the facility for loss. 

When amalgam is retorted, there is always a propor¬ 
tion of the mercury that remains with the sponge, re¬ 
fusing to be separated. When the sponge is finally 
melted into bullion, the remaining traces are volatilized, 
and in spite of dust chambers, condensers, or even passing 
the gas through cold water, a part of this mercury wih 
unavoidably be lost. 

An interesting illustration of mercury handling is 
shown at the high-grade mill of the Nipissing Mining 
Co., Cobalt, Ontario. The rich silver ore is ground up 
in a tube mill together with mercury and cyanide solu¬ 
tion. A current of compressed air is passed through tlr 
mill, in at one trunnion and out at the other. The issuing 
air is led, in an iron pipe, up through the mill ana out 
into the atmosphere. At the low temperature, about 
90° F., generated within the mill by the grinding, some 
of the mercury is volatilized. A piece of gold leaf placed 
over the exhaust will become amalgamated in a short 
time, showing that some of the mercury volatilizes at the 
temperature already mentioned. 

Most mills make use of mercury in small quantities, so 
that the loss, although amounting to an appreciable per 
centage, is not important, when calculated per ton of ore, 
but when it is employed on the extensive scale required at 
the Nipissing, in the treatment of 5 tons per day of 
2500-oz. silver ore, great care, continual checking and 
weighing of the mercury is necessary. 

The CoiiMolidated Mlnlnfc & Smelting: Co., of Canada ha» 
about completed the installation of an experimental hydro- 
metallurgical plant for zinc extraction at Trail, B. C. The 
ore is roasted sulphatizin^ly in a Wed^e furnace, leached, 
and the zinc precipitated from the solution by electrolysis. 
It is reported that satisfactory cathode deposits have been 
obtained. 
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TSiie Assay of CiP^aSe Flatiiratism 

By Mautin Schwitter* 

Crude platinum is on the market in the shape of small 
mujgets, ranging in weight from 100 mg. down. It may 
1)0 divided roughly into two portions, the insoluble and 
the soluble in aqua regia. The insoluble includes osmi- 
lidium as its only valuable constituent, while the soluble 
includes platinum, iridium, palladium, rhodium and gold. 
It is desired to determine each of the above metals with 

accuracy. 
This original method is now in use by a large buyer of 

crude })latinum and has been checked up by results ob¬ 
tained in refilling the purchased lots of crude. 

The Method 

Weigh 25 grams of the sample into a 300-c.c. beaker. 
Add 200 c.c. of aqua regia (1 part nitric to 3 parts hy¬ 
drochloric acid, by volume) and place on the water bath 
for about one hour, then ]dace on a thin piece of asbestos 
cn the hot plate and boil gently for two hours. Remove 
from the hot plate and allow to settle for 15 min. Decant 
the solution into another 3(>0-c.c. beaker and again boil 
for about an hour to dissolve any finely divided metal, 
which may have decanted over. Remove from the hot 
plate and fill up the beaker with water. Stir well, then 
settle over night. Immediately after decanting the aqua 
regia from the original beaker, add another 200 c.c. 
of aqua regia to the residue therein and repeat the warm¬ 
ing and boiling of the acid. Finally remove from the 
plate, fill with water, stir, and let settle over night. Un¬ 
less the ore is in unusually large pieces, the solution 
of the soluble minerals wdll be complete with this treat¬ 
ment, which is planned to take one day. 

Decant the clear solutions from both the beakers into 
a 1000-c.c. volumetric flask, being careful not to allow 
any of the insolul)le to be carried over. Wash the con¬ 
tents of one of the beakers into the other so as to have 
everything in one beaker and to dilute the acid before 
fdtering. Filter through a 9-c.m. paper into the 1000- 
c.c. flask. Wash the insoluble from the beaker onto 
the paper and then wash on the paper till the solution 
which runs through is ])erfectly colorless. 

Determination of Osaiiridium 

Transfer the filter paper and its contents to a 2V2-ii^- 
scorifier, add 10 to 15 grams of test lead, fill the scorifier 
level full with litharge and fuse in the muffle for i/o hour. 
Allow the scorifier to cool, break it, and remove the lead 
button. Clean the lead button thoroughly with as little 
hammering as possible, place it in a 150-c.c. beaker and 
dissolve out the lead with dilute nitric acid (1 vol. nitric 
acid to 3 vol. water). Place on the water hath to assist 
solution. When the lead has been all dissolved, filter 

♦Chief chemist, Goldsmith Bros. Smelting & Refining Co., 
Chicago, Ill. 

Note—This paper won the Wldmann medal in the Pratt In¬ 
stitute Chemical Alumni competition. 

through an ashless filter and wash the residue of osmi^ 
ridium on the filter till free from lead. Dry the filter, 
separate the osmiridium from it as completely as possible, 
and burn the filter paper. Add the osmiridium to the 
residue from the paper, dry thoroughly on the hot plate 
and weigh as osmiridium. 

The scorification with lead is for the purpose of clean¬ 
ing the osmiridium from sand, heavy oxides, etc. The 
osmiridium is collected by the lead and the impurities 
are slagged off. Some care is required in igniting the 
residue, as osmiridium will lose osmium if heated to red¬ 
ness in the air. For this reason, the paper is burnt after 
separating from the osmiridium. 

Determination of Platinum 

Fill the lOOO-c.c. flask containing the solution of the 
ore to the mark. Mix thoroughly by pouring into a dry 
beaker and back into the flask four times. Taking a 25- 
c.c. pipette, which has been carefully standardized against 
the lOOO-c.e. flask, rinse it out with a portion of the so¬ 
lution and then pipette two portions to 75-c.c. beakers. 
Evaporate these portions just to dryness on the ivater 
bath. Add to each 5 c.c. of dilute hydrochloric acid (1 
acid : 9 water) and w’arm for five or 10 min. Allow 
to cool and unless perfectly clear filter through 5i/^-cm. 
papers into similar beakers. Wash with water till the 
filter papers are perfectly colorless. This can be done 
easily with less than 20 c.c. of w'ater. 

Make up each portion so that it contains about 25 c.c. 
Add to each 8 grams of c.p. ammonium chloride and heat 
on the water bath for one hour with occasional stirring. 
Remove from the bath and let stand at least three hours, 
or over night if convenient. Decant the clear solutions 
through a 9-cm. ashless filter into 150-c.c. beakers. Al¬ 
low all the solution to run through and then w'ash the 
preci])itates of ammonium chlorplatinate, (NH4)2PtCle, 
onto the filters with a 20% solution of ammonium chlor¬ 
ide. Allow all the solution to run through and then 
wash repeatedly around the edge of the papers with small 
quantities of the ammonium-chloride solution, till the fil¬ 
trate is colorless and the papers are white. Finally rinse 
around the edge of the papers with alcohol. After all 
the solution has run through place the filters with their 
points down into size B Battersea annealing cups. Care¬ 
fully fold over the edges of the papers so as completely to 
inclose the precipitate in an envelope of paper. Cover 
the crucibles and bring to a good red heat by very slowly 
increasing the temperature. Finally remove the covers 
from the crucibles till the papers are burnt off. After 
cooling, transfer the platinum to the pan of the assay 
balance and w'eigh. (The duplicate should not vary more 
than two milligrams. The average is taken as correct.) 

The precipitation of (NTI^)2PtCl^ is usually made with 
the addition of alcohol to reduce the supposed solubility 
of the precipitate. I am sure that by the above method 
I can take 0.0004 gram of platinum in the given size 
solution, 25 c.c., precipitate it, wash with the usual quan- 
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titv of wash solution, and get back more than half of the 
original platinum. The solubility under the conditions 
given is negligible for this assay. 

The solutions are heated on the water hath for two 
reasons: First, to get all the ammonium chloride rapidly 
into solution and second, to change the precipitate from 
.m amorphous to a sandy, crystalline precipitate, which 
is easily filtered and washed. 

The precipitate of })latinum usually contains iridium 
as (NH^loIrClg. Iridium alloyed with platinum in small 
quantities, less than 10%, dissolves with the platinum in 
(i(iua regia. It precipitates with the platinum, hut not 
quite so completely. The traces which pass the precipi¬ 
tation are afterward estimated with rhodium. 

l^ire (NH4)oPtClfi is a pure yellow. The iridium 
compound has an intense red color. If fo % of iridium is 
present it gives a decided red tint to the platinum pre¬ 
cipitate. The quantity of iridium present, if not more 
than 5%, can be judged by the color of the precipitate 
(juite accurately enough for setting a value on the ore. 

There is a slight loss in igniting the platinum precipi¬ 
tate. This loss is lessened by keeping inclosed in the fil¬ 
ter paper and by slow heating. 

Determixation of Gold 

Combine the filtrate from the platinum precipitation, 
and add 5 grams of ferrous sulphate in water solution 
])!us IlCl. Allow to stand till the gold has settled. Filter 
and wash on the filter, transfer to an annealing cup and 
burn off the paper in front of the muffle. When cool, 
wrap in lead foil and cupel as usual for gold. 

Detekmixatiox of Palladifm 

Add to the filtrate from the gold about its volume 
of hydrochloric acid. Add a 10% solution of potassium 
iodide five drops at a time till no further precipitation of 
black palladous iodide (Pdia) takes place. Heat on the 
hot plate nearly to boiling. Cool, filter and wash with di¬ 
lute hydrochloric acid (1 acid : 4 water). Wash free 
from iron. Transfer to a porcelain crucible and ignite 
in the muffle at a good red heat. Cool, moisten with a 
few drops of dilute formic acid to reduce oxide and dry 
thoroughly on the hot plate. Transfer to the pan of the 
assay balance and weigh the palladium. 

Textbooks usually describe palladous iodide as easily 
solul)le in excess of KI. This is true, hut the presence 
(if a large amount of HCl probably prevents any excess 
of K'l being present, hydriodic acid and potassium 
chloride being formed. This precipitation is complete. 
The strong hydrochloric-acid solution also prevents the 
precipitation of lead and copper iodides if only a slight 
excess of KT is used. 

Dilute formic acid reduces palladium oxides to metal. 

Determixation of Rhoditm 

To the filtrate from I’dia add c.p. zinc till the solution 
is colorless, heating the solution while doing so. Allow 
all zinc to dissolve and the precipitate to settle. Decant 
the solution and w'ash the precipitate three times by de¬ 
cantation wdth 100-c.c. portions of hot water. Add 25 
c.c. of dilute nitric acid (1 acid : 3 w^ater) and place 
on top of the w’ater both for 10 min. Filter through 
an ashless filter, wash two or three times with water, 
iinite, reduce in hydrogen, and weigh as rhodium plus 
traces of iridium. 

Zinc reduces all the platinum metals from solution. 
In this case oidy rhodium and traces of iridium are pres¬ 
ent. The nitric acid dissolves any base metals which may 
he jiresent, hut as freshly ])recipitated rhodium is slowly 
soluble in nitric acid, the treatment must not be too much 
prolonged. 

A rejiresentative assay of crude metal would be the fol¬ 
lowing: Osmiridium, 20 fine; Ft (containing 3% Ir), 
S30; Pd, 5; An, 30; Ph, 20 fine. 

The strongly colored solutions furnished by all of the 
platinum metals, platinum giving the least color, is a 
good guide for washing, zinc ])recii)itation, etc. 

K 

The following outline of the method used in the labora¬ 
tory of Ledoux & Co., for the separation of gold, plati- 
muni and ])alladiiim was dictated by A. M. Smoot, and 
should he consideivd as sn))])l{‘mcntary to his “Sugges¬ 
tions on the Platinum-Palladium Assay,” in the Joi’rxal 
of Dec. 20, 1913. The subject is of gn'at jiresent interest, 
as practically every eh'ctrolytic co])per refiner is now turn¬ 
ing out crude ])alladium, to he sold on assay.—Editoh. 

In a solution containing gold, ]>latinum and palladium, 
determine the gold by pr(‘cii)itation with oxalic acid. For 
this ])recipitation the solution should have been evap¬ 
orated with hydna hloric acid to get rid of nitric acid, 
should he oidy slightly acid with HCl, and should he 
hot. After adding the oxalic a(*id, the solution should 
he allowed to simmer for about oiu'-half hour, then al¬ 
lowed to stand over night. Oxalic acid should be present 
in excess. Filter off the gold. It will he necessary to dis¬ 
solve the gold and rei)r(*cipitate if any great amount of 
palladium is jiresent, adding the second filtrate to the 
first. 

Throw down the metals in the filtrate with sulphuretted 
hydrogen and ignite the sul])hides cautiously. Dissolve 
the ignited sulphides in agua regia and evaporate three 
times with hydrochloric acid. This not only gets rid of 
the idtric acid, hut reduces all the Pd"" to Pd". If a 
little black residue remains, filter it off, ignite, treat with 
a little strong formic acid to reduce any palladium oxides 
to palladium, dissolve in (Ufua regia and treat to remove 
nitric acid, then add to main solution. 

Add saturated solution of ammonium chloride, Pt 
comes down as (NH^)^,Pt(flrt. Allow to stand over night 
and filter off. If much jialladium is ])resent, redissolve 
and reprecij)itate. If only a little palladium is present, 
dissolve the precipitate in hot water, add a little sulphuric 
acid, and pass in sul])huretted hydrogen. Filter off, ig¬ 
nite and weigh as platinum. 

The j)alladium in the filtrate from the platinum may he 
determined directly by the method of Wunder and Thur- 
iiiger {Zeits. fiir anorg. (hem., VT)!. 52, p. 101). To 
the solution made up to about 150 c.c., add 1 gram 
dimethylglyoxime in 5 c.c. hydrochloric acid. Dilute 
to 300 c.c., allow to stand one-half hour on water hath, 
and then settle over night. Filter on a tared porcelain 
gooch, wash with hot water, then with alcohol and weigh. 

The precipitate is (CJI^N/lJg Pd, containing 
31.686% palladium. The se))aration seems to be quan¬ 
titative from all metals except nickel, and this will have 
been eliminated, either in a sulphuretted-hydrogen pre¬ 
cipitation, or in cupellation. If a large excess of silver 
be present, there is little loss in the cupellation of any 
of the platinum metals. 
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Ry G. W, 

SYNOPSIS—The increasing demand for tungsten for 
filaiuenls for electric incandescent lamps, and in the 
tuanufacture of steel may soon stimulate the search 
for and opening of tungsten mines, and as many prospects 
of promise have been opened and worked on a small scale 
in Bolivia, it seems opportune to call altcnfion to the ex¬ 
istence of those deposits, what promise they hold otit, 
where they are, and by whom owned. A.s is usual, capital 
is needed to develop these small properties into .steady 
producers, but even under present conditions, tungsten 

is becoming an important product of Bolivia. 

There are three principal tungstates, all of which are 
found along the eastern cordillera in Bolivia: Wolfram¬ 
ite, an iron-manganese tungstate, (Fe, Mn) O.WO3, sp.gr. 
7.1 to 7.5; scheelite, calcium tungstate, CaOWOg sp.gi. 
5.1) to fi.O: and hubnerite, manganese tung.state: !^InO. 
WOg, sp.gr. 7.14. The tungstate ores, as far as found, 
carry from 20 to 50% metallic tungsten. From such 
ore.s, it is not usually difficult to produce concentrate 
carrying 65% tungsten, which is sold for $425 to $450 
per ton in San Francisco. To encourage the mining of 
tungsten ores, the Bolivian government charges no ex¬ 
port tax. The Bolivian exports in 1911 were $89,932 
and in 1912, $114,847 worth of tungsten products. 

Where Tungsten Ores Are Found 

When I was in Bolivia, in 1912, the following locations 
of tungsten ore were known, but this list is not exhaus¬ 

tive. 
DEP.ARTMENT OP LA PAZ, PROVINCE OP INGNISIVI 
“.Vdolfo,” a property comprising 30 hectares (hectare = 

2.47 acres) at Izara, Canton Caluyo, owned by Arturo Pricke. 
“Oran Poder,” in the same location and also owned by 

Arturo Pricke. 
“La Sorpresa,” on Cerro Morocollo, Izara, Canton Caluyo; 

owned by Carlos Lemolne. 
“I.a Poderosa,” has been bought by A. Pricke & Co. The 

mine is at Izara. The ore from these groups contains 50% 
tungsten. The monthly production is 120 quintals (1 quintal 

= 101.4 lb.). 
“Siberia” is in the Vlscachani mountains, Canton Caluyo, 

claim owned by Julian Cespedes. The ore assays 20 to 35% 
tungsten. 

“La Afortunada,” Canton Caluyo, owned by Seraplo del 
Villa r. 

“El Trabajo,” on Churicaya mountain, Canton Caluyo, the 
average grade of the ore mined is 32%, but little work has 
been done on account of lack of capital; owned by Victor 
Aldannl. 

“San Salvador,” in the mountains of the Canton de Mohoza, 
with a grade of ore of 20 to 27%: in pockets the grade rises 
to 35% tungsten: owned by Antonio B. Quiroga. 

“T.a Cabana,” in the Canton Caluyo, ore contains from 20 
to 25%. tungsten: owned by Rodolfo Zalles. 

“La Candelaria,” in mountains of .Santa Vela Cruz, Canton 
Ichoca, with a grade of 37%: owned by Emillano Orellana. 

“Santa Rosa,” Santa Vela Cruz, Canton, Ichoca, Province 
Slid Yungas; owned by Emillano Orellana. 

“La Andina,” in the mountains of Y'anacachl, owned by 

Gerardo Zalles. 
“Maria de la Luz.” in the mountains of Yanacachi, owned 

by Hector I.orlni. 
“IVolframita,” in the mountains of Yanacachi; owned by 

Macario Escobarl. 
DEPARTMENT OP ORURO AND DEPARTMENT OP COCHA- 

BAMA 
In these departments are many veins of wolfr.nmite. 

♦Mining engineer, 1833 Cedar St., Berkeley, Calif. 

Wepfer* 

DEPARTMENT OP POTOSI 

“La Encontrada y Restauradora,” in the mountains of 
Tasna, Canton Rio Blanco, owned by Cirilo V. Alduate. There 
are 17 veins, with ore of an average grade of 25%. The pro¬ 
duction amounts to 60 quintals per month, of a value of 1320 
bolivianos. The property requires a capital of £30,000, to 
produce 100 quintals per month. 

Aramayo, Pranke & Co. owns the largest tungsten mines 
in the districts of Chorolque, Chocaya and Tasna. The ore is 
wolframite, scheelite and hiibnerite; the production is 1500 
quintals of concentrates per month. 

There may be at present 90 tungsten locations in Bo¬ 
livia. The eastern cordillera passes beyond the southern 
frontier of Bolivia, all the way through the Argentine 
])rovinces of Jujuy, Calto and Tucuman, with the same 
characteristics as in Bolivia. This whole mountain ter¬ 
ritory is 1000 miles long, from north to south and of ir¬ 
regular width. 

Ore Treatment 

Each of the three tungstates is easily concentrated, on 
account of the high specific gravity. The ore is crushed, 
(lassified into sand and slimes and concentrated on 
tables. The middlings are recrushed, classified and fur¬ 
ther concentrated. Sometimes, veins of tungstates and of 
cassiterite are intertwined, then the material is crushed, 
roasted and concentrated. Some concentrates contain tin 
and tungsten, and these minerals being of nearly the 
same specific gravity, such material has to be dried and 
passed through a magnetic or an electrostatic separa¬ 
tor. 4’he roasted particles of tungsten minerals are 
amenable to magnetic or to electrostatic action, and thus 
separate concentrates of tin and tungsten can be ob¬ 
tained. Sometimes silver veins are intermixed with tin 
or with tungsten veins. In treating such ore the whole 
material is crushed, the silver is leached out with hypo¬ 
sulphite of lime, as sulphur and lime are found in the 
country, and the tailings are concentrated. 

Mine Installations 

Tunsten and tin ores are found at great altitudes; be¬ 
tween 13,500 and 16,500 ft. above sea level. All Bo¬ 
livia is within the tropics. The snow line is between 
15,500 and 16,500 ft. altitude. The upper part of the 
mountains is steep. Men, mules and llamas can climb 
up and down, but the slopes are too steep for working and 
handling of ore. Aerial ropeways are required to bring 
the ore down to a place where water for concentration is 
available. These ropeways at the same time serve as a 
source of power, the surplus power of the descending ore, 
if gearing is placed in connection with the upper sheave 
shaft, will generate power for pumps, compressors, etc. 
Frequently the ropeway consists of two or three separate 
ropes, with ore bins between two ropes, for receiving 
and discharging ore to lessen risk of breaking a rope. 
The cold, strong winds cause such violent swinging of the 
ere buckets, that from fear of breaking the rope, the 
buckets are collected at the end stations, and the running 
of the rope is stopped until the wind moderates. At one 
of the mines of Aramayo, Franke & Co., at Chorolque, 
wind power is used to drive a cnisher. 

Hydro-electric power plants are much used; in fact, 
wherever there is water for power. Oil and distillate en- 
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gines in small units, and as many as are required, are 
also used. 

Oil and distillates can easily be obtained, especially as 
now the Standard Oil Co. carries such fuels to all the 
South American Pacific ports and besides controls many 
of the oil wells in northern Peru. Hydro-electrie in¬ 
stallations are profitable, as power which can be spared 
can be sold to neighboring mines. One large company buys 
all its power, an electric locomotive draws the ore cars 
through an electrically lighted tunnel, while at the same 
time power is supplied to electric hoist, rock drills, fans, 
and the concentrator. The steam railroad to La Paz 
terminates at the edge of the Andean plateau. The city 
is in the deep canon of the La Paz River, 800 ft. lower 
than the plateau. The trains are taken down to the city 
railroad station in sections by electric locomotives and 
finally taken up again to the plateau. La Paz has elec¬ 
tric street cars, and electric lights throughout the city. 

Opportunities to Obtain Mine Property 

According to Bolivian mining law, all mineral ground 
below the surface soil belongs to the state. This ground 
is not sold outright, but is given out by the government 
in leasehold. The semi-annual charge is 2 bolivianos, 80c. 
per hectare (2.47 acres) ; and as long as this charge is 
paid in continuity the miner is in undisputed posses¬ 
sion of the property. The mine operator must obtain a 
certificate describing the property in detail and stamped 
by the government, which costs 10 bolivianos, or $4. If 
the surface is owned by the state, the miner can have as 
much of it as he desires without extra charge. If the 
surface belongs to a farmer, the miner can come to an un¬ 
derstanding for surface land against indemnification. In 
case that the farmer is obstinate, the miner appeals 
to the government mining bureau, which condemns as 
much of the farmePs land as the miner needs, and de¬ 
termines the amount of indemnity to be paid to the 
farmer. In every case the government will side with the 
miner and will remove all obstructions. This also refers 
to the making of roads, to aerial ropeways and to the 
laying of water pipes. 

On the whole, the Bolivian mining laws are good. In 
general there are many more undeveloped properties 
than mines, and even among the mines proper, there 
are many much embarrassed by lack of capital. Many 
of these want capital to make roads or to install an aerial 
ropeway or a concentrator. Without a concentrator only 
the best of the ore is sorted out for shipment. Where 
there are so many mines in a bad predicament and ever 
so many more prospects, there is alwa3's a way to obtain 
mine property by purchase from present owners. The 
prospects are mainly in the hands of men of small 
means. It is comparatively easy to wander over the 
mountains and to find the outcrops of veins, and also to 
have them registered and to pay the mine tax every six 
months. If such prospectors become pinched for the mine 
taxes, the government will help them by fixing a date on 
which the property is to be sold by auction, and this is 
advertised in the newspapers. If no bidder appears, a sec¬ 
ond date is appointed for the auction, and is again adver¬ 
tised, but if again no bidder appears, the property falls 
back to the state and is open to anyone for location. In 
accepting the help of the mining bureau, the miner is re¬ 
lieved from the payment of the last mine taxes. 

Since the mining of tin and now also of tungsten has 
become more profitable than the mining of other metals. 

many miners and mining companies, owning gold, silver 
or copper mines, while they yet hold those mines by pay. 
ing the mine tax, withdraw their funds from them to in- 
vest in tin and tungsten mines. 

Bolivian workmen having been engaged in mining for 
centuries, are strong. The usual wage per day for a man 
is 1.50 bolivianos, or 60e., and for a woman 1 boliviano, or 
4()c., from which they pay for their food; but they have 
to be provided with houses, as a rule of adobe with roofs 
covered with corrugated iron. The houses for the staff 
must be comfortable, otherwise the men will not stay 
with the company. 

It is estimated that after the Panama Canal is open 
and new and fast steamer service has been established, 
the journey from X^ew York to La Paz can be made in 
14 days; the present mail steamers sailing up and down 
the coast of the Pacific arc timed to reach the ports of 
Mollendo, Arica and Antofagasta twice a week. On the 
evening of arrival an express train with sleeping and 
dining cars takes the passengers inland. Leaving Arica 
in the evening, the train arrives the next morning at La 
I’az. From Mollendo or from Antofagasta, the train to 
La Paz takes 48 hr. The Central R.R. of Bolivia is con¬ 
nected with these three Pacific ports, and branch roads 
run through passes of the Eastern Cordillera, toward the 
east, from Oruro to Cochabamba, from Rio Mulato to 
Potosi and from Iluvuni to Tupitza. 

The line from Tupitza to Jujuy has yet to be built, 
by Bolivia and Argentine. The distance from Tupitza 
to Jujuy, in Argentine, is 267 miles; there is a good cart 
road. The distance from Jujuy to Rosario, on the Parana 
River, is 836 miles; the railroad is operating. The dis¬ 
tance from Rosario to Buenos Aires by steamer is 270 
miles. The total distance from Tupitza, Bolivia, to 
Buenos Aires, is 1373 miles. 

All mining machinery and material for mill and con¬ 
centrators is free of import dues. 

iim W'estp^&Iist < 

A report of a general meeting of the Deutscher Plat- 
inwerke, held recently in DUsseldorf, given in the Lon- 4 
don Minmg Journal, says that a platinum ingot of about 4 
500 grams, obtained from tbe ore occurrences near Wen- ‘I 
den in Westphalia, was submitted to the inspection of ;; 
the board of directors and the shareholders. The in- | 
ventor of the process. Dr, W. Ilommel, of the Clausthal 
Mining Academy, made an interesting report on the ore r 
deposits, in which he laid stress on the statement that ■ 
the precious metal occurs as a complex and refractory [ 
combination, in which it is bound up with lead, zinc, | 
antimony and nickel. He also expounded his theory 
regarding the genesis of the deposits, and described the j 
numerous difficulties he had to overcome before he at 
last succeeded in elaborating, on the basis of the late ' 
Mr. SchreibePs laboratory experiments, his present tech¬ 
nically and commercially practicable process. A sen¬ 
sation was caused when Dr. Ilommel exhibited a lump 
of pure platinum, which was, he stated, obtained by 
smelting 1 ton of concentrates obtained from 25 tons 
of crude ore. In addition to the platinum, the concen¬ 
trates gave about 10 to 12 per cent, nickel. The cost 
of production including mining would be about 20 marks 
($4.76) per ton, and ores containing no more than 5 
grams platinum would be payable. 
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At the meeting it was resolved to construct a com¬ 
plete reduction plant in several units to be erected suc¬ 
cessively as required by the increasing output. The 
much discussed question of platinum production in West¬ 
phalia appears, therefore, to have definitely entered the 
practical working stage under highly favorable auspices, 
but with what ultimate results remains, of course, to be 

seen. 
Dr. Paul von Gans, of Munich, is president of the 

company; Louis Friel, Saarbrucken, mining director; W. 

Remy, Diisseldorf, engineer. 
It appears that several other platinum companies are 

being floated, some of which seem to be rather unscru¬ 
pulous in their methods, or at least in their claims. 

Fs^odltisctioira of Copper izh. 
1913 

The production of copper in the United States, Canada, 
Mexico and Cuba in 1913 and previous years, is given in 
the accompanying tables. Our figures are based uniformly 

SMELTERS’ PRODUCTION OF COPPER IN THE UNITED STATES 
(In Pounds) 

State 1910 1911 1912 1913 
5,008,171 19,412,000 32,602,000 24,452,000 

299,606,971 300,578,816 357,952,962 399,849,745 
45,793,894 36,806,762 31,069,029 32,390,272 
10,127,012 8,474,848 7,502,000 7,670,090 
6,216,461 3,745,210 5,964,542 8,434,028 

Michigan. 221,400,864 216,412,867 231,628,486 159,437,262 
286,242,403 271,963,769 309,247.735 285,336,1.53 

Nevada. 63,877,500 65,385,728 82,530,608 84,683,961 
New Mexico.... 3,632,351 1,518,288 27,488,912 46,953,414 
Utah. 125,042,381 138,336,905 131,673,803 147,591,955 
Washington. 1,121,109 448,805 
East and South. 18,195,450 19,656,971 18,592,655 24,333,014 
Other States.. .. 1,106,525 1,.564,207 4,396,667 4,155,135 

Totals. 1,086,249,983 1,083,856,371 1,241,762,508 1,225,735,834 

upon reports received from the several producers and 
represent the smelters’ output, which is a different thing 
from either the mine output or the refinery output. In 

SMELTERS’ PRODUCTION OF COPPER IN NORTH AMERICA 
(In Pounds) 

Country 1910 1911 1912 1913 
UniU'd States... 1,086,249,983 1,083,856,371 1,241,762,508 1,225,735,834 
Canada. 52,492,282 .56,370,754 75,425,575 76,796,586 
Mexico. 137,797,217 136,430,331 162,295,545 128,579,656 
Cuba. 7,799,764 8,274,.563 9,684,934 7,453,805 

Totiils. 1,284,339,246 1,284,932,019 1,489,168,.562 1,438,.56.5.881 

Ihe case of the Michigan production, however, the smelt¬ 
ers are also refiners and their figures for smelting and 
refining productions are consequently the same. The fig¬ 
ures tliat are now presented are the revision of our pre- 

SMELTERS’ PRODUCTION 

(In Pounds) 

Source 1910 1911 1912 1913 
N. American ore 1,284,339,246 1,284,932,019 1,489,168,562 1,438,565,881 
ForciKn ore. 41,976,733 34,392,091 53,701,307 .55,803,202 
Scrap. 10,962,099 18,.529,.547 11,949,348 22,427,889 

Totals. 1,337,278,078 1,337,8.53,657 1,.554,719,217 1,516,796,972 
To foreign re¬ 
finers. 33,8.55,800 32,413,440 45,7.3.5,673 36,682,605 

To ,4Tnerican re¬ 
finers. 1,303,422,278 1,30.5,440,217 1,.508,983,.544 1,480,114,367 

Crude copper im¬ 
ported. 146,185,104 146,422,851 144,480,144 169,315,869 

Total crude 
copper. 1,449,607,382 1,451,863,068 1,653,463,688 1,649,430,236 

liminary figures, published last January. The altera¬ 
tions, either in total or in details, are insignificant. 

Our system of collecting the statistics from the smelt¬ 
ers of North America enables us to arrive at the totals 
not only for the United States, but also for Canada, 
Cuba, Chile, Peru and Mexico. The details of the pro¬ 

duction in Chile and Peru are given in an accompanving 
table. 

In computing the world’s production of copper, we use 
our own figures for the United States, Canada, Cuba, 

WORLD’S PRODUCTION OF COPPER (a) 

(In Metric Tons) 

Country 1910 1911 1912 1913 
United States. 492,712 491,634 563,260 555,990 
Mexico. 62,504 61,884 73,617 58,323 
Canada. 23,810 25,570 34,213 34,880 
Cuba. 3,538 3,753 4,393 3,381 
Australasia. (6) 40,962 (6) 42,510 (6) 47,772 (6) 47,325 
Peru. (c) 27,375 28,500 26,483 25,487 
ChUe. 38,346 33,088 39,204 39,434 
Bolivia. 3,212 2,950 4,681 (6) 3,658 
Japan. (c) 50,703 (d) 52,303 (d) 62,486 (6) 73,152 
Russia. (6) 22,700 (c) 25,747 (c) 33,550 (c) 34,316 
Germany. (6) 25,100 (6) 22,363 (6) 24,303 (6) 25,308 
Africa. (6) 15,400 (6) 17,252 (6) 16,632 (6) 22,870 
Spain and Portugal. (6) 51,100 (b) 52,878 (6) 59,873 (6) 54,696 
Other countries. (6) 24,888 (6) 26,423 (b) 29,555 (b) 27,158 

Totals.. 882,351 886,855 1,020,022 1,005,978 
(a) The statistics in this table are our own compilations, except where specially 

noted to the contrary, (b) As reported by Henry R. Merton & Co. (c) As 
ofiBcially reported, (d) Privately communicated to us from Japan. 

REFINERS’ PRODUCTION o 

(In Pounds) 

Class 1910 1911 1912 1913 
Electrolytic. 1,151,624,597 1,156,627,311 1,288,333,298 1,406,448,665 
Lake. 221,400,864 216,412,867 231,628,486 159,437,262 
Casting. 32,193,196 22,977,534 24,777,266 22,606,040 
Pig. 46,903,463 35,920,626 37,181,237 3.3,958,862 

Totals. 1,452,122,120 1,431,9.38,338 1,581,920,287 1,622,450,829 
a Communicated by the Copper Producers’ Association. 

CRUDE SUPPLY AND REFINED PRODUCTION COMPARED (c) 

(In Pounds) 

1910 1911 1912 1913 
Crude. 1,449,607,382 1,451,863,068 1,653,463,688 1,649,430,236 
Refined. 1,452,122,120 1,431,938,338 1,581,920,287 1,622,450,829 

(c) Owing to some statistical uncertainties it is unsafe to draw fine deductions 
from the comparison of figures in this table. 

COPPER PRODUCTION OF CHILE AND PERU, 1912 AND 1913 

(In Pounds) 

Chile—1912 Chile—1913 Peru—1912 Peru—1913 
Blister copper to U. S.... 8,627,421 18,315,000 43,891,439 42,667,436 
Copper in ore to U. S.... 27,445,679 24,911,465 11,373,009 10,089,592 
Copper to England and 
France. 50,136,800 43,460,480 2,900,000 3.180,800 

Sundries, estimated. 220,000 250,000 220,000 250,000 

Total, lb. 86,429,900 86,936,945 58,384,448 56,187,828 
Totals, metric tons.... 39,204 39,434 26,483 25,487 

Chile, Mexico and Peru; the official statistics for Russia; 

and the statistics of Henry R. Merton & Co. for the 
other countries. 

In our issue of Jan. 10, 1914, we reported the world’s 
production of copper as having been 1,000,716 tons in 
1913, which now appears to have been about 0.53% too 
low. Aron Hirseh & Sohn, of Halberstadt, has since 
then reported 1,009,091 metric tons, and Henry R. Mer¬ 
ton & (’o., of London, 1,002,157 metric tons. Our own 
revised total is 1,005,978 metric tons. 

Report of Mew YorM Mime 

AV. AA". Jones, the state mine inspector of New York, 
111 his report for 1913, to the commissioner of labor, notes 
a reduction in the accidental mining death rate from 3.77 
ni 1912 to 2.47 in 1913. This is a most creditable 
achievement. There were, all told, 21 fatal accidents, 
of which about one-quarter were caused by explosions, 
one-quarter by hoisting, haulage and mine machinery, 
and one-fifth by falls of rock. The number of employees 
was 8500; the number of mines, 42; and the number of 
quarries, 155. 

At one large, iron-mining property, Mr. Jones states 
that radical changes have been made, or are still being 
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made in hoisting practice, looking to increased safety. 
In general, he says, the quarries pay much less attention 
to safety than do the mines; especially is this true in 
respect of blasting. He urges the licensing of blasters in 
order to discourage dangerous practices. 

Without accurate figures at hand, it would appear that 
this death rate of 2.47 is the lowest in any of the impor¬ 
tant mining states for 1913. 

T^e B^tte Ts^otuiBles* 
To those well meaning, but hardly strong-minded per¬ 

sons, who have fallen into the habit of looking upon everj' 
case of labor trouble as due to the wickedness of the 
capitalist class, we commend a little attention to the go¬ 
ings on in Montana. In Butte the rioting, dynamiting, 
and robbery which have been reported can by no sympa¬ 
thizer with the downtrodden workingman be laid at the 
door of the groat Anaconda Copper Mining Co., which 
controls the mines there. That company has never in its 
existence faced a strike of the Butte Miners’ Union. Its 
wages are fixed by a sliding scale; if the price of copper 
goes up, the wages rise; if copper declines, wages shrink 
proportionately. The company is in no wise involved in 
the present disorder, save that it is losing the labor of 
men in hospital, men drunk with whiskey or rage at their 
fellows, men idle because they dare not go to work 
through they have no grievances whatever against their 
employers. It is universally admitted that labor and 
capital work together in Butte in harmony and with full 
consideration on the part of the capitalists for those em¬ 
ployed by them. 

What we are witnessing there is chiefly a battle be¬ 
tween some 2000 of the most lawless of the miners under 
I. W. W. leadership and the Western Federation of Min¬ 
ers. To find the real origin of the trouble it would be 
necessary, probably, to go back to the break between those 
archangels of the Western Federation, Moyer and Hay¬ 
wood, apostles of peace and light, which resulted in Hay¬ 
wood’s becoming the head of the I. W. W. From that 
time on, a struggle between the bodies was inevitable; 
and the opportunity at Butte has been the more favorable 
because thousands of miners there have grown extremely 
tired of being as.sessed for strike after strike the country 
over. Butte has been a treasure-house for the Western 
Federation. In no danger of trouble themselves, the 
miners there were assessed nearly $100,000 to help finance 
the labor battle at Calumet, which resulted so disastrous¬ 
ly, and many West Virginia strikers have lived off the 
earnings of Butte miners. The power of collective bar¬ 
gaining in Butte has meant the necessity of collective con¬ 
tributions to others in whose cause Butte was but re¬ 
motely interested. This, on top of the ordinary dues and 
assessments, has naturally made some men restive, just 
as it made some others look with longing eyes upon the 
rich union treasury. 

It was the safe containing this that the I. W. W. dy¬ 
namited and looted. It was the I. W. W. that threw the 
acting mayor out of a second-story window and severely 
injured him, when he protested. It is the I. W. W. which 
has so aroused the lowest elements among the miners, the 
so called “bohunks,” as to lead the Governor to inquire 
whether Federal troops are available. And all this has 
happened in a state and city unionized to a higher degree, 

•From the New York "Evening Post.” 

probably, than any other, with an excellent and honest 
Socialist city government in control of its affairs. In 
these—from the labor-union point of view—ideal condi¬ 
tions, we find the same reckless disregard of law and 
order, the same lack of respect for life and limb, that 
have marked other greater labor conflicts in the West, and 
the East, too. If it is any reassurance to know that in 
conflicts between labor organizations the dagger, the re¬ 
volver and dynamite ajipear as readily as they do in 
“wars” between capital and labor, that satisfaction the 
public now has. 

Bsisic as a Feirtalnses* 

It is announced that the Tennessee Goal, Iron & R.R, 
Co. will shortly begin a new step in the policy of utilizing 
byproducts, which is being worked out by the United 
States Steel Cor])oration and its subsidiaries. The com¬ 
pany has begun to build near Ensley, Ala., a large plant 
for crushing, ])ulverizing and ])reparing for market, as a 
fertilizer, the basic slag from its Ensley works. A series 
of experiments has been carried on for some time, and 
designs for the ))lant and machinery have been com¬ 
pleted. 

A number of assays of this basic slag show an average 
of 17% soluble ])bosphoric acid and 4S%i lime. It is be¬ 
lieved that it will be better as a fertilizer than the basic 
slag from the 4''homas (“onverters, which is largely used 
in Germany. A small (|uantity has been imported into 
the United States from that country, but there has been 
no systematic use of it here. 

The plant will consist of steel and concrete buildings, 
containing electrically driven crushing, conveying, grind¬ 
ing and .sacking machinery. A warehouse; will be pro¬ 
vided for storing the fertilizer. 

I'S 

Moimtainia- 

The report of the Montana-Tonopah Mines Co.,Tonopah, 
Nev., for the year ended Aug, 31, 1913, states that 52,- 
102 tons of ore were milled at a cost of $3,121 per ton. 
The mill operated continiiouslv for 348.5 days and treated 
1.’>0.3G tons a day. The average value of the ore was 
$12.70 per ton, of wh ich about 73%, was 1 silver. Extrac- 
tion by concentration averaged 23.9% aiid by cyanida- 
tion, 03.3% ; total extraction. 91.2%. A tabulation of 
milling costs follow: 

T.abor Power Supplies Total 
Ci-iishins and conveyin; ? $0,081 $0,018 $0,019 $0,118 
.StatiipiriK- . 0.101 0.136 0.072 0.309 
Elevating' and .sei)arat 

inR . 0.02fi 0.027 0.012 0.066 
Tube millin-JT. 0.020 0.127 0.057 0.214 
Concentrating? . 0.029 0.007 0.005 0.041 

0 .O.'^O 0 077 0.107 
Asitatins . 0.157 0.097 0.891 1.144 
Filteiins and dischars 

1 n 1? . 0 ’01 0.075 0.046 0.225 
Precipitation . o.o:i« 0.026 0.095 r .157 
Refining . 0.028 • 0.053 0.081 
Water pumping. 0.024 0.01.3 0.010 0.047 
Steam heating. 0.057 0.218 0.275 
Mechanical department 0.026 0.003 0.029 

0.217 0 217 
Storekeeoer . 0.016 0.016 
Assaying. 0.019 0.005 0.024 
Superintendence. 0.051 0.051 

Total . . $0,815 $0,526 $1,780 $3,121 

Kelditpar Marketed in the United Staten in IlilK amounted 
to 120,955 tons, accordlnp to the U. S. Geological Survey. 
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lUrnxKR Exi) of Acid Plant, Looking IVest, and Ore Pins 

These, and the followinff i)hotos?raphs were taken recently and indicate the prog'ress made on the Chile Exploration Co.’S 
plant at Chuquicamata, Chile. 

One of the 10,000-Ton’^ Capacity Reixfored-Coxcrete Leaching Vats under Construction 

Vat measures 110x160x16 ft. deep, holds one day’s crushing of ore, and is lined with an acid-proof coating Hi in. thick, 
made up of Trinidad asphalt, and crushed quartz or granite. 
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Steel Frame of the Ore Bins, Viewed from in Front 
Ore will be crushed to ^ in. by gyratory and disk crushers, then by Garfield rolls, proouct being carried on conveyor belt 

to leaching vat. 

I Footings for Leaching Vats Nos. 5 and 6, Forms for North, East and South Walls in J{ear 
I Copper mineral is brochantite, soluble in dilute sulphuric acid and present in the ore together with salt, chlorine therefrom 
' being only harmful element tending to accumulate in the solutions. 
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OXE OF THE KeIXFORCED-CoXCRETE ELECTROLYTIC DePOSITIXG CeLLS 

The leaching solution will drain through coco-matting filters over G-in. openings in the bottom of the vats, thence, after 
clarifying and partially dechlorinatlng. flow to the electrolytic cells. 

Buildixg for Electrolytic Depositixg Cells uxder Coxstructiox 
The estimated depositing capacity of this plant is 180,000,000 lb. of copper per year. 
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ROCK EXCAVATING AND BLASTING. By J. J. Cosgrove. 
5%x8%, pp. 179, illus. National Fire Proofing Co., Pitts¬ 
burgh, Pennsylvania. 

EDUCATION OF MINE EMPLOYEES. By H. H. Stoek. 6x9, 
pp. 136, illus. Bull. No. 1, Illinois Miners’ and Mechanics’ 
Institutes, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. 

ESTADISTICA MINERA EN 1912. By Carlos P. Jimenez. 7x9 
pp. 125, paper. Boletin No. 80, Cuerpo de Ingenieros de 
Minas del Peru, Lima. 

HANDBUCH DER MINERALCHEMIE. VOL. II. Part 
Edited by C. Doelter. 7x10, pp. 208, illus., paper; 
marks. Theodor Steinkopff, Dresden, Germany. 

5. 
9.10 

THE MINERALS OF THE BLACK HILLS. By Victor I^egler. 
6x9, pp. 250, illus., paper. Bull. No. 10, South Dakota 
School of Mines, Rapid City, South Dakota. 

A CHART OF THE CARBON COMPOUNDS Prepared by 
Charles W. Cuno. 32x44 in., paper, unmounted; 30c. Pub¬ 
lished by the Department or Efficiency. University of 
Denver, University Park, Colorado. 

THE FUELS USED IN TEXAS. By William B. Phillips and 
S. H. Worrell. Pp. 269, illus. Bull. No. 307, University of 
Texas, Bureau of Economic Geology and Technology. 
Austin. 

ANNUAL REPORT OP THE MINING INDUSTRY OF IDAHO 
FOR THE YEAR. 1913. Pp. 225, illus. Robert N. Bell, 
State Inspector of Mines, Boise, Idaho. 

GEOLOGY AND MINERAL DEPOSITS OF THE TULAMEEN 
DISTRICT, B. C. Bv Charles Camsell. Pp. 197, illus. 
Memoir No. 26, Geological Survey, Canada Department of 
Mines, Ottawa. 

CLAY AND SHALE DEPOSITS OP NEW BRUNSWICK. By 
J. Keele. Pp. 93. illus. Memoir 44, Geological Survey, 
Canada Department of Mines, Ottawa. 

REPORT ON THE CLAY AND SHALE DEPOSITS OF THE 
WESTERN PROVINCES. Part II. By Heinrich Ries and 
Joseph Keele. Pp. 99, illus. Memoir No. 25, Geological 
Survey, Canada Department of Mines, Ottawa. 

THE ENGINEERING INDEX .ANNUAL FOR 1913. Compiled 
from the Engineering Index Published Monthly in the 
“Engineering Magazine” during 1913. 6%x9*/^, pp. 508, 
$2. Engineering Magazine Co., New York. 

MINERAL RESOURCES OP SOUTHWESTERN OREGON. J. 
S. Diller. Pp. 147, illus. Bull. 546, U. S. Geological Sur¬ 
vey, Washington, D. C. 

GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY OF A PORTION OF LINCOLN 
COUNTY, WYOMING. By Alfred Reginald Schultz. Pp. 
141, illus. Bull. 543, U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, 
D. C. 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO ECONOMIC GEOLOGY, 1912. Part 1, 
Metals and Nonmetals except Fuels. By David White. 
Pp. 563, illus. Bull, 540, U. S. Geological Survey, Wash- 
inton, D. C. 

FAUNA OF THE MARTINEZ EOCENE OF CALIFORNIA. By 
Roy Ernest Dickerson. 714x10% pp. 170, illus. Bull. 
Dept, of Geology, University of California, Berkeley. 

SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES. 1912. 
Part II. South Atlantic Coast and Eastern Gulf of Mex¬ 
ico Basins. By W. E. Hall and C. H. Pierce. Pp. 98, 
illus. Water-Supply Paper 322, U. S. Geological Survey, 
Washington, D. C. 

SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OP THE UNITED STATES. 1912. 
Part IV. St. Law'rence River Basin. By C. C. Covert, 
A. H. Horton and W. G. Hoyt. Pp. 149, illus. Water- 
Supply. Paper 234, U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, 
D. C. 

SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES. 1911. 
Part VI, Missouri River Basin. By W. A. Lamb, W. B. 
Freeman and Raymond Richards. Pp. 374, illus. Water- 
Supplv Paper 306, U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, 
D. C. ■ 

SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES, 1911. 
Part IX, Colorado River Basin. By Robert Follansbee, 
W. B. Freeman and G. Clyde Baldwin. Pp. 266, illus. Wa¬ 
ter-Supply Paper 309, U. S. Geological Survey, Washing¬ 
ton, D. C. 

RECONNAISSANCE OP THE GRANDFIELD DISTRICT, 
OKLAHOMA. By Malcolm J. Munn. Pp. 83, illus. Bull. 
547, U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C. 

HANDBUCH DER MINERALCHEMIE. Vol. Ill, Parts 1, 2 
I and 3. 7x10, pp. 160, paper; 19.50 marks. Theodor Stein- 
i kopff, Dresden and Leipsic, Germany. 

i MATERIALS FOR THE PALAEONTOLOGY OP NEW ZEA- 
LAND. By James Allan Thomson. Pp. 103, illus. Palaeonto- 

i logical Bull. No. 1, New Zealand Geological Survey, 
' Wellington. 

GEOLOGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE YILGARN 
GOLDFIELD. Part I—Southern Cross. By E. C. Saint- 
Smith and R. A. Farquharson. I'p. 193, illus. Bull. 49 

t Western Australia Geological Survey, Perth, 

i AB.STRACTS OP CL'RRENT 7>ECISIONS ON MINES AND 
MINING, MARCH TO DECEMBER, 1913. By J. W. Thomp- 

1 son. Pp. 140. Bull. 79, U. S. Bureau of Mines, Washing¬ 
ton, D. C. 

The Bureau of Mines published last year a bulletin (No. 

61) giving abstracts of legal decisions from October, 1912, 

to March, 1913, at which time it stated that similar bulletins 

would be Issued in the future if the interest manifested war¬ 

ranted it. Bulletin 61 met with great favor, and it has there¬ 

fore been decided to issue similar bulletins at regular inter¬ 

vals of about three months. 

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF COLORADO. 35x49 in.; unmounted, 
35c.; mounted on cloth, 75c.; mounted on cloth with 
sticks and rings, 95c. Colorado Geological Survey. 
Boulder, Colorado. 

This map has been prepared on the same scale as the 

topographic map, recently issued by the Colorado Geological 

Survey, namely, eight miles to one inch, and presents the 

geology of the state. Including the results of the most recen* 

field work of the United States Geological Survey and the 

Colorado Geological Survey. All the various formations of 

the state are shown in different colors and patterns. 

DIE WICHTIGSTEN LAGERSTAETTEN DER “NICHTERZE.” 
Zweiter Teil: Kohle (Allgemelne Kohlengeologie). B. o. 
Stutzer. 7%xl0, pp. 345, illus., paper; 16 marks. Geb- 
riider Borntraeger, Berlin, Germany. 

Doctor Stutzer's earlier volume on the non-metallic min¬ 

erals is now continued with one on coals. The fossil fuels 

are treated, however, in the purely scientific rather than the 

economic or areal way. The chemical and physical char¬ 

acters, the microscopic structure and the light thrown by it 

upon the forms of origin, the geological relations and strati¬ 

graphic distribution are discussed at length. A short chapter 

of statistics of production on the part of the countries pro¬ 

vided with coal concludes the volume. 

THE METALLOGRAPHY OF IRON AND STEEL. By Albert 
Sauveui-, 714x10% pp. 306, illus.; $6. Sauveur & Boylston, 
Cambridge, Mass. 

This is both a scientific and a practical exposition of one 

of the most important subjects now occupying the atten¬ 

tion of iron and steel metallurgists. In reference to the nee.l 

for such a book I’rofessor Sauveur writes as follows; 

While several excellent l)Ooks on metallography have been 
published and while numerous papers on the metallography 
of iron and steel have a.pi>eared in the scientific and technical 
press, a well-Iralaneed, specific, and comprehensive treatise on 
the subject has not heretofore been written. In the belief 
that there is a leal and urgent need of such a treatise the 
author has endeavored to supply it, craving for his effort 
the indulgent criticism of his readers. He offers his book 
to those seeking self-insti notion in the metallography of iron 
and steel, their special needs having been carefully con¬ 
sidered in the .arrangement of the lessons; he offers it to 
teachers and students trusting that they will find it valu¬ 
able and suggestive as a textbook; he offers It to manu¬ 
facturers and_ users of iron and stei'l in the belief that he has 
given due weight to the lo-.actical side of the subject and has 
avoided discussions of illfounded or purely speculative theo¬ 
ries; he offers it_ to the general reader interested in the 
scientific or practical features of the metallography of iron 
and steel, as the language used should be readily understood 
by those lacking specialized knowledge of the subject; he 
offers it to experts in the hope that they will find it not en¬ 
tirely devoid of original thought, original treatment, and 
suggestiveness. 

Since these words were written, the book has found an 

important place in almost every steel works laboratory in 

America, and in our leading colleges and schools of engi¬ 

neering. It is written in so clear and simple a manner as to 

be comprehensible by beginners who have not even the bene¬ 

fit of a technical education. It is comprehensive in scope, 

and, in distinction from all other treatises on this subject 

which have appeared so far, it covers every important phase 

of the subject, from the mere description of apparatus used, 

(sufficient to enable one to work Intelligently with the tools 

he requires), to the most theoretical considerations of the 

pi'inclples of metallography and the properties of iron and 

steel, including an illuminating account of the h.ardening 

and tempering of steel, and including also the study of de¬ 

fects in ii’on and steel, such as, flaws, solid impurities, etc. 

The book commences with a description of the apparatus 

required for a metallurgical laboratory and then takes up 

the study of pure metals, leading thence to the considera¬ 

tion of pure iron, of wrought iron, low-c.arbon steel, medium- 

high, and high-carl)on steel. The sixth lesson is devoted 

to an account of impurities in steel; the 7th, 8th and 9th to 

the thermal critical points of iron and steel, their occur¬ 

rence, causes and effects. Lessons 10 and 11 deal re¬ 

spectively with cast steel and the mechanical treatment of 

steel; and then follow four sections dealing with the heat 

treatment of steel, and including respectively annealing, 

hardening, temi)ering, and the theories that have been ad¬ 

vanced to explain the hardening. Lesson 16 is devoted to 

cementation and case-hardening; then follow two lessons on 

special steels and three on cast lion, entitled respectively: 

Cast iron; Impurities in cast iron; and malleable cast iron. 

In Introducing the more intricate parts of the subject. 

Professor .Sauveur devotes one lesson to the consideration of 

metallic alloys, one to the equilibrium diagram of iron-carbon 

alloys, and the last regular lesson of the book to the phase 

rule. Following these regular lessons there is a very valu¬ 

able appendix entitled “Manipulations and Apparatus,” and ;i 

second one, on the “Nomenclature of the Microscopic Con¬ 

stituents of Steel and Cast Iron.” 

BRADLEY STOUGHTON. 
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Tlh^e CsoIcS Hill Comisolids^ted 

The New York 8un, on June 15, called attention to 
the circulation of a letter by J. C. Williams, “Economic 
and Mining Geologist,” boosting the Gold Hill Consoli¬ 
dated Co., of North. Carolina, on the official stationery of 
the Senate’s committees on rules and on the census, of 
which Senators Overman and Chilton are members. Both 
these senators are interested in the Gold Hill company, 
which is a promotion of Walter George Newman, who 
used to be well known in New York. On certain occa¬ 
sions he figured as “Baron Newman” and “Baron Jones.” 
Respecting the Gold Hill Consolidated Co., the last Cop¬ 
per Handbook says: 

Organized 1910 as successor of Gold Hill Copper Co., a 
notorious promotion that caught many Wall Street operators. 
New company, under same management, became bankrupt 
and property sold at auction, Jan. 27, 1910, for $45,000. Com¬ 
pany does not own the adjacent Union copper mine. The 
mining property consists of 1050 acres in Rowan and Stan¬ 
ley counties, the Gold Hill mine, where goid was dis¬ 
covered A. D. 1799. Gold quartz veins were discovered 
1831, and in 1845 this mine was the largest gold producer 
in the United States. Development is by two working shafts 
of 615 ft. a.id 830 ft., and two lesser shafts. The mine was 
operating in 1913, crosscutting on the 270-ft. level to cut 
the ••Newman” vein, already opened on the 800-ft. level. 
Shipments to the I’ertli Amboy smeiter returned 1.5';^ cop¬ 
per and about $3 gold per ton. with small filver values. Cop¬ 
per occurs in minute pai-ticles of chalcopyrite In hard 
quartz schist and recovery by v.'et concentration is not com¬ 
mercially profitable. Equipment includes ten 1 )0-ni . boilers 
and a 10-stamp mill. This company and its companion, 
the Union Copper Mining Co., enjoyed decidedly checkered 
careers. Operations conducted on a considerable scale. 1901- 
1903, were unsatisfactory and failed to show up the much 
advertised orebodies. .\ receivership ensued, which was 
ended early in 1906, but a receiver was again appointed, 
August, 1906, for the old company, oh the application of Wal¬ 
ter Geo. Newman, the former president, on claims aggregat¬ 
ing $352,000. Mr. Newman apparently has used this property 
solely for stock-jobbing purposes. The property Itself is 
considered worked out and low grade, but worthy of some 
drilling in depth. At best the company could never pay hon¬ 
est dividends on its capitalization and under its present 
president cannot be regarded as worthy of any confidence 
whatever. 

Ill till' E.VOINKKltlNG .\NI) ^IlNIXli Joi llN.M. of Juiie 
(i was till' following news paragraph about this company: 

GOLD HILI. CON.SOLIDATED CO. (Gold Mill)—Mines after 
lying idle for seven years, are again being worked. Property 
consists of 1100 acres. Mine was unwatered last October. 
Since then dev-elopment work and repairing has been going 
on at a rapid rate. Mill contains 40 stamps, concentrating 
tables, rock-crush»‘i', and other ejiulpment. Owing to devel- 
ovunent work being done, only 209; of the stamps are kept 
dropi)ing full time. It is expected to have 40 stamps in oi)era- 
tion is near future. Mine has been opened to a depth of 800 
ft. One shaft is down 600 ft., where sufficient crosscutting 
has been done to prove three good veins fi-om 3 to 5 ft. in 
width. These oreshoots are several hundred feet long an 1 
reach to surface. Another shaft is 800 ft. deep with 856 ft. of 
crosscuts at bottom, which cuts six veins. These veins arc 
from 3 to 8 ft. wide. Some stoj)ing has been done on two of 
th(‘sc veins and several hundred feet of drifting, proving 
continuity of veins to 800-ft. level. Oi-es arc sulphides; SO*": 
of tile gold is saved by amalgamation, remainder is saved 
on concentrating tables. Con<'cntrates are shlpi)ed to New 
Jersey to smelters. 

'riic Icttf'r that wa.'< circulated on St'iiatc stationery is 
as follows: 

“Gold Hill Consolidated Co., Gold Hill, N. C., May 29. 1914. 
"lion. W. E. Chilton, United States Senate, Washington, D. C. 

“Dear Sir: Afte r s eendlng some thirty days on the Gold 
Hill property and feeling you may he Interested in what T 
may know and believe about the property, I write you this 
condensed inform.ation. 

“I have gone over the property of the Gold Hill Con¬ 
solidated Co. very carefully, both on the surface and through 
the mine, down to the 800-ft. level. After examining seven 
veins from two feet six Inches to twelve feet In width, samp¬ 

ling and assaying them, I must say I see greater possibilities 
in the Gold Hill property every day. 

“My first opinion is fully confirmed, and the veins will go 
to much greater depth than the 800-ft. level and carry high 
values in gold, silver and copper. The copper veins alone 
show a handsome dividend, leaving the gold and silver clear. 

“After comparing the Gold Hill property with other mines 
and mining properties which I have examined, both in the 
United States and Canada, on which valuations have been 
fixed, I would say I believe that $60,000,000 valuation on 
the Gold Hill property a conservative estimate. 

“Yours very truly, 
“J. C. WILLIAMS. 

“Economic and Mining Geologist.” 

Mr. Williams is not a member either of the Minin*; 
& Metallurgical Society of America or of the American 
Institute of Mining Engineers, the two national societies 
of American mining engineers. Ilis business card reads: 

J. C. WlLLT.\MS 

Economic and Mining Geologist 
Oil, Gas, Coal and Clay a Specialty 

Properties Examined and Reports Made 
221 Orchard Ave. Ridgway, Penn. 

Up'oii the face of the data above given and the record 
of tile jiroperty a valuation of $60,000,000 looks like 
“going some.” 

The alfair has produced much excitement in the Senate 
and ill Washington generallj’. Senators Overman and 
Chilton offer the explanation that the typing of the let¬ 
ter on committee paper was the innoi'cnt mistake of a 
clerk and was simply to oblige somebody. The same 
mistake haiipened in two separate committee rooms. An 
investigation is to be made by the Senate. 

A private correspondent informs us that the Gold Hill 
promotion took well in Washington and that Newman 
seems to have a big following there. 

According to the later press dispatches, a fight against 
the ])assage of the resolution investigating the use of the 
Senate stationery will be made by certain Democrats. 
The resolution was referred to the committee on the audit 
of contingent ex])enses, which did not report on it. After 
the c.\))lanations by Senators Chilton of the Census Com¬ 
mittee and Overman of the Rules Committee, certain 
Senators said that all that would be accomplished would 
be to advance the stock of the mine in question. Senator 
La Follette, however, will, it Mas said, demand that the 
entire matter be thoroughly threshed out at a public 
hearing. 

“Certain people who have gone short of the stock are us¬ 
ing a Ntnv York neivsjiajK'r to stir up a “scandal,” de¬ 
press the stock and buy it liack cheaper,” said Walter 
George Neivman, promoter of the mine, to the correspon¬ 
dent of the Evening Sun : 

“I will go before an investigating committee and tell 
it all I kiunv. I Mant a full investigation. All .Tohn 
Skelton Williams did ivas to send a man doivn to North 
Carolina to see if is ivas ivorth ivhile to reopen the Gov- j 
('rnment assay office doivn there. And he told me if we 1 

kept up for six months, like ive ivere going, he ivould do I 
so. Noiv wc are doing better than ever.” ^ 

Let’s tell him about the nuggets we took out Satur¬ 
day,” broke in Senator Overman’s son-in-law, ivho M'as j 
sitting at the table. 

“Forty-two ounces,” corrected Neivman, “but we don’t 
M’ant to talk about the mine. I didn’t ask for committee 
stationery. As soon as Senator Overman’s secretary 
made objection I had copies run off on plain paper.” 
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Calc^latios:^ of £^tt”actioi:& in 
C^^anidallion 

In two different communications to the Journal 
(July 12, 1913, and Jan. 3, 1914), W. L. Welton has 
tried to point out the impossibility of sampling tailings 
in a wet-treatment plant on account of “serious” losses 
in overflows from classifiers and dewaterers. Mr. Welton 
has not given figures or calculations, with reference to 
a modern plant, to prove his statement. The following 
considerations will show to what extent the extraction in 
a cyanide plant, if calculated from bullion recovery and 
tailings assays, is influenced from the source mentioned 
by Mr. Welton, 

I take as an example a cyanide plant using amalgama¬ 
tion followed by all-sliming, agitation and filtration. The 
ore is stamped in water and seven parts of water are 
used to one of ore. After amalgamation the pulp is clas¬ 
sified, the slime sent to dewaterers, the sand to regrinding 
mills, and after being comminuted joins the slime. The 
latter is subsequently thickened to a pulp with 40% 
moisture; it as this point in the process that the loss 
in overflow is incurred. The efficiency of modern thick¬ 
ening machinery is such that without any effort an over¬ 
flow with 0.2% solids or less can be obtained. 

To compute the loss of slime in the overflow, assum¬ 
ing this contains 0.2% solids, the following equation 
may be used: 

Water in thickened slime -|- water in overflow = total 
amount of water used, or if X is the loss in overflow in lb. 
per ton of ore: 

(2000 — X) X 0.40 + 500 X -Y = 7 X 2000 
from which is found 

X = 26.4 lb. per ton or 1.32% 
If the assay value of the tailing (filter cakes) is T oz. 
per ton, and the quantity of bullion recovered per ton, 
B oz., the calculated extraction, when the loss through 
overflow is neglected, will be: 

F = 
T 

The assay of the total waste from the mill, including 
slime carried off in the overflow, is: 

r = (1 — 0.0132) T -f 0.0132 T" 
wherein T" is the assay value of the overflow material, 
assumed to have the same content of precious metal as 
the slime before cyanidation. 

The calculated extraction, when taking into account 
the overflow-loss, is: 

j,, ^__ B . 
B 0.9868 T + 0.0132 T' 

If we substitute: 
R = $8; 

r=$l; 
T" = $4; 

we find. 

It will be seen that the difference in calculated extrac¬ 
tions is by no means as serious as Mr. Welton represents. 

If water is used to sluice away the residue from the 
filters, the stream of tailing-pulp can be joined by the 
overflow from the thickeners; by placing a good auto¬ 
matic sampler in the launder which conveys this pulp, 
an accurate sample can be obtained from all solid ma¬ 
terial that leaves the mill. Mr. Welton might contend 
that in collecting the individual samples, losses of slime 
are incurred from the overflow of the receptacle, but the 
latter can be either made so large that it does not over¬ 
flow during the shift, or if this is impracticable, a clean 
overflow can be discharged by using baffles and by adding 
a few drops of strongly alkaline solution (caustic soda 
or ammonia) every time a sample flows into the collect¬ 
ing-box. Personally, I prefer the second method. 

If, on the contrary, the filter cakes are discharged dry, 
and stacked by a belt conveyor, it is possible to ascertain 
tbe assay value of the overflow by sampling it separately. 
The quantity of water used, and the percentage of solids 
in the overflow being known, the loss of precious metal 
from this source can then be computed. Where the clari¬ 
fied w'ater from the thickeners is pumped back to the 
mill-storage tank to be used again, no overflow is run to 
Maste, and consequently no losses arise from unsettled 
slime. 

As to the loss of material in concentration through in¬ 
sufficient settling, there is no e.xcuse for a modern plant 
to suffer from these losses, and as I have said before, if 
the reject from the mill, including all waste water and 
floor washings is collected in one main launder, equipped 
V ith an automatic sampler, no possible loss can occur of 
which the mill operator is not aware. 

M. G. F. SOHNLEIN. 
Ingenio de Machacamarca, via Oruro, Bolivia. 

Mar. 12, 1914. 

A-mmoEiiia sEa Fltise Dtiasts 
I notice an imiuirv in the Journal of .Tune 14, 1913, 

p. 1208, by C. Carleton Sem])le as to the reason for the 
presence of ammonia in lead-furnace flue dust. 

The fiualitv of the coke used in the furnace would seem 
to account for the (|uantitv of ammonia compounds in the 
flue dust. If, in the manufacture of the coke, the vola¬ 
tile matter had not been entirely driven off or the ovens 
not leveled properly, causing the presence of blackbutts 
in the product, then the furnaces would complete the 
work of burning, in which case ammonia would be e.x- 
pelled. Under the conditions in the furnace the am¬ 
monia would unite at once to form some such compound 
as ammonium sulphate, and be precipitated in the flue 
dust. On addition of lime at the briquetting plant, 
ammonia would be given off according to the following 
reaction: 

(NHJ^SO, + CaO = CaSO, -f H,0 + 2 NHg 
E. C. Hickman. 

E = 88.88% and E' = 88.50% East Helena, Mont., June 7, 1914. 
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TSiie Stiapply of Copper Ore 

The head of one of our large copper-producing com¬ 

panies writes us as follows: 
“There is one thought in connection with the price of 

copper that I think should be presented to the public. It 
is that our supply of copper is not unlimited. Because 
of its low price, we are now using copper for many pur¬ 
poses where other material could be used. At the present 

rate of consumption, our supply of copper will be ex¬ 
hausted in what, for the life of the Nation, is a very 
few years; and when it is exhausted we shall find it diffi¬ 
cult to get supplies for uses where copper is necessary 
unless at very high prices. Are we treating posterity 

fairly when we induce the public to consume copper ex¬ 
travagantly by making too low prices? Is not our action 
uneconomic and unsound? I should like to see this sub¬ 
ject discussed by the readers of the Journal.” 

This is the same question that is raised regarding the 
world’s resources of coal, iron ore, petroleum and other 
nonreproductive substances and it is one to which there 
seems to be no answer short of Socialism or governmental 
regulation, between which there is perhaps no great dif¬ 
ference. Once let a natural resource be capitalized it must 
soon be caused to be productive. The world’s product 
must be sold for what it will bring. Competition restricts 
margins. The natural laws of economics prevail. 

An old doctrine of economics was that they would and 
ought to prevail. This was not recognized by later au¬ 
thorities. The classic analogy cited by them is the crowd 
of people in a burning theater. Left to themselves most 
perish in their natural disorder. Regulated by some 
policemen they march out in column of fours and all 
are saved. 

No one yet has shown how to regulate prices, produc¬ 
tion, etc., in any such ways. The German idea of cartels 
and conventions is repugnant to American minds and all 
of our movements in that direction have been reversed. 
The idea of our own conservationists is to withdraw min¬ 
eral lands, preventing their capitalization until they are 
needed. Nobody has any clear conception of how such a 
policy would work or can be worked. 

We shall not enter upon any arguments respecting this 
question. We should like to see some of our readers do 
so, as our correspondent suggests. We may, however, 
state certain premises, which seem reasonably clear. 

1. Nobody has anywhere near so clear an idea of what 
the world’s resources of copper may be as they have of 
iron and coal, nor is it possible in the nature of things. 
However, there are other mineral resources of which we 
know even less than of copper—lead and zinc, for ex¬ 
ample—yet the world’s production of them increases 
steadily. 

2. Improvements in the arts adds constantly to the 
world’s resources. Only 10 years ago the porphyry de¬ 

posits with their V/o io ^1/2% of copper content were 
unworkable. Now they yield hundreds of millions of 

pbunds of copper annually. At present but about two- 
thirds of their copper is extractable. Without doubt the 
percentage will be raised and equally without doubt the 
new processes will make available the reserves of 1 to 
11/4% ore. 

3. There is undoubtedly a tendency toward apprecia¬ 
tion in the price for copper. This is because the demand 
can only be supplied at a higher price, partly because of 
the impoverishment of the old mines; partly because 
of the necessity of bringing in the new, lower-grade 
mines; partly because of increased costs of production on 
other accounts. 

When tbe porphyry mines were being promoted during 
the period 1905-10, there were widely heralded estimates 
of production costs around 7c. per lb. Sometimes the es¬ 
timate was as low as 6c.; rarely was it over 8c. In their 
early days figures purporting to bear out such estimates 
were grandly stated in the official reports of actual opera¬ 
tions. The world knows now that nothing of the sort is 
really to be expected, and we look complacently on 9 
to 11c. costs in tbe reports of nowadays. There is no 
disappointment inasmuch as it appears that the average 
yield of the copper in selling price is also turning out to 
be higher than was expected and that for natural reasons 
its tendency is to move still further upward. 

Tl:^e C?ol^ Hill A.lf’ait* 
The Senate can settle the Gold Hill affair very easily if 

it wants to, and there is no need for any $12,000 speeches 
about it. 

1. There are numerous professional investigators in 
Washington who have been hunting the money devil and 
making headlines for the press. Let Mr. Brandeis, or Mr. 
Untermyer, or Mr. Folk be turned loose on a Gold Hill 
investigation. 

2. Inasmuch as official Washington seems to have been 
playing the curb stock market, it would be a real good 
thing if the value of the Gold Hill mine be estimated and 
publicly reported by some distinguished engineer, such as 
J. R. Finlay, A. H. Rogers, or B. B. Lawrence, mention¬ 
ing only a few who are unidentified with any ‘‘interest.” 

The Senate ought to be able to arrange these things 
in about half an hour. Thereafter, Mr. Brandeis, or 
Mr. LTntermyer, or Mr. Folk might develop headlines 
according as they thought advisable. In the meanwhile 
the engineer would examine the mine. In about one 
month the public would have some illuminating informa¬ 
tion about the promotion of a certain kind of mine and 
about the machinations of the money devil in Washing¬ 
ton itself. 

ii^ Colorado 
According to our Denver correspondent, a petition is 

being circulated in Colorado praying for the legislature 
to submit to the people next fall a constitutional amend¬ 
ment leading to the furnishing of state funds to erect a 
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state smelting works. Persons in Colorado have long 
cherished grievances about the custom-smelting business 
as conducted in that state by the American Smelting & 
Refining Co. and the Ohio & Colorado Smelting Co., es¬ 
pecially the former. Private capital has been quite indis- 
j)oscd to provide additional competition in this field and 
if such competition is seriously wanted, state assistance is 
one way of getting it. We should like to see it tried, al¬ 
though we will admit that the taxjaiyers of the state 
might reasonably feel some nervousness about it. 

There is another expedient that might be considered, 
viz., induce the producers of ore to form a cooperative 
smelting company. We do not recall just that thing hav¬ 
ing been done before, in the United States, but that is no 
reason why it should not be. However, there is good 
jerecedent for ore producers going into the smelting busi¬ 
ness. Indeed, that is just the way the Guggenheims 

Tlhie Com^stiflinnsiptfloira oS* Coppetp 

The output from the American refineries constitutes 
so large a proportion of the total production of the worUl 
that the amount of it and the amount of the deliveries 
may be taken always as fiiir indic-es of the world’s po¬ 
sition. It it well known that deliveries from the refiner¬ 
ies and consumjition by the manufacturers of copper 
sheets, wire, brass, etc., are two different things. Over 
a long period they must, of course, be substantially the 
same, but month by month they may not be in harmony 
at all. Conse(|uently, there is never any use in drawing 
deductions from the monthly statement of deliveries. Con¬ 
sidering the (piarterly deliveries, however, we come nearer 
to measuring the actual consumption. 

We have computed the deliveries by quarters, as re¬ 
ported hy the Copper Producers’ Association, since the 
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started. Back in the ’HOs they were interested in the beginning of that organization, and give the figures in an 
A. Y. & Minnie mine, at Leadville, and did not like the accompanying table. Also we have caused the lines of 
way the smelters treated them, although there was then no 
A. S. & R. Co. To improve things they built the Phila- Year 

delphia works at Pueblo. For two or three years the re- i 
suits were disillusionary. They lost a lot of money. How- J 
ever, they learned the smelting business and in acquiring i9io_i 
that knowledge laid the foundation of the great fortune | 
that subsequently they earned, so the knowledge was i 
cheap, even if it did cost some hundreds of thousands. i9ii—i 

('onditions are different now, yet the field is just as i 
open to the enterprising and intelligent mine owner as ^ 
ever iz was. However, it may he pointed out that the rea- j 
son why private capital does not go into smelting in Colo- 
rado is that for many years the profit there has been too j9j3_j 
small to be attractive and the available ore supply has t 
been too small to keep all the existing furnaces going. i- 
Will another works increase either? 1914—1 
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domestic and foreign deliveries to be plotted from them, 
which are given in an accompanying diagram. 

These lines are both erratic and interesting. Certainly 
no lesson of regular trend can be deduced from them. 
However, there are two things which stand out clearly, 
we think. Our domestic consumption has lately been 
smaller than at any time during the last five years. Eu¬ 
ropean deliveries, which formerly used to be inferior to 
domestic consumption, have lately been far in excess 
thereof, and since the last ([uarter of 1912 have been ris¬ 
ing rapidly, and with only one interru))tion. The great 
demand for copper, notwithstanding the commercial de¬ 
pression that tlurope has suffered like America, although 
less severely, suggests that perhaps co])per may be coming 
more broadly into use in Europe than ever before. In 
this connection the recent remarks of Mr. Rathenau, the 
head of the great electrical (‘onipany of Europe, a sum¬ 
mary of which was published in the Journal, are il¬ 
luminating. The diagram al.«o suggests what interest¬ 
ing developments may hap])eii when American industry 
once more wakes uj). 

I BY THE WAY | 
ailMIIIIIMIItllllllMIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIMIIMIMHIilMlltniM lilMIIIIIIIMMIMMillMIMMtMIIMMlillllillMIIIIMIMIMIIIMMIIIMIItlMIIMMilMIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIMIIIMIIMIIIItlllMlllllltin 

One of the latest booms in the London stock market 
to collapse is that in Nigerian tin shares, which was ram- 
jiant two years ago. The collapse is j)artly due to the 
fall in the price of tin; but chiefly to the failure of most 
of the Nigerian companies to show any satisfactory re¬ 
sults. The production of tin has been very small, while 
costs of mining and transportation are heavy. 

It is interesting to note that the Minerals Separation 
American Syndicate, Ltd., on June 3, contracted with 
the Engels Copper Mining Co. for a license to use the 
Minerals Separation process in its new mill in Plumas 
County, California, The Engels company has just begun 
the erection of a 150-ton mill near Taylorsville, and as 
this license was contracted for subsequently to the San 
Francisco decision, the copper company evidently decided 
that the experience of Minerals Separation, Ltd., was 
valuable, regardless of the possible contingencies of pat¬ 
ent litigation. 

W. 
An interesting case of successful fraud is reported 

by tbe Madrid Cientifico, which derives its information 
from El Economista. It appears that a group of live 
Frenchmen succeeded in selling some Yankee capitalists 
a nonexistent gold property. Thus are the tables turned! 
The ingenious Gauls carried to Alaska a complete mov¬ 
ing-picture outfit with scenery and all, and with this 
e(|ui])ment they photogra])hed the operations of their 
“mine” in so convincing a manner that they were able to 
sell their midnight-sun myth for real money. Seeing was 
believing; not even a Missouri origin would have helped 
the goats of this little deal. 

The Boston News Bureau quotes a copper producer 
as follows: 

Of all the useless statistics which are published, those of 

the Copper Producers’ Association are entitled to the blue 

ribbon. In the first place, they act as a deterrent on pur¬ 

chases by the consumer for several days before they are made 

public. Then If a decrease in surplus Is shown the consumer 

charges that the figures are not on the level. If an increase 

is shown everybody seems to think that the accumulation 

would have been greater had not some copper been “stored” 

abroad, or in some manner held back. 

The figures are, however, accurate and put out in good 

faith, but why the producers of copper should be unique in 

telling how much of their product they have on hand for sale 

is beyond comprehension. 

The discontinuance of the monthly statement has often 

been discussed among the members of the association and 

the sooner some action is taken along this line the better it 

will be for all concerned. Then would probably come the 

charge that the producers were afraid to publish facts. 

We have received a circular from a broker in New 
York, inviting subscriptions to the stock of the Inspira¬ 
tion Extension Copper Co. Among other things he says: 
“It is an extensive porphyry deposit, surrounded by pro¬ 
ducing mines and the shares of nearly all these companies 
are listed on the New York Stock Exchange. This prop¬ 
erty is now being developed and will also be in the pro¬ 
ducing class jiLst as soon as the large custom smelter now 
being installed in the locality, is completed.” The In¬ 
spiration “orebody runs through our property. There 
can be no question about the absolute safety of the in¬ 
vestment and the assurance of realizing large returns 
from a small investment are positively self-evident.” 

This is a good example of the way that a prospect 
ought not to be promoted. The Inspiration Extension 
has not an extensive deposit of porphyry ore so far as 
anybody now knows. It may have, but if so it has got 
to be found and in the opinion of at least one prominent 
operator at Miami the chances are not good. Anyway 
it is certain that the property will not be in the producing 
class as soon as the large custom smelter is completed. 
The persons who are developing the Inspiration Exten¬ 
sion ap])ear to be sincere, but the broker who is offering 
the stock is quite reck]e,ss in his statements. 

The Journal has always advocated greater attention 
to safety provisions in mining. We have felt that the in¬ 
dustry in this country was unduly hazardous and should 
be made safer. We must confess, however, that mining 
seems no w’orse in this respect than other fields of activ¬ 
ity, We fancy a man would be quite as safe underground 
as traveling on the ocean, for instance. It is only about 
two years since the “Titanic” disaster shocked the entire 
world. The recent sinking of the “Emnress of Britain” 
was about equally destructive of human life. Many 
other w’recks have occurred within a short period also, 
and now we have it on the authority of the New York 
Evening Post that a new hazard in ocean travel has de¬ 
veloped. The latest Cunarder, the “Aquitania” is the 
guilty boat. According to tbe Post^ this craft carries al¬ 
ways a stenographer, an Irish girl, with curly broivn hair. 
The worst of it is that this danger particularly besets min¬ 
ing men. Listen to the Post: “Most of the dictation comes 
from mining engineers. They seem never to forget their 
business and keep a stenographer well supplied with 
copy.” And again, “Miss Hale, with her fresh color, curly 
brown hair and Irish gray eyes, is such a verv pretty girl 
that the wonder is that every man aboard does not pre- 
tind that he is a mining engineer full of things that must 
be put on paper.” Indeed, indeed ! Falls of ground and 
dynamite, fever and thirst, the Western Federation and 
gray-eyed, brown-haired stenographers, a mining engi¬ 
neers life is fraught with peril underground, overground 
and on the deep sea. 
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F. G. Lasier, of Detroit, Mich., is in the Porcupine district 

in Ontario. 

C. V'. Purington has left St. Petersburg for the Lena 

district, of Siberia. 

F. H. Sisterman has returned from Costa Rica and has 

gone to El Paso, Texas. 

Kirby Thomas, of New York, is examining iron properties 

in Virginia and Tennessee. 

Carl A. Allen has left Denver to examine mining prop¬ 

erty near Golconda, Nevada. 

Thomas M. Kekich, recently of the Spassky Copper Mine, 

Ltd., Siberia, is on his way to London. 

Morton Webber has been examining mining property in 

Nevada, on behalf of New York interests. 

Alfred James, who has been in New York for several 

weeks, sailed for home on the “Vaterland” this week. 

Marion L. Thomas has returned to New York after two 

months spent in investigating phosphate deposits in Florida. 

E. G. Spilsbury, who has been engaged on professional 

work in Belgium, returned to New York on the “Vaterland” 

last week. 

Wilbur E. Saunders is now superintendent for the Alkali 

Mines Co., which is developing the old Windfall mine, at 

Eureka, Nevada. 

H. V. Winchell returned from Europe on June 13. After 

stopping in New York he proceeded to Minnesota and later 

expects to go to Montana. 

George E. Collins, of Denver, Colo., passed through New 

York last week on his way to England, whence he expects to 

return in two or three w-eeks. 

N. Dickerman, general manager Pato Mines (Colombia), 

Ltd., has arrived in New York from London, and will be in 

San Francisco the last of the month. 

Herbert Merryweather, general superintendent of mines 

of the Juragua Iron Co., Cuba, is now with the Bethlehem 

Chile Iron Mines Co., at La Higuera, Coquimbo, Chile. 

Ralph Watson, assistant general superintendent of the 

Homestead works of the Carnegie Steel Co., has returned from 

India, where he spent considerable time at the Tata steel 

works. 

Charles P. Perin, of New York, consulting engineer of 

the Tata Iron & Steel Co., Sakchl, India, left New York last 

week on a trip to that country. He will visit China and 

Japan before he returns. 

W. D. B. Motter, Jr., recently manager of the Canada 

Iron Mines, Ltd., at Trenton, Ont., was appointed on May 1 

manager of the Benson Mines Co., at Benson Mines, St. 

Lawrence County, New York. 

V. F. Marsters, consulting geologist for the New York & 

Honduras Rosario Mining Co., was in New York recently, on 

a visit, and has gone to Nova Scotia. He will return to 

New York before leaving for Honduras. 

F. E. Pierce has resigned his position as chief engi¬ 

neer of the New Jersey Zinc Co., after 15 years’ service with 

the company, and has opened an office as consulting civil and 

metallurgical engineer, at 35 Nassau Street, New York. 

A. L. Walker left New York on June 16 for a pleasure 

trip to Japan and China. Professor Walker expects to stop at 

Buffalo, Houghton, Great Falls, Anaconda and Butte to see 

the smelting plants there, and to sail for the Orient on 

July 6. 

William B. Daly, for some time in charge of the efficiency 

work of the Anaconda Mining Co., has been appointed gen¬ 

eral superintendent of mines, to have direct charge of opera¬ 

tions. John Gillie, for years acting under that title, is made 

general manager of mines, and B. H. Dunshee, assistant gen¬ 

eral manager. 

Robert C. Sticht, general manager of the Mt. Lyell Mining 

& Ry. Co., in Tasmania, who is taking a trip around the 

world, has been visiting some of his former fields of activity 

in Montana. Mr. Sticht was the builder of the old lead 

smeltery at Great Falls, of the East Helena smeltery and of 

the pyritic smelting plan,t, at Boulder, 

C. H. Fry has been appointed mining manager of the 

Yellow Aster Mining & Milling Co., at Randsburg, Calif., 

succeeding John Singleton, president and manager, who died 

on May 20. Mr. Fry has been for a number of years mine 

foreman and assayer at the Yellow Aster, and is thoroughly 

acquainted with the mine, besides being a mining engineer 

of ability and experience. J. H. Farrell, of Los Angeles, is 

consulting engineer. Dr. Rose Burcham retains the position 

of secretary and treasurer, with office in Los Angeles. 

aiMIIIIIIIIIIHIIIMIIIIIIIIIINIIIilillllllNIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMHiltlilillllllllllllMIIIIIMIMIIIIIIIIIillUIIMMIIilillMHIIIIIlllllllllllinillHIllllllllllHIIHIIIIHMIllllMlllllllNMiMiK 
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John Martin Frederick died at Braddock, Penn., June 10. 

aged 73 years. He was born at Williamsport, Md., and as a 

boy entered the Cambria Iron Works at Johnstown. He went 

to Braddock in 1874 with the late Captain W. R. Jones, who 

built the first plant there for Andrew Carnegie. Later he was 

in charge of the finishing mills at Homestead and afterwards 

at Edgar Thomson, and some 10 years ago was made consult¬ 

ing mechanical engineer. 

Sewall Truax died at Highland Park, Ill., June 1. He was 

a graduate of Columbia University School of Mines, 1903. In 

1906 he became manager of the Granadefla Mining Co., at 

Santa Barbara, Chihuahua, Mexico. In 1911 he conducted ex¬ 

tensive experiments at Cafion City, Colo., in evolving a com¬ 

mercial process for volatilizing zinc direct from slag and ores. 

For several years he has been a sufferer from rheumatism, 

and for the past two years had been unable to leave his bed. 

He leaves a wife and two children. 

Jean E. Saucier, a well known mine promoter and broker, 

died in Montreal June 7, aged 52 years. Most of his life was 

spent in Western Canada. He was extensively interested in 

electrical development and coal mining in British Columbia, 

and was connected with numerous mining enterprises in Ross- 

land. He returned to the East in 1900 and devoted much 

attention to the mining possibilities of Quebec province. Mr. 

Saucier was one of the pioneers of the Chibougamou* mining 

district, w'here, in connection wMth the McMartin brothers, 

he Invested a good deal of money in ventures that proved 

unprofitable, mainly ow'ing to the lack of transportation 

facilities. Since 1905 he had carried on business in Montreal 

as a real-estate and mining broker. He leaves a widow, one 

son and five daughters. 

Robert D. Grant died at Los Angeles, Calif., June 4, aged 

5C years. He was born at Sunbury, Penn., and began work 

when 16 years old as a telegraph operator. After working on 

the Pennsylvania, the Santa F^, and the Union Pacific, he 

finally went to Butte, Mont., and in 1889 took a position in 

the office of the Parrot Silver & Copper Co. In 1897 he was 

chosen general manager and later negotiated the sale of the 

company’s property to the Amalgamated. He then moved 

to Salt Lake City and bought an interest in the Sioux Con¬ 

solidated group in the Tintlc district, which he held until 1905. 

In the same year he moved to Los Angeles and organized 

the American Mines & Exploration Co., in connection with 

Phillip Wiseman and Seeley Mudd. This company secured an 

option on the English holdings in the Ray Consolidated mines 

at Kelvin, Ariz., which were subsequently transferred to 

parties interested in the Utah Copper Co. Several years ago 

he sold out his holdings for a large sum and since that time 

he had undertaken no large enterprises. Mr. Grant was well 

known in Butte, Salt Lake, and California, and was much 

esteemed for his high character and integrity as well as for 

his engaging personal qualities. He leaves a widow, one son, 

and one daughter. IinnilllHHIIIHIHNIIIillllllllllllllHIlHllllinilinMIlllllMlllltlllMMMniMIIIMIMMItllttlMIUIIIIMnilllllMMMMIIItMMMIIIimHIlinillltlllllMllllllinillilllllllllllllHmitPj 
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l^tah Society of EngineerN—At a meeting, held in Salt 

Lake City, June 10, Dr. F. G. Cottrell, in charge of the 

western division of the United States Bureau of Mines, gave 

a lecture on his process of smoke control. This was illus¬ 

trated by lantern slides and experiments. The meeting was 

well attended. 

Cleveland Engineering Society—The 34th annual meeting 

and banquet was held at the University Club, Cleveland, June 

9. The guest of honor and principal speaker of the evening 

was Charles Whiting Baker, editor-in-chief of “Engineering 

News,” New York. Mr. Baker’s topic was “Ethics for Engi¬ 

neers.” Other speakers of the evening were William O. 

Henderer, of the Osborn Engineering Co., the toastmaster and 

retiring president; Rev. Dr. A. B. Meldrum, who spoke on 

“Some Things That Count,” and Elliott H. Whitlock, the pres¬ 

ident-elect, whose topic was “The Engineer.” The society 

h?3 had a successful year and now has a membership of 741, 

a net gain of 171 since the last annual meeting. 
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SAIV FRANCISCO—June 11 

Sale of Borax I'roiierllea known as the “Borax” Smith 

properties, to I^ondon men is reported to have been confirmed 

by Mortimer Pleishhaeker, of San Francisco. Negotiations 

have l)een in progress for six mo iths, and Smith is now in 

I,ondon ciosing the cleal. The purchasers are said to be a syn¬ 

dicate of bankers in lamdon, presumably representing also 

other large sharehobh-rs in the Borax Consolidated Co. The 

purchase price was $4,000,000, which w'ill be sufflcient to pay 

the debts of P. M. Smith si cured by borax stock, and leave 

a considerable amount to be applied on other debts. The 

indications now are that negotiations for the disposal of the 

Smith railway interests will be satisfactorily consummated. 

Aellvify In the Crater «f Mt. liHNMen in Northern Cali¬ 

fornia, has been the basis of I’eports that have occupied more 

or less space in the press since June 1. No one seems to 

know exactly what is taking place, and so far the only au¬ 

thentic sources of information have been the members of 

the Forest Service. The first sign of activity was a plume 

of steam rising above the top of the crater. Later it was 

discovered that mud, sand, and stones had been expelled, ap- 

I)arently by the force of an explosion caused by steam. No 

other signs of heat w-ere observed. A few days after the 

first disturbance, repoi'ts of a dense, black smoke issuing 

from the crater were received. Some witnesses stated that 

they had seen flames, but the majority report to the con¬ 

trary. No alarm has been caused by this outburst, and 

many men acquainted with the region around Mt. Lassen, be¬ 

lieve that the action is more ge.vser-like than volcanic. The 

reported black smoke is more than likely, just fine ash 

that has been carried to a great height by the escaping 

steam. This disti'ict is famous for its boiling springs. Re¬ 

cently, earthquake shocks have been felt in Northern Cali¬ 

fornia and Nevada, but authorities on this subject do not co.n 

neet these earth movements with the outbreak of Mt. Lassen. 

Mt. Lassen is considered to be the most recent point of vol¬ 

canic activity in the ITnited States. Dead trees are yet stand¬ 

ing, partially buried in the lava flows of the past eruptions. 

So far the present activity is of slight moment, but it serves 

to attract attention to a district which is rich in natural re¬ 

sources and scenic wonders. 

Ill TTK—June i:i 

An KmployerM' Linbility Lnvv has been initiated, and will 

be voted on at the fall election. It is of special Importance 

and concern to mining corporations, and is likely to be 

adopted. It was defeated by the last legislature. A grave 

doubt has been raised as to the validity of the state’s con¬ 

stitutional amendment relating to the initiative and referen¬ 

dum, and as several important measures are pending under 

that provision steps are to be taken to test the law in the 

Supreme court. The political opponents of the Anaconda 

company have raised the usual hue and cry that the “Amal¬ 

gamated” is back of the movement to upset the constitutional 

amendments. C. F. Kelley, vice-president of the Anaconda 

company, says no officer or attorne.v' of the company has taken 

the matter up, and that the company has no interest in it 

directly or indirectly, or it would have taken action long ago. 

A measure that seems to be aimed directly at the Anaconda 

company is urged by some politicians and provides for a 

“license tax” or fee on all products to the amount of y^%. 
I’etitlons are being circulated in a movement to initiate such 

a law. Its provisions also apply to telegraph, telephone and 

other corporations. 

Revolt In Miners L'nion was participated in by several 

thousand miners who rebelled June 12 against the assess¬ 

ments levied on them monthly by the Butte Miners Union and 

Western Federation of Miners for outside strike benefits. 

Under the local union rules a committee of officers visits 

each mine once every month to inspect working cards and 

unless the cards show that the dues and assessments have 

been paid the men may not go to work. The monthly in¬ 

spection started at the Speculator mine of the North Butte 

company and after 50 men had exhibited their cards the 

others rebelled and refused to show theirs. The men ap¬ 

pealed to General Manager Pope but he told them that the 

company had made a contract with the union and must 

respect it, and unless the men showed their cards and were 

in good standing they could not go to work; 900 men there¬ 

fore walked away from the mine as the different shifts 

came on, and the mine had to close down. The same thing 

was experienced at the Butte & Superior, and the men walked 

out. Scattering forces at other mines joined the rebels, who 

were led by several I. W. W. agitators. A mass meeting was 

held at night and a new union, known as the Independent 

Industrial Miners Union was organized to oppose the West¬ 

ern Federation and the local union. A committee was ap¬ 

pointed to interview mine managers and demand permis¬ 

sion to work without a union card. The feeling against 

union officials was so strong that the sheriff had to protect 

President Bert Riley and others, who were threatened by a 

mob. Many miners have been working short shifts and the 

monthly assessments, running from $5.50 to $11, have been 

more than most of them could pay and they have been 

charging local and federation officials with a misappropria¬ 

tion of the funds. Miners have never been able to get a 

statement showing where all the money has gone, and at 

the mass meeting they charged that officers who have the 

handling of the funds have built homes and purchased 

ranches in California. They charged that six years ago the 

miners union in Butte had but two salaried officers and now 

has 15; that then it had $210,000 in the treasury and now has 

nothing. The mine companies notified the strikers that they 

could not recognize them or an independent union. 

SALT LAKF CITY—June 11 

RequirementH for Patenting Mining ClalmM are being more 

liberally Interpreted by the Department of the lnterIo<-, it 

seems, according to a decision in the case of the Great West¬ 

ern Gold & Copper Mining Co., received at the local land office 

June 8. This decision reverses that of a former commissioner 

of the land offices, which was adverse to the granting of pat¬ 

ent on claims owned by this company, southwest of Park City. 

Patent was refused on the ground that no discovery of ore 

in place had been made. Later evidence proved that there 

was some mineral showing, and that the claims lie between 

the Daly-Judge on the east and the Mountain Lake on the 

west, both producers of commercial ore; and that the claims 

are mineral land and entitled to patent. This has been 

ordered granted on six claims. The decision follows closely 

on that of the East Tintlc case. 

HOl'GHTON—Juno 15 

.’tMMOMNmont Called on Winona Stock is not surprising. It 

is illustrative of the difficulties encountered and the money 

required to open a copper mine in the Lake Superior district. 

This last assessment on Winona concludes the possibilities 

of raising funds in that way. When this assessment is paid 

the present corporation will have expended approximately 

$5,000,000 in development and opening the properties owned 

by the company. Under the Michigan law the capitalization is 

limited, and the shareholders of Winona have contributed a 

total of $25 per share in the hope of making this mine a suc¬ 

cess. The market value of the stock is $2 per share. And 

Winona is by no means a success now. The management and 

the shareholders hope for success. They are turned that way, 

but there is no assurance. In fact, a good many of the share¬ 

holders likely will not meet this last call, and the present 

market value of their stock will influence not a few in a 

decision against paying. The true situation at the Winona is 

that the chances for making both ends meet and putting the 

mine on its feet never were better. Just at the time the 

strike was called, a year ago. Manager Seeber had completed 

a long campaign which seemed to indicate a fair degree of 

prosperity for the Winona. Then the suspension of operations 

became complete and the Winona made no attempt to resume 

operations until the situation entirely cleared up, for property 

is so far from town that the labor difficulty is always worse 

there than anywhere else. Now for two months the Winona 

has been working with a force larger than ever before in the 

history of the mine. The recovery in the mill is showing a 

little better results than ordinarily, so that conditions gen¬ 

erally look good, and if the price of copper can be maintained 

at a figure which will give this property a chance to market 

its first substantial output at a respectable figure Winona 

ought to show a profit on the right side of the ledger from 

now on. Production in June will break all previous monthly 
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records, but the true test cannot be expected until July. 

Winona has a hard-luck story that shows the difficulties of 

making paying copper mines. Originally the property was 

opened at the close of the civil war. First work was based 

on surface showings and a crude shaft was sunk. The lode 

looked good, but the mine was so far from a railway that 

the limited capital of the opeiators was soon exhausted and 

work stopped. The present company started in 1898 and has 

worked intermittently since. Absorption of the King Philip, 

an adjoining property, took place years ago. There are 

seven shafts on the two properties. The suiface eQuipment is 

good and the management efficient. 

MAKUl FTTFl—June 13 

Ore ShliimentM Have InereaHed somewhat the last few 

weeks. The movement is. how'ever, still well under the outgo 

of a year ago, and there is seen no prospect that the tonnage 

sent out in any month will reach the mark attained in the 

corresponding period of 1913. There have been further cur¬ 

tailments at the mines. The Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co. has 

discontinued night-shift operations at its Negaunee property, 

Marquette range. The suspension is for an indefinite time; 

150 names have been stricken from the payroll. The Negaunee 

has a large stockpile, and shipments to date have been incon¬ 

sequential. The same company’s Stephenson mine, in the 

Gwinn district, also is now being wrought only on the day- 

shift. Mcst of the men affected in this instance have, how¬ 

ever, been transferred to nonproducing properties in course of 

development in the field. More than 500,000 tons of ore is in 

stock at the Stephenson. Room for further storage is scarce. 

On the Gogebic range, Oglebay, Norton & Co. have curtailed 

production at their Montreal (Wisconsin) mine one-half; 80 

single men have been laid off, and work is proceeding only 

in the daytime. Much ore is in stock. Production at the 

Steel Corporation’s Soudan mine at Tower, Vermilion range, 

has been suspended temporarily, the advantage the slack 

season affords having been taken as an opportunity to build 

a steel crusher house. This construction will require two 

months. Most of the 140 men are retained. The Pewabic 

Mining Co.’s property at Iron Mountain, Menominee range, is 

again operating on full time, with a force of 400 men em¬ 

ployed. Operations had been scaled dow-n for a time. The 

Pewabic is shipping at the rate of 15,000 tons per week. The 

movement of ore from the Iron Mountain district is, however, 

far below the normal. M. A. Hanna & Co., of Cleveland, are 

preparing to abandon the Barrows mine, Cuyuna range. The 

owner of the fee. the Brainerd Mining Co., has been notified 

that the lease will be canceled the last of June. The reason 

for this action is not stated. It is believed, however, the 

slack demand for ore has been an influence. Mining opera¬ 

tions have been curtailed. One shift of men has been dis¬ 

charged. The stockpile accumulated during the winter 

months is being shipped. The future of the Barrows is un¬ 

certain. It is the hope that the fee owner will be able to 

lease to some other corporation; otherwise, it is probable the 

mine will be closed and permitted to fill with water. In the 

same field of the range, the Barrows-Mississippi Iron Co. is 

preparing to explore an extensive tract. This is a close cor¬ 

poration, controlled by Superior, Wis., men. It owns 400 acres 

adjoining the Barrows townsite. Diamond drills will he em¬ 

ployed. 

JOPBIX—June 1.’* 

Flotation 'rreatment of .loplin Ores will be investigated 

by the Bureau of Mines in conjunction with the Missouri 

Geological Survey. The work will be done this summer and 

fall and will be especially directed to the treatment of fines 

where the great proportion of the milling losses are now 

known to exist. C. A. Wright of the Bureau of Mines corps is 

beginning this work and the Missouri Survey has had men in 

the district all the year. While it is believed by local opera¬ 

tors that the oil process will be entirely inapplicable to the 

greater part of the ore, it might prove of value in the treat¬ 

ment of sludge. If it can advantageously be used the milling 

processes of the district would be greatly benefited. At 

present while the district does the cheapest milling in any- 

large mining field, its proportion of saving is relatively low. 

It is believed that present milling practice approximates 

close to 60% recovery. An additional saving of 15 to 25% 

would help the field greatly if the cost of such additional re¬ 

covery were not prohibitive. So far it has been recognized 

that it is possible to Improve the recovery but the additional 

cost has been more than the additional recovery warranted. 

ProHpecting During Perloda of L,ow Prices for zinc ore as 

well as any other activity is prone to stifle, so it is a surprise 

to everyone that so much prospecting work continues in the 

field with the price of zinc ore down to ?40. Even capital 

continues to come into the district and acquires new prop¬ 

erties, and surprising as it may seem, this year of all years, 

has shown the largest single sale of any mining property the 

district has known. Following the Oronogo Circle sale of a 

few weeks ago, the Laminite Mining Co. this last week took 

over the H. L. & S. mine at Lawton, Kan., one of the richest 

and heaviest new producers in the entire mining district. 

While the i)rice was not mentioned it is known to have been 

large. This is the first sale of a mine in the Lawton camp, 

the developments there having been carried on by the ori¬ 

ginal holders of leases. This sale marks the attention that is 

being directed to this newly developed camp. It is here that 

the Eastern Lead & Zinc Co. of which .1. B. .Tameson, of Con¬ 

cord, N. H., is the eastern representative and Walter Rag¬ 

land, former state mine inspector the resident manager, has 

been quietly developing what is now recognized as one of 

the largest zinc producing properties Ki the field. Begin¬ 

ning with a comprehensive drilling campaign followed by 

well directed development a new camp has come to the fi-ont 

as the result of their efforts. This camp is now redeeming 

the Kansas end of the district from its previous steadily de¬ 

creasing activity. Pour milling properties are now estab¬ 

lished and the output this year has been excellent even in 

the face of the low price of ore. At the end of the y-ear this 

camp will show an increase in output while most of the older 

established camps will show a marked decrease. So pro¬ 

nounced has been the success of this camp dominated by the 

Eastern company that it is attracting others to the vicinity 

and is stimulating drilling activity. It is reported that 

several tracts will be prosi)ected in this manner this summer 

and fall. 

KI'KKKt. \KV.—June 11 

Eureka is not in any way the picture of the earlier-day 

camp, for it is a desolate and woe-begone town, and in its very- 

air it speaks not of the present but tells a tale of the long 

past. It is no i)leasure to see it now. A little jerkwater rail¬ 

road connects the town with Palisade on the Southern Pa¬ 

cific, but with freight at $20 per ton over the 84 miles of 

that road there is little help to the town or the surrounding 

mines through that connection. The I’. S. Smelting, Refining 

& Mining Co. now owns the old Eureka Consolidated and the 

Richmond mines, but is doing nothing with them because of 

rates. There is practically- no develoi)ment. other than this 

being done in the section, save woi-k by- lessees. 

SII.VEK riT%'—.June 12 

Damage by Storm and CloiidbiirMt on the evening of June 

11, was suffered in the residence and business sections of 

Hillsboro, Sierra County-. A torrent ran through the main 

streets tearing down the bank, post office and other business 

houses. The loss has not as yet been estimated but it will 

doubtlessly total several hundred thousand dollars. Warning 

was given the Inhabitants and they- escaped to the surround¬ 

ing hills and no lives were lost. Hillsboro was in its prime 

in the ’80s w-hen its production of silver was over $2,000,000. 

The mines have been worked spasmodically- ever since. 

COIlAI/r—.lime 13 

Fight Over DlNiiwsal of ClinmherM-FerInnd I’roperfy is still 

unsettled, hut will be taken up again at the ne.xt meeting 

of the directors which is to he held in England, July- 1. The 

fight is with reference to the jiroposed byl.aw for the ti'ans- 

fer of the entire stock and assets of the Chambers-F'erland 

Mining Co. for 150,000 £1 shares in the Aladdin Alining Co. 

The Aladdin Mining Co. already holds a majority- interest in 

the Chambers-F’erland and the directors are desirous of ob¬ 

taining contTol of the w-hole jiroperty-. The minority- share¬ 

holders claim that the only- assets of the Aladdin company is 

a lease on the .Silver Queen mine and a small amount of cash 

in the treasury-. The Silver Queen is a practically- worked 

out property and the possibilities of obtaining further ore- 

bodies of much commercial value are considered doubtful in 

the extreme. On the other hand, the Chambers-Ferland has 

liquid assets of $150,000, 124 acres of mining property- ground 

rents totaling $6000 jier yea?’. The mine has been w-orked for 

several years and while it has never paid a dividend, is sup- 

I)osed to be making some money. On account of its loca¬ 

tion immediately- adjoining the Nipissing and the La Rose, 

possibilities for the discovery- of new orebodies in unde¬ 

veloped territory- are considered promising and in addition, 

there is a considerable tonnage of medium-grade ore avail¬ 

able for stoping. The minority shareholders claim that the 

Aladdin company wishes to transfer assets of a working 

property of considerable promise for stock in a worked out 

mine, and they intend to take advantage of the new amend¬ 

ment to the Ontario companies act passed at the last ses¬ 

sion of the legislature which covers such cases. H. H. Cecil, 

one of the directors is applying for an injunction to restrain 

the passing of the bylaw- for the sale of the property. 



ALASKA 

government railroad surveying parties are 
now all in route or have arrived in Alaska. Eleven locating 
parties have been orsanlzed and started north so preliminary 
work may be completed before snow falls. S.S. “Northwest¬ 
ern” sailed June 7 with eleventh and last locating party, con¬ 
sisting of 86 men, locating engineers, draftsmen, bridge ex¬ 
perts, assistant engineers, helpers, pack masters, estimaters, 
clerks and office employees, headed by W. C. Edes, chairman 
of commission, and Lieut. F. A. Hears. The first locating 
party and shipments of supplies and equipment in charge 
of a headquarters’ foreman, sent north from Seattle May 27, 
arrived at Valdez June 5. A party consisting of 22 men, a 
corps of packers and horses and supplies went north May 
30 Locating engineers, headed by Thomas Riggs, Jr., of the 
commission, also went north June 3 and a party of surveyors 
left Seattle June 6 for Sheep Creek. 

CIRCLE CITY MINING & DREDGING CO. (Circle City)— 
Dredge on Mastodon Creek, in Circle district, was recently 
purchased at marshal’s sale by L. R. Peoples, of Fairbanks. 

NEWSBOY (Fairbanks)—Faulted portion of vein on 315- 
ft. level has been found after considerable crosscutting. Con¬ 
siderable ore Is reported in sight so that manager for lessees 
will put a night shift on at mill. 

PATTERSON (Fairbanks)—These lessees on Wickersham 
ground on Eva Creek, were forced to discontinue operations 
for a short time on account of bad air. A hole was drilled 
by a Keystone drill to connect with drift; there has since 
been no more trouble from poor ventilation. 

NO. 5 ABOVE, OILMORB CREEK (Fairbanks)—Winter’s 
prospecting on this claim is said to have disclosed a pay- 
streak 400 ft. wide, running 90c. per sq.ft. Depth to bedrock 
is 14 to 18 ft., with 9 ft. of muck. Gold begins at top of 
gravel and continues to bedrock. Ground will be worked by 
scraping. 

COSGROVE & STRAX7SS (Fairbanks)—Happy Creek, here¬ 
tofore regarded as too insignificant a tributary of Goldstream 
to offer Inducements to prospector, may contain a workable 
paystreak. A cleanup of $2500 has been made by Cosgrove 
& Strauss after running through part of winter dumps. Op¬ 
erations so far have been on a small scale, but It is probable 
that more exten.sive work will be commenced soon. 

HARD LUCK ASSOCIATION (Fairbanks)—J. Prest, lessee 
on upper Vault Creek, made a $16,000 cleanup after sluicing 
one-third of dump taken out during winter. Since only three 
or four men w’ere employed and dump was therefore a small 
one, result of first cleanup shows ground to be rich. A large 
part of the gold Is in nuggets, many of them weighing sev¬ 
eral ounces. These contain much quartz and show that gold 
has not traveled far. Consequently, as soon as frost is out 
of ground. It is to be expected that quartz prospectors will 
commence searching for vein from w'hlch it came. 

NO. 3 BELOW, DOME CREEK (Fairbanks)—Discovery of 
what is assumed to be a second paystreak on claims Nos. 3 
and 4 Below Is reported by Furland & Co., who took out a 
winter dump estimated to contain $10,000. These claims were 
worked by Friend & Lawson six or seven years ago, and 
were supposed to be practically worthless. One year ago they 
were sold to Streeten Dockham and D. McRae for a sum that 
was reported by those informed of terms of sale as being 
excessive. In fact, Dockham was shortly after sent to Mount 
Tabor, Ore., as being of unsound mind. First cleanup will 
yield enough to return amount of first i)ayment. Since ground 
has turned out well, Dockham has been released from asylum 
as cured, but .lust what connection there is between two oc¬ 
currences is uncertain. 

ARI7.0X.\ 

Cochise County 

TOMBSTONE CONSOLIDATED (Tombstone)—It is re¬ 
ported that when these properties, formerly controlled by 
Development Co. of America, are put up at_ foreclosure sale 
June 23, Phelps-Dodge interests may acquire them. 

CALIFORNIA 

.\niiidor County 

ZEILA (Jackson)—Stockholders and officials of company 
visited mine recently. They apparently had no other pur¬ 
pose than to see that surface Improvements were properly 
dismantled and to convince themselves that after 35 years 
of steady operation they had really closed ^down a producing 
mine for lack of enterprise. 

Rntte County 

DEVELOPMENT WORK IN FORBESTOWN DISTRICT 
has been resumed in several mines wMth improvement in 
weather. Carlisle is preparing for extensive development. 
A contract has been let for driving another 600-ft. on Wil¬ 
liam Blek mine. 

MONTEZUMA (Enterprise)—A 14-in. vein of high-grade 
ore is reported as opened. This is a new property and is in 
vicinity of Forbestown. 

Calaveras County 

SOUTH CAROLINA (Melones)—Mine will be reopened and 
0 cj'anlde plant built. 

STANDARD (Esmeralda)—It is reported that active opera¬ 
tions were begun early in .Tune, and that power line and tele¬ 
phone line had been completed. 

NUNER TUNNEL (Mokelumne Hill)—Mill was started last 
week in May. Gravel prospects well and indications are that 
a profitable summer run will be made. 

LIGHTNER (Angels Camp)—Mine has closed down tem¬ 
porarily. It is stated that shaft will be deepened and lower 
ground thoroughly explored before undertaking production 
again. 

REINER (Angels Camp)—It is reported that forced sale 
of mine property made possible settlement of all debts 
contracted under former management. It is believed that 
mine will resume operation. 

ROYAL (Copperopolis)—Property has been sold to English 
stockholders at forced sale. It is stated that amount claimed 
to have been invested by these stockholders was nearly $600,- 
000. Property is equipped with 120 stamps. Shaft is 600-ft. 
deep and drifts total 500 ft. in length. Ore is low-grade. 
Mine has been idle for several years. 

Humboldt County 
HORSE MOUNTAIN (Eureka)—An examination has re¬ 

cently been made by O. P. Hershey. 

Inyo County 

WILSHIRE BISHOP CREEK (Bishop)—It is expected that 
mine will be unw'atered for examination by Harry John¬ 
son, consulting engineer, of Los Angeles. Cyanide plant has 
been built by Colorado Iron Works, of Denver, and ordered 
shipped. Road is clear of snow between Bishop and mine. 

Kem County 

SUMNER (Kernville)—Shaft has been cleared to drainage 
tunnel. Below that point a compressed air lift will drain 
lower workings. 

KEYES (Kernville)—Mine is producing $100 ore. This is 
one of the oldest producing quartz mines in southern Cali¬ 
fornia, and has been in operation for 50 years. 

MnripoMu County 

MOUNTAIN KING (El Portal)—It is reported that good 
ore has been disclosed. Construction of a large flume and 
erection of a power plant are contemplated. 

Nevada County 

EMPIRE (Grass Valley)—Addition of 20 stamps is being 
made to 40-stamp mill. 

YOU BET HYDRAULIC CO. (Grass Valley)—Hydraulic op¬ 
erations have been resumed on Jerry Goodwin gravel de¬ 
posits; 80 men are employed. Tailings are held in a retaining 
pond built of concrete. Installation of a gravel mill for 
treatment of cemented material is contemplated. 

PliimaH County 

WALKER MINING CO. (Salt Lake)—Company was re¬ 
cently organized and capitalized at $1,250,000 for develop¬ 
ment of Walker Copper mine, in Grizzly Valley. J. R. Walker, 
G. L. Bemis and J. F. Collan, of Salt Lake, are Incorporators. 

Sinktyou County 

TRAIL CREEK MINING CO. (Etna Mills)—Sufficient ore 
has been developed to warrant putting stamp mill in com¬ 
mission. 

BLACK BEAR (Etna Lillis)—Shaft is being unwatered. 
Extraction of ore will follow. Mine is equipped with a 10- 
stamp mill and cyanide plant. 

QUARTZ HILL (Scott Bar)—This mine, which has pro¬ 
duced annually an average of $10,000 by hydraulicking, re¬ 
cently yielded $7000 within one week. Gold is found In de¬ 
composed quartz in a large hill. 

ST. ALBANS (Yreka)—Building of a concentrator, to 
cost .$25,000, is contemplated, ('•re carries copper and gold 
and will require smelting. Concentration will reduce shipping 
costs. Mine would not pay at present for installation of a 
furnace. 

Tuolumne C«iunty 

SUGARM.XN (Sonora)—This mine, on Bald Mountain, re¬ 
opened recently, is reported to be producing free gold in 
paying amounts. 

RAWHIDE (Jamestown)—North shaft has been unwatered 
and mine is being sampled under direction of Thomas Russell 
for men who have a purchase option. 

TUOLUMNE DEEP CILVNNEL MINING CO. (Confidence)— 
Boring machines are employed in prospecting for channel on 
ridge near ;Mono road. First hole is down 130 ft. It is ex¬ 
pected to go to 280 ft. to reach water. Holes will be drilled 
50 ft. apart across channel. 

DITTCH (Jamestown)—Shaft is cleared of water down to 
1800-ft. level, which is bottom of mine. This is first time 
for 10 years that bottom levels have been entirely clear of 
water. During period of operation of Dutch while'App mine 
was also in operation, water from the Dutch drained into App. 
Since closing of App, Dtitch has had its pumping costs in¬ 
creased. 

Trinity County 

bonanza king (Trinity Center)—No. 4 tunnel is being 
advanced from 700-ft. point. This tunnel will also be used 
for transportation of ore after vein has been cut. 

TRINITY CONSOLIDATED HYDRAULIC CO. (Douglas 
City)—Companv is working Union Hill hydraulic mine and 
prospecting ground covered by pipe line, which can be worked 
with present water plant. 
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COLORADO MICHIGAN 

Clear Creek County 

LOMBARD (Idaho Springs)—Two-year lease to part of 
No. 3 tunnel has "been granted to O’Shea & Co. Mill Is ready 
to start. No. 4 tunnel is in more than 3000 ft. and is being 
driven to tap main vein at depth of 400 ft. Upper levels 
produced milling and smelting grades of ore. 

Gilpin County 

LONDON (Apex)—Mine on Twelve Mile Creek is un¬ 
watered and mill has started. 

Gunnison County 

BLISTERED HORN (Pitkin)—A shoot of silver-bearing 
galena has been opened at 2000 ft. from surface on dip of 
vein. Claim Is between Pitkin and Tin Cup. 

Lake County 

HELEN GOULD (Leadville)—This group, in Tennessee 
Park, near Tennessee Pass, on Denver & Rio Grande Ry-, is 
being developed. Adit exposes good zinc-carbonate ore. Same 
men are also equipping and operating Jenny June group, a 
near-by property. 

Routt County 

ROYAL FLUSH (Hahn’s Peak)—Small hoist, air com¬ 
pressor and boiler are being Installed. Mill is under con¬ 
struction. Low-grade gold ore has been developed. 

San Juan County 

GOLDEN HORN (Silverton)—Lessees have begun sys¬ 
tematic development and intend to remodel and operate mill 
soon as ore supply is assured. 

San Miguel County 

BALLARD (Telluride)—With new tramway cable and new 
mortar-blocks in mill, S. W. Lacey has resumed operations. 

Summit County 

WELLINGTON (Breckenridge)—New tube mill has been 
installed in dry or magnetic mill to regrind middlings from 
wet mill. 

TONOPAH PLACERS (Breckenridge)—Both dredges in 
French Gulch are operating. Boat in Blue River is being 
prepared to start up soon. 

PEMROSE-BOSTWICK PLACERS (Breckenridge)—Massa¬ 
chusetts owners will again operate these properties near 
Hoosier Pass, during summer months. 

IDAHO 

Coeur d’Alene District 

TUSCUMBIA—An option has been taken by this company 
to purchase Toughnut lode, in Beaver mining district, near 
Wallace, from Essex Lead & Silver Mining Co. for $75,000. 
Option follows forfeiture of option given to Idora Hill Co. 
for purchase of Tuscumbia for $220,000, and at least partially 
confirms persistent reports that Tuscumbia company pro¬ 
poses to start active operations on its holdings. Payments 
extend from May 18, 1916, to Nov. 18, 1918. 

WASHINGTON WATER POWER CO. (Spokane)—This 
company has closed contracts with several mining companies 
in Idaho for additional power. Western Silver Lead Mining 
Co., which operated Oddfellows group near Wardner, has 
contracted to put in a 50-hp. motor and air compressor. Snow- 
shoe Mining Co., in Mullan district, situated east of Snow¬ 
storm, is installing a 75-hp. motor and air compressor. Ray 
Jefferson Mining Co., on Beaver Creek, in Nine-Mile district, 
contracted to put in a 75-hp. motor and air compressor. 
Treasury Vault Mining Co., west of Rex mining property, in 
Nine-Mile Canon, contracted for power and will put in a 75- 
hp. motor and air compressor. All equipment is to be In¬ 
stalled within 30 days. 

AMAZON-MANHATTAN (Wallace)—Final payment of $80,- 
000 on his option on this property, on Beaver Creek, has been 
made by John H. Wourms, presumably representing Con¬ 
solidated Interstate-Callahan Mining Co., which now has ac¬ 
quired full title to property. Bond and option on group was 
taken by Wourms in December, 1912, for $160,000, 10% of 
which was paid at time, 40% Dec. 3, 1913, and remaining 50% 
June 3. Under option purchasers were required to do certain 
development work. This has been done through No. 3 tunnel 
of Manhattan claim, which has been driven 1400 ft., opening 
a fine oreshoot over 300 ft. in length. This shoot previous¬ 
ly had been opened in No. 1 tunnel, where it proved to be 
40 ft. wide, and on No. 2 level, where it was 160 ft. wide. 
Opening ore on No. 3 level has added to value of property, 
which at time option W'as taken was reported by some en¬ 
gineers to have $250,000 worth of ore in sight. Two veins 
traverse property. Amazon vein to north is larger than Man¬ 
hattan vein to south. Explorations indicate that veins con¬ 
verge, but those familiar with general characteristics of- 
formation contend that veins eventually will prove to be 
parallel. 

NATIONAL (Mullan)—Adoption of a new method of min¬ 
ing will necessitate closing mill for several months that 
enough ore may be broken down in stopes to keep mining 
operations a level or two in advance of treatment demands. 
By July 1 plant will have been given a thorough tryout, then 
milling will be suspended and attention devoted entirely to 
underground development. Mine will be worked by breaking 
down all ore in stopes before any is removed, broken ore 
serving in place of stagings now used, thus obviating tim¬ 
bering and effecting a saving of labor. To do this, however, 
it is necessary to have one or two stopes ready for extrac¬ 
tion in advance of mill demand; consequently concentrator 
will be shut down until enough ore is in storage in mine for 
several months’ treatment. Recently mill was given a com¬ 
plete test, more than 400 tons of ore being put through. Re¬ 
sults were satisfactory, demonstrating that normal dally ca¬ 
pacity of 500 tons could readily be treated, and it is believed 
that capacity may be crowded to 600 tons. Mill has been 
running on ore from dump, which will be exhausted soon, 
and it is estimated that it may be from three to five months 
before operations will be resumed. As many men as pos¬ 
sible will be worked under ground during shutdown. 

Copper 

CENTENNIAL (Calumet)—Opuations at present are con 
fined to one shaft. No. 2, down 3700 ft. All commercial rock 
has come from north side. South side has been of no material 
value. Production from shaft is necessarily limited. Rock 
tonnage last month was 11,000. 

OSCEOLA CONSOLIDATED (Osceola)—No. 3 shaft at old 
mine is to be reopened and it is likely that attention will be 
given to foot wall formation. This shaft has been idle for 
years except that it was used as a pumping shaft. Old rock 
house is being dismantled and engine house is being re¬ 
modeled, New equipment will probably be taken from one of 
the Calumet & Hecla Kearsarge shafts. 

CALUMET & HECLA MINING CO. (Calumet)—Work is be¬ 
ing hastened on first portion of No. 2 regrinding mill and it 
is expected that four tubes with their complement of tables, 
etc., will go into commission July 1 taking care of a portion 
of tailings from Hecla mill. Hydraulic dredge that will handle 
sand from tailing piles is being completed, and pumps are 
being assembled that will handle sands from classifying 
house to mills. 

TAMARACK (Calumet—This company has 400 men em¬ 
ployed and is operating two shafts. Alterations have been 
completed at the two-head stamp mill owned by company 
and this mill has gone into commission stamping Alloue'z 
rock. Plans are being worked out for construction of a re¬ 
grinding plant for working over tailing sands. System of 
regrinding will in all probability be patterned after method 
used by Calumet & Hecla company. 

Iron 

TAYLOR (L’Anse)—No graphite will be mined from this 
property this summer, as there are still 1000 tons in stock at 
property. Considerable was shipped in 1913. Graphite mined 
here is used principally In paint by Detroit Graphite Co., 
ow’ners of mine. 

NEGAUNEE (Negaunee)—About 180 men were laid off a 
few days ago and only one shift is now employed. Most of 
the men let out were unmarried and they will be taken hack 
if ore market shows signs of improving. There are several 
thousand tons of ore in stock at present. 

QUEEN (Negaunee)—Prince of Wales mine of Queen group 
of mines is first of Oliver Iron Mining Co.’s mines on Mar¬ 
quette range to receive orders to curtail; 100 men were laid 
off last week and property will now be worked with but one 
shift. Stocking room is filled and it would be necessary to 
close down entirely next winter if mine worked to capacity 
all summer. Only two cargoes have been shipped from mines 
thus far this season. It is expected that Oliver mines at Ish- 
peming will have to curtail before long as little ore is 
moving. 

3IIN\ESOTA 

Duluth 

IRON ORE SHIPMENTS TO JUNE 1 from ore docks of 
Duluth, Superior, Ashland and Two Harbors, grouped at 
western end of Lake Superior, show that 1914 shipments are 
50% of last year’s shipments. Following are figuies for 
season to June 1 in each year: 

Season to Season to 
June 1, 1914 June 1, 1913 

Duluth, Missabe & Northern (Duluth) 734,090 
Duluth & Iron Range (Two Harbors). 692,496 
Great Northern (Superior) . 1,672,155 
Northwestern (Ashland) . 275,617 
Soo (Ashland) . 66,149 
Soo (Superior) . 46,195 
Northern Pacific (Superior) . 17,367 

2,100,220 
1,532,939 
2,243,016 

604,360 
130,581 

57,2.'>r) 
Not operating 

3,514,069 6,668,371 

C'uyuna Range 

WILCOX (Brainerd)—McCullough & Cheney have been 
granted contract for constructing 1^-mile spur from mam 
line of Northern Pacific Ry. to mine. 

Menabi Range 

SUIT OVER .STATE IRON ORE LANDS is being prepared 
for trial, in case of State of Minnesota vs. Eliza and Annie 
L. Korrer, Euclid Iron Co. et al. First named defendants are 
fee owners of iron-ore land at western end of Longyear Lake, 
near Chisholm, Minn., on Mesabi range. Mine is an open pit, 
and stripping has been dumped into lake, so that present 
shore extends for a considerable distance beyond the old 
natural shore. It was found that former lake bed, now 
covered by dumped overburden, contained much additional 
iron ore, and mining was started. State interfered, claiming 
ownership of all mineral under navigable lakes, to exclusion 
of all owners of riparian rights. State contends that there 
has been no natural recession of water; hence shore line 
has not been advanced and riparian owners have no claim. 
Minnesota legislature in 1909 passed legislation to effect that 
all mineral under beds of meandered lakes was state property. 
It was then estimated that there were 40,000,000 tons of such 
material in Minnesota. Samuel G. Iverson, state auditor, 
now estimates this tonnage at 400,000,000, which at pre¬ 
vailing state royalty rate of 25c. means an ultimate Income 
of $100,000,000 to state. State Attorney-General Lyndon A. 
Smith and assistants have spent several weeks preparing 
their brief, and case comes before state supreme court June 
30. 

LINCOLN (Virginia)—Old wooden headframe has been 
replaced by a modern steel one purchased from Ward & Allen 
Co., Chicago. New frame now in use. 

HANNA (Mountain Iron)—Shipments have started from 
this property. Mine is state owned, and ore will therefore 
be weighed wet as it comes from pit, ln.9tead of being 
weighed after going through drying plant, as royalties on 
state leases are based on natural iron content. Two state 
employees will do weighing. 
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Joiilin District 

GIBSON, ELLIS & LEGGETT (Lawton, Kan.)—Prospect¬ 
ing is in progress by this company on 40-acre lease of virgin 
territory. 

CRII’l’S & O’HARE (Joplin, Mo.)—Deeper mining has en¬ 
countered a 10-ft. face of lead ore. Water is causing trouble. 
Mine is on Connor land. 

VICTOR (Carterville, Mo.)—Old concentrator, for a time 
used as an acid plant, has been purchased by Tabor & Mait¬ 
land, of Joplin, and will be removed. 

j’ B. JAMESON & CO. (Kansas City, Mo.)—Company Is 
erecting a 150-ton concentrator at Melville, Taney County, 
Mo. Several good prospects are reported. 

CONQUEROR (Joplin, Mo.)—This mine has been leased by 
E A Bloser, of Harrisburg, Penn., who will drain tract and 
reopen old drifts. Pelican mine, on same land, is producing 

well. 
OLD SOPHIA (Belvllle, Mo.)—Good strike of zinc ore has 

been made. Operations are being carried on at 102-ft. level, 
after hard fight with water. There is a concentrator on 

tract. 
RICH-IN-ORE (Thoms Station)—Concentrator is to be 

removed to Connor tract, near Joplin, to handle ore from 
Seals mine. Operations in mine are to be carried on at 152- 

ft. level. 
DERMERETH lease (Cave Springs, Mo.)—Abandoned 

mine has been taken by Ellis, Hinebaugh & Robeson Bros. 
Adequate, machinery has been installed for thorough develop¬ 
ment of mine. 

CORNFIELD (Hattenvllle, Okla.)—Shaft has reached 110- 
ft level and is in good ore, drill records showing face ex¬ 
tending to depth of 126 ft. Operators are considering erection 
of concentrator. 

KENTUCKY LEAD & ZINC CO. (Joplin, Mo.)—Concen¬ 
trator is expected to be completed on Putman lease of St. 
Louis-Joplin land by middle of July. Several good drill holes 
on tract and company will construct inclines to concentrator. 

TIPTON TRACT (Joplin, Mo.)—There are four new shafts 
in calamine ore. Webb & Co. have ore at 53 ft., Smith & 
Donaldson at 45 ft., Davis & Co. at 20 ft., and Gilmore & 
Tipton at 40 ft. Blende and lead ore were found by Blurton 
& Co. at a shallow depth. 

WEYLAND (Neck City, Mo.)—G. L. Cole is now working 
old property. Drill holes sunk near shaft are said to have 
shown 25-ft. face of zinc ore. Operations from shaft wdll be 
carried on toward drill strike. Mine, long abandoned, pro¬ 
duced more than $300,000 worth of blende. 

.>IO\T.\N.\ 

Cuscatle County 

MONTANA POWER CO.’S PLANT at Great Falls, which 
will cost $4,000,000 when completed, is half finished. Superin¬ 
tendent Scott states that operation of a portion of the plant 
should be started by January, 1915, and that the entire project 
should be completed early the following spring. It is stated 
that the plant will easily be finished in time to supply power 
for the first sections of the Milwaukee Ry. to be electrified. 
About 40% of the dam has been completed, the tail race has 
been constructed, and the foundations for the power house 
have been completed to above w’ater level, and wMll be ready 
for steelwork by the middle of ,Iune. Of a total of 200,000 
cu.yd. of concrete to be used in the dam, 50,000 yd. were in 
place Mav 20, and the remainder is being poured at the rate of 
1300 or 1400 cu.yd. daily. The plant is being constructed in 
six units, each having a capacity of 15,000 hp., although it is 
expected that in actual operation they will work at above 
their rated capacitv as is the case at the R.ainbow Falls plant 
of the same company, situated six miles upstream, where 
much of the time 40,000 hp. is delivered from the six units 
rated at 6000 hp. each. The greater part of the power used 
bv the electrification of the Rocky Mountain and Bitter Root 
Mountain divisions of the Milwaukee Ry.. comprising 430 
miles from Harlowtown, Mont., to Avery, Idaho, will be sup- 
j)lied from this plant. The railroad company has contracted 
for 25,000 hp. before Jan. 1. 1918, and has an option on 40,000 
hp. additional. Power to be used on a portion of the western 
end of the electrified section will be furnished by the plant 
now in course of construction at Thompson Falls, Mont. 

ANACONDA COPPER MINING CO. (Great Falls)—If pres¬ 
ent plans are carried out, last three units of concentrator at 
reduction works at Great Falls, will be closed down by July 1 
and all company’s low-grade ores will be milled thereafter at 
concentrator of Washoe W'orks at Anaconda. _ First three 
units w’ere shut down Feb. 1. Closing of plant will save corn- 
pany a large freight expense. Whatever new equipment is 
required to handle concentrating ore, will be installed at 
-Anaconda which is 144 miles nearer Butte than Great Falls. 
Smelting and refining department at Great Falls works is 
being renovated and will be made larger and better than 
ever. 

Silver Bow County 

BUTTE & LONDON COPPER MINING CO. (Butte)—When 
this mine was closed, five years ago. a $15,000 pump was 
left at the 800-ft. level, it being thought at that time that 
pump could be sold only as second-hand machinery and would 
not bring more than cost of getting it to surface. When un¬ 
watering of mine lecently reached that level, pump was 
found in perfect condition, having been greased, painted and 
packed for a long immersion in water. Pump will be used 
again but will be rebuilt for electric instead of steam 
drive. 

BI^TTE & ZENITH CITY MINING CtJ. (Butte)—Since suc¬ 
cessful unwatering of these mines which are six miles south¬ 
west of Butte, development work has been progressing rapi<l- 
Iv. From 460-ft. level of shaft, crosscutting was begun to 
north of shaft without, however, encountering any ore. At¬ 
tention was thereafter turned to south with result that va¬ 
rious stringers of oie were opened, carrying as high as 5% 

copper and 19 oz. silver. Main vein has not yet been cut 
but it is expected that by middle of June Jersey and American 
veins will be intersected 150 and 200 ft. respectively from 
shaft station. Shaft is to be sunk to 1000-ft. level, expense 
for this development work being borne by stockholders who 
are mostly Duluth men. 

BUTTE & BACORN (Butte)—Motion of Frank W. Whit¬ 
man to intervene in case of F. W. Bacorn against Butte & 
Bacorn company and also to set aside the default of defend- 
ant, was argued June 8 in Judge Lynch’s court. Whitman 
claims having been Injured as a stockholder by lease given 
to Bacorn at a special meeting of stockholders. That leas; 
was obtained by fraud and also that same applied to default 
ot company In action brought by Bacorn. Chief testimony in 
recent court proceedings was given by H. C. Bacorn to effecv 
that company owns 23 patented claims. Should motion to in¬ 
tervene be allowed and default be set aside, case will go to 
trial on merits of controversy as to legality of proceedings 
by which F. W. Bacorn acquired possession of properties 
Claims are all in extreme northern section of Butte district, 
which shov/s signs of renewed activity. 

NEVADA 

Elko County 

FLAXIE MINES CO. (Jarbidge)—It is reported that a 25- 
ton mill will be built this summer. Plans have been pre¬ 
pared. 

Esmeralda County 

ATLANTA MINES CO. (Goldfield)—On account of a great 
increase in volume of water, operations on 1750-ft. level have 
been suspended until larger pumps can be installed in Gold¬ 
field Merger company’s shaft, to which water fiows. 

Humboldt County 

buckskin NATIONAL (National)—Force has recently 
been increased. Five sets of lessees are also operating. 

FLYNN-BALDWIN (Goldbanks)—Shoot of good-grade 
lead ore has been opened in tunnel and 50-ft. winze. At bot¬ 
tom of winze, shoot is 4 ft. wide and contains gold and sil¬ 
ver as well as lead. 

HEVEN TROUGHS COALITION (Seven Troughs)—New 
engine, to be used in pumping, has been in- 

stalled and is running satisfactorily. Development work i.s 
being done In ore in north and south drifts on 1150-ft level 
and in No. 4 winze. Mill has been running since Mar. 1, and 
40 men are employed in mine. 

GOLD STRIKE AT GILLMAN TROUGHS, in Wild range, 
has been made. Discovery is 15 miles southeast of Copper 
Canon and six miles from Nevada Central R.R. It is stated 
that discovery was made after cloudbuist and that ore is 
low-grade and vein of large size. 

Liineoin County 

,. SILVER-COMET (Pioche)—Mill of this company in Comet 
district IS being enlarged and will be in operation soon. 

AMALGAMATED PIOCHE (Pioche)—Development work is 
being done on l-th and 14th lev'els of No. 1 shaft. Stoping 
zinc ore above 12th level is now being done. 

TJi BANACA (Pioche)—Lessee on this claim of Amalgamated 
Pioche Co. has discovered gold-silver ore of shipping grade 
^fi.^I^^If old 50-ft. shaft. Ore is now being sacked for 
shipment. 

YUBA LEASING CO. (Pioche)—Shoot of good-grade gold- 
silver ore has been struck in winze from 900-ft. level of No 
3 shaft and lead ore Is being opened on 800-ft. level west of 
shaft. Plans and specifications for new compressor plant 
have been made. 

Lyon County 

SMITH \ ALLETl mines CO. (Yerington)—.Auto trucks 
and teams will be employed in near future hauling ore to 
Hudson. 

MASON VALLEY MINES CO. (Thompson)—Ore receipts 
tor month of May, 1914, were as follows: From Mason Valley 
mine, 8551 tons; from Nevada-Douglas, 3418 tons; from other 
mines, 5320 tons; total, 17,284, or a daily average of 558 tons. 
In same period, nine cars of blister copper were shipped. 

Nye County 

NEW STRIKES IN TONOPAH are reported as hav’ing been 
made in Midway and Monarch-Pittsburgh mines In the 
former, a shoot assaying $24 to $40 has been cut in north 
crosscut from shaft on 1200-ft. level. Good-grade oreshoot 
was out In Monarch-Pittsburgh in crosscut on 1100-ft. level. 

GOLDEN ARROW DEVELOPMENT CO. (Golden Arrow)— 
A 10-stamp mill and cyanide plant will be built at once.; 

TONOPAH MINING CO. (Tonopah)—Mill, which was re¬ 
cently altered, is now making a recovery of 92%, it Is said. 

CARRARA MINING, MILLING & LE.ASING SYNDICATE 
(Carrara)—Recent shipment of 28 tons gave smelter returns 
of $44 per ton. 

GOLD CRATER CONSOLIDATED MINING CO. (Gold 
Crater)—Lease has been granted to Charles Orr, of (Joldfield, 
who will commence operations in near future. Plans are 
being made for a 5-stamp mill. 

WHITE CAPS (Manhattan)—Shaft sinking will be re¬ 
sumed wh^ new equipment is installed. This will consist of 
new headframe, 75-hp., Denver Engineering Works hoist, 
500-ft. Leyner compressor, Sullivan air drills, sinking pump 
and blacksmith shop. 

t;pui»by County 

NEVADA-DELAWARE MINING CO. (Carson City)—Shoot 
of good-grade gold ore has been discovered in 12-ft. shaft 
northeast of old workings. This property is seven miles 
west of Carson City. 
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NEW MEXICO 

Eddy County 

CARLSBAD OIL & GAS CO. (Carlsbad)—Drills now down 
1700 ft. in hard limestone. Work pro&ressinpr smoothly. 

SOUTHWESTERN PETROLEUM CO. (Carlsbad)—Company 
has just put drills to work under supervision of T. A. Stan- 
cliff. 

Grant County 

85 MINING CO. (Lordsburs)—Company has bought Three 
Heroes group from Bonnie Mining Co. Claims have been in 
litigation for some time. 

BONNIE MINING CO. (Lordsburg)—Officials of company 
have gone East preliminary to purchasing new equipment 
and doing extensive development. 

San .Miguel County 

NEW MEXICO ASBESTOS CO. (East Las Vegas)—Com¬ 
pany was incorporated recently. Capital stock, $100,000, 
divided into $1 shares. Charles P. Trumbull is statutory 
agent. Company will develop asbestos deposits found in 
San Miguel County. 

Sierra County 

OV''ERLOOK (Hillsboro)—Development work is in progress 
on this mine on Franklin Hill. 

Socorro Count.v 

PRECIOUS METALS MINING & EXPLORATION CO. (Mo- 
gollon)—Option has been taken by Theodore W. Carter on 
recent discovery of Alexander Bros, on summit of Mogollon 
range, altitude 9850 ft. Outcropping is traceable 6000 ft. 
Assays warrant developing. Ore is of same general character 
as that of Mogollon district. Discovery was made accidentally 
while one of the Alexander brothers was lost in mountains. 
Carter has outlined plans for development. Work is now 
under way. 

SOITH DAKOTA 

l.awrcnce County 

ORO HONDO (Deadwood)—Sinking from 1050-ft. level has 
commenced. Jackhamer drills are being used. Two additional 
boilers of 100 hp. each have been installed, making boiler 
capacity 400 horsepower. 

BISMARCK (Flatiron)—During last half of May. 4000 tons 
of ore was treated from which head assays averaged $1.78 
per ton, and tailings $0,278 per ton, indicating 84.4% extrac¬ 
tion by coarse crushing and direct cyanidation. Total costs 
of mining and milling are between $1 and $1.05 per ton, based 
on five months’ work, January to May, this year. 

WASP NO. 2 (Flatiron)—Stripping by steam shovel, remov¬ 
ing firm shale and sandstone and 1 or 2 ft. of soil, is costing 
an average of 27c. per cu.yd. Side-dump steel cars, holding 
2 yd., are handled by a small locomotive. A days’ work of 
stripping crew, including steam-shovel operators, engineer 
and crew on dump train, is from 100 to 175 cars per day. At 
present 30 ft. of waste is being removed to reach 17 to 18 ft. 
of quartzite ore averaging $2 per ton, which is cyanided at 
a profit in a 500-ton plant. Recently a Keystone No. 3 trac¬ 
tion drill has been received and will be used in prospecting. 
A system of wider conveyors has been installed for filling 
tanks, with result that time of filling has been reduced more 
than one-half. It now requires 3 to 3V^ hr. to load a 420-ton 
tank. 

UTAH 

Beaver County , 

LADY BRYAN (Milford)—Articles of incorporation have 
been filed. Capitalization is 200,000 shares, par value $6. 

KING OF THE HILLS (Beaver City)—Several stringers of 
copper ore have been cut in this company’s tunnel, which is 
being driven for main ledge. Property is in Granite district 
12 miles northwest of Beaver. 

SHEEP ROCK (Beaver City)—This property has been 
taken over by New York and Boston men. A new company is 
being organized with an increased capitalization, and exten¬ 
sive development is planned. 

MOSCOW (Milford)—Station which is being cut at 800 
level is nearly completed. Sinking will soon be resumed. 
Development is being done at 600-level station, where ore was 
cut. Production from old workings is increasing, and June 
output will exceed that for May, which amounted to six cars. 

Salt Lake County 

CLIFF (Alta)—This company’s lease on upper part of 
Michlgan-Utah ground is making regular shipments. 

MICHIGAN-UTAH (Alta)—A bond of $10,000 has been filed 
by N. W. Haire, recently appointed receiver for this company. 

SELLS (Alta)—Work is being carried on from west drift 
of Dwyer tunnel, of South Hecla. Face is 40 ft. Inside Sells 
ground. Some mineral is being followed. Porphyry dikes are 
found similar to those in City Rocks and other productive Alta 
properties. 

ALTA CONSOLIDATED (Alta)—Raise which is being driven 
for contact above tunnel level, has opened seams and bunches 
of ore. In east drift from tunnel a vein 1% ft. between 
walls is being followed. Some ore has been found along foot 
and hanging, and vein has been opened for 80 feet. 

OHIO COPPER (Bingham)—At annual meeting In Port 
land, Maine, William O. Allison was reelected president, and 
Heinze interests are reported to have lost control. Several 
Heinze representatives have been dropped from board of 
directors, and headquarters are to be changed. Heinze still 
owns Mascotte tunnel and Bingham Central Standard R.R. 
over which Ohio Copper ships its ore to mill at Lark. It is 
understood that agreement to pay 15c. per ton transportation 
charges does not expire for some time. Dally tonnage ranges 
from 2000 to 2500 tons, including shipments by Bingham 
Mines Co. This brings a revenue of $300 per day or $9000 
monthly. Operating expenses it is said will bring this down 
to $6000 net per month. 

Tooele County 

CLIFF (Ophlr)—Drifting is being done south on lOOO-ft 
level of Tony Incline, to cut a new vein in that section 
Regular shipments are being made. 

OPHIR HILL CONSOLIDATED (Ophir)—This property 
owned by Senator W. A. Clark, is producing steadily. In ad¬ 
dition to shipping ore, concentrates are being produced by 
newly remodeled mill. 

LION HILL CONSOLIDATED (t)phir)—Two cars of ore 
running well in silver, with some gold, have been shipped by 
Nelson St. Clair, who has been leasing here. Work is to be 
begun shortly by company to oj)en uj} Gladstone fissure on 
Buffalo claim. 

I tiih County 

MILLER (American Fork)—Shipments are being made by 
Wadley Bros., who are operating under lease. A jig may be 
installed to treat lower-grade ore, which is expected to con¬ 
centrate four into one. 

BAY STATE MINING & MILLING CO. (American Fork)— 
Ore assaying well in lead ami silvir with some gold has re¬ 
cently been opened. Enough work has been done to show that 
ore extends to greatei' depth and old Tyler tunnel will prob¬ 
ably be extended to cut vein. 

PACIFIC MINING & MILLING CO. (.American Fork)—A 
five-year lease has been taken on this property l)y Peter 
Miller, representing Bingliam mining im ti. Work will soon 
be started sinking winze from upiter tunnel to determine 
whether ore in fissure is same tis that opened in lower tunnel. 
It is planned to sink to some depth in this winze, and if 
showing warrants, another tunnel will be driven lower down 
hill. No ore is to be marketed at present. If enough second- 
class is developed a small mill wmII probably be built. 

\VISCO\SI\ 

livnil iiiid Xinc* DiMtriot 

MERRY WIDOW (Galena)—Eastern men have purchased 
this mine and mining and milling op-rations will be resumed. 

BENTON-FAIRPLAY (Shullsburg)—W. .1. Power, of Bib¬ 
bing, Minn., has secured an option on this property and will 
open up mine. 

WISCONSIN ZINC CO. (Platteville)—This company has 
found East End range again, by use of churn drill, at a dis¬ 
tance of 1500 ft. ahead of mine workings where ore cut out; 
a new shaft will be sunk and an aerial tram built to connect 
with mill. 

( .\X AD A 

\Ibertu 

DINGMAN OIL WELL .\T C.VLGARY. property of Calgary 
Petroleum Products Co., was uncapped June 4 In presence of 
a large number of visitors in order to set at rest all adverse 
rumors as to the genuineness of discovery. A rush of oil 
followed and 2000 gal. poured into recently instalUd 12,000- 
gal. tank at a pressure of 270 lb. per sq.in. in a space of 18 
min. Well was then closed, as it was decided not to leave it 
open for any length of time until machinery for handling the 
gas, which escaped in large quantities with the oil had been 
received. 

ItritlHh C'olumbin 

GRANBY CONSOLIDATED (Anyox)—Hidden Creek smelt¬ 
ing works is now in full operation, third furnace having been 
blown In. Partial pyritlc smelting is practiced, it being un¬ 
derstood that coke figures only 4% of gross charge. Gold 
and silver In blister copper covers freight across continent 
to Nichols refinery at Laurel Hill, N. Y., it is said. Grand 
Trunk Pacific and Canadian I’acific are bidding for freight 
contract promising to meet competition of any Panama Canal 
transportation. 

Dnturlo 

COBALT SHIPMENTS FOR MAY were: Beaver, 64.01 
tons; Chambers Ferland, 43.98; City of Cobalt. 78.57; Cobalt 
Comet. 38.06; Cobalt Lake, 96.44; Cobalt Townsite. 285.37; 
Coniagas, 42.95; Crown Reserve, 118.26; Hudson Bay, 42 96; 
Kerr Lake, 74.12; La Rose, 41.54; McKinlev-Darragh. 306.85; 
Nipissing, 155.30; O’Brien, 30.63; Peterson Lake, 57.74; Penn 
Canadian, 59.05; Right of Way, 31.49; Tlmiskaming, 35.07; 
Trethewey, 52.04; total. 1654.43. 

TOUGH-OAKES—A new’ vein known as No. 6 has been un¬ 
covered for 520 ft. It Is claimed that it has best surface 
showing of any vein on property. 

• BEAVER (Cobalt)—The report for three months ended 
May 31 shows cash on hand and ore at mine and smelters of 
$125,448. Sinking below 800-ft. level has been started and 
a number of veins have been found on 300-ft. level. 

NIPISSING (Cobalt)—In May company mined ore of an 
estimated net value of $211,256 and shipped bullion from 
Nipissing and customs ore of an estimated net value of $309.- 
877. The high-grade mill treated 183 tons and shipped 523,320 
oz. of bullion. The low-grade mill treated 6560 tons. 

BUFFALO (Cobalt)—Annual report for year ended Apr. 
30 shows a sharp decline in income and surplus. Total in¬ 
come was $982,040 as compared with $1,391,906 for prev'ous 
year, and surplus after payment of expenses $386,990 as com¬ 
pared with $883 451. Payment of dividends to amount of 
$660,000 left a deficit of $273,010. 

VENEXl’KIiA 

COLON DEVELOPMENT CO.. LTD.—This British company, 
which has an oil concession covering several thousand square 
miles in State of Zulia, has shipped a drilling outfit, pro¬ 
visions and drillers, who w'ill begin work in District of Colon 
In country between Zulia and Tara Rivers. Gardner W. 
Murray is resident agent of company at Caracas; head office 
is at 12 Bishopsgate, E. C., London. 

TRANSVAAL 

GOLD PRODUCTTON IN THE TRANSVAAL in May was 
720,229 oz., which is 36,352 oz. more than in April, but 74 077 
oz. less than in May, 1913. For the five months ended Mav 
31 the total production was 3,893,344 oz. in 1913, and 3,368,'- 
921 oz.—or $69,635,597—In 1914; a decrease of 524,423 oz this 
year. 
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.mill.. 

MMAIU MAIRKETS 
IVKW VOKK—June IT 

The metal markets generally remain rather quiet, with no 

specially notable changes. Trices on the whole are inclined 

to weakness. 

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc 

Copper—The last week has asain been characterized by 

excessive dullness. The nominal asking price of certain large 

producers continues to be 14c., delivered usual terms, but 

there is reason to believe that they did not stick at that price 

when any real business came in sight. In the meanwhile, 

other producers offered openly at 13%c. and took some busi¬ 

ness at that price. Duritig the last two days, however, there 

were sellers ready to shade that and the market was about 

13%(i«13%c. delivered, usual terms, with strong indications 

that it was nearer the lower than the higher figure. 

The London market for standard copper has been weak- 

ish. On Thursday, June 11, it was £61 17s. 6d. for spot and 

£62 10s. for three months. On Tuesday, June 16, it was £61 

10s. for spot and £62 2s. 6d. for three months. On Wednes¬ 

day, June 17, spot closed at £61 16s. 3d. and three months 

£62 Ss. 9d. 

Base price of copper sheets has been low'ered ^c. and is 

now 19c. per lb. for hot rolled and 20c. for cold rolled. The 

usual extras are charged and higher prices for small quan¬ 

tities. Copper wdre is 14%(fil5»4c. per lb., carload lots at 

mill. 

Copper exports from New York for the week were 5900 

long tons. Our special correspondent reports exports from 

Baltimore for the week at 878 tons. 

Imports of copper into Germany for the four months ended 

Apr. 30 are reported by Aron Hirsch & Sohn at 78,839 tons, of 

which 69,434 tons were from the United States. Exports 

were 2479 tons. 

According to the Russian Copper Syndicate the total pro¬ 

duction of copper in the Russian Empire in 1913 was 73,891,- 

640 11).; a decrease of 521,556 lb. from 1912. This decrease 

was mainly due to the reconstruction of two large works, 

which were stopped for part of the year. The output for 

1914 is expected to show an increase. 

VlHlhle Stocks of Copper in Europe on June 15 are reported 

as follows: Great Britain, 13,430; France, 5210; Rotterdam, 

3250; Hamburg, 3690; Bremen, 1080; other European ports, 

600; total, 27,260 long tons. The total is the same as on May 

31. In addition to the stocks above 1950 tons are reported 

afior.t from Chile and 4300 tons from Australia, making a 

total of 33,510 tons. 

BruHH I'rices are announced by the American Brass Co. 

as follows, dating from June 15: Brass sheets, high brass, 

15MiC. net per lb.; low brass, 16%c. Wire, high brass, 14%c.; 

low brass, 17%c. Tubes, brazed, 19%c.; open seam, 19%c. 

Angles and channels, l‘>%c. Scrap allowances are 9%c. net 

per lb. for high brass; 10%c. for low brass. 

Tin—The better tone to the market was only of short 

duration. Prices continued to crumble the latter part of last 

week, and the London market on Wednesday of this week 

presented a rather demoralized appearance. The serious 

break was ascribed to forced sales. No Interest was shown 

in this market by the larger consumers, and business was 

confined to lots of five tons or less. At the close, the mar¬ 

ket had recovered from the low, and the quotations were 

£137 5s. for spot and £139 for three months, and about 30%c. 

per lb. for June-July tin here. 

Tin production of the Federated Malay States, four 

months ended Apr. 30, was 15,577 long tons In 1913, and 15,- 

657 In 1914; increase, 80 tons. 

Exports from Baltimore for the past week included 499,- 

913 lb. scrap tin to T.,ondon. 

Messrs. Robertson & Bense report the receipts of tin ore 

and concentrates at Hamburg, Germany, In May, at 2706 tons, 

of which 2689 tons were from Bolivia and 17 tons from 

Southwest Africa. 

Lead—The market is quiet and firm, with a fair business 

doing at 3.90c. New York, and 3.80®3.82>4c. St. Louis. 

The London market is quiet. Spanish lead is quoted at 

£19 7s. 6d ; Englifh lead, 12s. 6d. higher. 

A consular report gives the Impoi-ts of lead into China in 

1913 at 7748 short tons. Nearly all of it was from Australia. 

Spelter—There is very little business doing and some¬ 

what lower prices have been accepted. At the close St. Louis 

is quoted at 4.82% @4.85c.; New York, 4.97% ®5 cents. 

The European market for good ordinaries is quoted at £21 

5s., specials £22 per ton. 

Base price of zinc sheets is now $7 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru, 

Ill., less 89r discount, with the usual extras. 

D.\ILY PRICES OF METALS 
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13 65 3.80 5.00 ' 4 85 
11 4 8890 56; @13 75 31} 3 .90 (q;3.82} @5.02}, @4.87} 

13.65 3.80 4.97} 4.82} 
12 4.8905 57i @13 75 30i 3 90 (^3.82} @5.02} @4 87} 

13.65 3.80 4.97} 4.82} 
13 4.8890 56i @13.7,51 30; 3 90 @3 82} @5.02}, @4.87} 

13.651 3.80 497} 4 82} 
15 4.8895 56} @13.75 :«) j 3 90 @3.82} @5 (X) i @ 4.85 

13.60 3.80 4 97}; 4 82} 
16 4.8900 56} @13.70 30} 1 3.90 @3.82} @5 00 1 (o 4 85 

13 60 3.80 4 97}i 4 82} 
17 4 8900 .56} CaG3 70 .301 j 3.90 (0,3.82} («5 00 ' @4 85 
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The quotations hen-in given are our appraisal of the markets for copper, lead 
spelter and tin based on whole-sale ctnitracts; and represent, to the best of our 
judgment, the prevailing values of the metals specific as indicated by sales by 
producers and agencies, reduced to basis of New York, cash, except when* St. 
I.ouis is given as the basing point. St. Louis and New York are normally quoted 
0. l.TC. apart. 

The quotations for electrolytic copper are for cakes, ingots and win-bars. 
Electrolytic copper is commonly sold at prices including delivery to the consumer. 
To reduce to New York basis we dt-Juct an average of 0.15c. representing delivery 
charges. The price of electrolytic cathodes is usually 0.05 to 0.10c. below that 
of electrolytic; of ca.sting copper 0. 15 to 0. 25c. below. Quotations for lead rep¬ 
resent wholesale tran.sactions in the o^n market for good ordinaiy brands. 
Quotations for spelter are for ordinary Western brands. Silver quotations are 
in cents per troy ounce of fine silver. 

Some current freight rates on metals TOr 100 lb., are: St. Louis-New York, 
15Jc.: St. Louis-Chicago, 6c.: St. Louis-Pittsburgh, 12Jc.; New. York-Bremen or 
Rotterdam, 15c.; New York-Havre, 16(a) ITjc.; New York-London, Itk*.; New 
York-Hamburg, 18c.: New York-Triests, 22c. 

T.ONDON 
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Sil¬ 
ver 

Copper Tin I.ead j Zinc 

Spot 

1 Cts. 
£ per per 
Toil 1 Lb. 3 Mos. 

Be.-t 
Sel’td Spot 3 Mos. 

£ per 
Ton 

Cts. 
iier 
I.b. 

£ per 
Ton 

Cts. 

K 
11 26} 1 61} 13 44 62} 66; 141 142} 19} 4 24 21} 4 64 

12 26} 61} |13 44 62* 1 66} 1.39} 141} 19} 4 29 21} 4 64 

13 26* I . . . 1 j 

15 25 }| 61} 13 .39 62} 66; 136} i:i9} 19} 4.26 21} ' 4 64 

16 25 H 61} 13 .36 62} * 66} 136} 1.38 19} i 4 24 21} 4 64 

17 25 tt 61H 13 4.3 62* 1 66} 137} , 139 19} 4 21 21} 4 62 

The above tai'le gives the closing quotations on T.ondon Metal Exchange. 
All prices are in pounds sterling r»r ton of 2240 lb., except silver which is in 
pence per troy ounce of sterling silver, 0.92,5 fine. Copper quotations are for 
standard copper, spot and three months, and for best selected, price for the latte 
being subject to 3 per cent, discount. For convenience in comparison*of London 
prices, in pounds sterling per 2240 lb., with American prices in cents per pound 
the following approximate ratios are given: £10 =2.17ic.: £15 = 3.2 
“ £25 = 5.44c.: £70 •• 15.22c. Variations, £1 = 0.21}c. 
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Other Metals 

Aluminum—Business Is still quiet and demand light. There 
is no change in prices, quotations being 17%® 18c. per lb. for 
No. 1 ingots, New York. 

Antimony—Business continues limited by current con¬ 
sumptive demand and is not especially active. Ordinary 
brands—Chinese, Hungarian, etc.—are held at 5.75 @ 6c. per lb. 
Cookson’s is quoted at 7.15®7.35c., and for other special 
brands around 7c. is asked. 

Quicksilver—A fair business is doing and prices show no 
change. The New York quotation is $37.50®38.50 per flask 
of 75 lb.; for jobbing lots 54c. per lb. is asked. San Francisco, 
$37 per flask for domestic orders and about $2 less for export 
lots. The London prices is £7 per flask, with £6 17s. 6d. asked 
from second hands. 

Nickel—Quotations for ordinary forms;—shot, blocks, or 
plaquettes—are 40 @45c. per lb., according to size of order 
and quality. Electrolytic nickel is 5c. per lb. higher. 

Minor Metals—Quotations for Bismuth are $1.80 per lb. 
for Imported, $1.72 for metal from native ores—Cadmium, 
750 marks per 100 kg.—81c. per lb.—at works in Germany— 
Magnesium, $1.50 per lb.. New York—Selenium, $3@3.25 per lb. 
for lots of 100 lb. or over, and $5 per lb. for small quantities. 

Gold, Silver and Platinum 

Gold—Although the demand for gold is still strong, no 
premiums were paid on the open market in London, the price 
remaining at 77s. 9d. per oz. for bars, and a considerable part 
of the gold arriving went to the Bank of England. In New 
York, $16,500,000 gold was taken for export, chiefly to Paris. 

Gold production in the Transvaal in May was $14,887,133; 
for five months, ended May 31, it was $69,635,597, a decrease 
of $10,839,923 from last year. 

Imports of gold into France, three months ended Mar. 31, 
were 194,407,000 fr.; exports, 23,346,000 fr.; excess of imports, 
171,061,000 fr., against 141,072,000 fr. last year. 

Platinum—The market continues quiet but steady. Deal¬ 
ers ask $43@44 per oz. for refined platinum and $46@51 
for hard metal, according to quality. 

Iridium—Current price remains at $76@79 per oz.. New 

York. 

Silver—The market has ruled quiet with a lower tendency 
on lessened demand from India. The London market closes 
quiet and steady at 2511 pence. 

Shipments of silver from London to the East, Jan. 1 to 
June 4, as reported by Messrs. Pixley & Abell; 

India. 
China 

1913 1914 Changes 
£3,421,000 £3,427,500 I. £6,500 

309,500 40,000 D. 269,500 

Total. £3,730,500 £3,467,500 D. £263,000 

Exports to India have run about even with last year, but 
those to China have been light. 

Imports of silver into France, three months ended Mar. 
31, were valued at 65,680,000 fr.; exports, 90,614,000 fr.; ex¬ 
cess of exports, 24,934,000 fr., against 43,728,000 fr. last year. 

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets 

PLATTEVILLE, WIS.—June 13 

The market showed a slight increase this week. The base 
price for 60% zinc ore was $39® 40 per ton. No sales of lead 

ore were reported. 

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JUNE 13 
Zinc Lead Sulphur 

ore, lb. ore, lb. ore, lb. 

Week 
Year 

2,901,110 
68,074,010 

153,610 
2,722,610 

.585,300 
19,902,130 

Shipments to separating plants for the week not reported. 

JOPLIN, MO.—June 13 

Blende was advanced to $44 high, the assay base be¬ 
ing $39@41.50 per ton of 60% zinc, and metal base price $38® 
39. Calamine continues strong at $22@23 per ton of 40% 
zinc, and the average of all grades is $37.54 per ton. Lead 
sold at $47.50 per ton, the base price continuing at $46 per ton 
of 80% metal contents. The average of all grades is $46.44 

per ton. 
Upward of two months, competition on some grades of ore 

has been so keen that at least one lot in Webb City has 
changed buyers every week. After buying the ore one week, 
the purchaser would attempt to lower the price and another 
buyer would purchase it on the price current the previous 
week. That is a fair Illustration of the extreme competition 
existing all over the district. Miami ores heavy in iron 

command a price that is equivalent to a premium, selling at 
$38@39 metal base, or no deduction for iron. 

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JUNE 13. 
Blende Calamine Lead Values 

Totals this week.. 10,328.030 1,402,860 1,829,040 $262,590 
Totals 24 weeks,. 249,636.820 17,042,440 43,432,790 $6,122,385 

Blende value, the week, $201,310; 24 weeks, $4,822,190, 
Calamine value, the week, $18,800; 24 weeks, $193,995. 
I.ead value the week, $42,480; 24 weeks, $1,046,205. 

I IRON TRADE REVIEW I 
I I 
■ ■ 3 

NEW YORK—June 17 

While there is no marked change in the markets, there is a 
more cheerful tendency, and more disposition to take ma¬ 
terial for use. 

In some quarters an increase in new business is reported, 
with an increase in orders and more inquiries. This is espe¬ 
cially the case with smaller building materials—bars, wire, 
nails, etc.—in which a fair trade is repoited. Structural 
steel is a little quiet for the present, though there are a 
number of good contracts under consideration. 

Much interest is felt in the contracts for cast-iron seg¬ 
ments for the tunnel under the East River on the new subway 
in New York. These contracts will require some 80,000 
tons of castings. The bids are all in, but the contracts have 
not yet been awarded. The pig-iron market generally has 
been rather quiet. 

The United States Steel Corporation reports on May 31 
a total of 3,998,160 tons of unfilled orders on its books. This 
is a decrease of 278,908 tons, as compared with April 30; and 
is 615,520 tons less than at the close of last year. 

United States Foreign Trade in Iron and Steel, four 
months ended Apr. 30, is valued by the Department of Com¬ 
merce as follows: 

1913 1914 ChanKcs 
Exports. $103,.574,.5.34 $73,703,802 D. $29,870,732 
Imports. 11,317,969 11,284,192 D. 33,777 

Excess, exports. $02,256,505 $62,419,010 D. $29,836,9.55 

There was a decrease of 28.8% in the exports this year, 
as compared with 1913; and a decrease of 0.3% in imports. 

PITTSBURGH—June 1« 

The improvement in the steel trade noted in last report has 
gained much force in the past week, and it is now univers¬ 
ally recognized that the market has turned for the better, 
after fully four months of decreasing activity. 

Actual bookings of orders for prompt shipments in bars, 
plates, shapes, sheets and tubular goods show an increase of 
about 50%, comparing the fli'st half of May and the first half 
of June. In tinplate there has been a slight increase in 
specifications, though new business is practically absent 
since the regular demand is covered by contracts. Rails and 
w'ire products show no improvement, being entirely out of 
season now. 

If steel bookings should continue indefinitely at the present 
rate the steel industry would be able to operate up to 75 or 
80% of capacity, as compared with a present rate of little if 
any over 55%. Theie is prospect of a slight improvement in 
operations for this month as a whole, compared with May, but 
July is just ahead of the trade and as it is almost invariably 
an extremely dull month the steel mills are disposed to 
avoid speeding up at this time if possible. If bookings con¬ 
tinue heavy in July it will be clearly established that a really 
important and prolonged buying movement has set in. 

Prices for steel products for prompt shipment have shown 
no noticeable decline in the past two or three weeks. On 
attractive orders for prompt shipment plates can be done at 
1.10c., shapes and bars at 1.12»4c., plain wire at 1.35c., wire 
nails at $1.50, black sheets at 1.80c. and galvanized sheets at 
2.75c. Upon third-quarter contracts the mills are as a rule 
quoting somewhat higher, 1.15c. on bars, plates and shapes, 
while for fourth quarter, against which there is no important 
inquiry as yet, they mention 1.20c. as the lowest they would 
likely do. 

Iron and steel imports in April totaled about 30,000 tons, 
or an increase of about 10% over March. The April im¬ 
ports were at a rate less than 2% of the domestic produc¬ 
tion. 

Pig Iron—The Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Co. is in¬ 
quiring for 1000 to 2000 tons of foundry iron for July and 
August delivery to its two local plants, and also for a simi¬ 
lar tonnage of southern iron for its Louisville plant. Foun- 
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dry piK-iron inquiry in general has broadened. Basic and 

bessemer are still neglected, but there are expectations of a 

moderate movement in basic within 30 days. Prices show no 

change: Bessemer, $14; basic, $13; malleable, and No. 2 

foundry, $13#13.25; forge, $12.50@ 12.75, at Valley furnace, 

90c. higher delivered Pittsburgh. At least one furnace with 

a 75c. rate to Pittsburgh has sold No. 2 foundry at $13 at 

furnace. 

FerroiiianganeHe—The market continues quiet with re¬ 

spect to both prompt and contract, the price being well es¬ 

tablished at $38, Baltimore, with $2.16 freight to Pittsburgh. 

Steel—No interest is yet being shown in billet and sheet 

bar business for third quarter, the consumers as a rule hav¬ 

ing more steel bought for second quarter than they have 

been able to use. There does not seem to be much hope on 

the part of consumers of shading present nominal quotations, 

$19.50(@20 on billets and $20.50(fi/21 on sheet bars. Rods are 

quoted at $26.50, though this figure might be shaded 50c. on 

a desirable order. 

OIIK 

Shipments of Lake Sui)erior iron ore by ports for the 

season to June 1 are reported as follows, in long tons: 

Port 1913 1914 Changes 
Escanaba. 95.5,187 495,917 I>. 459,270 
Maniuette. .527,041 121,873 D. 405,168 
Ashiand. 7.34,941 .341,706 D. 39.3,175 
Suisrior. 2,300,271 1,73.5,607 D. 564,664 
Duluth. 2,100,220 7:i4,090 D. 1,.306,130 
Two Harbors. 1,.5.32,939 092,496 D. 840 443 

Total. 8,150,.599 4,121,749 D. 4,028,850 

Of the .3,852,963 tons shipped in May 2,589,338 tons, or 

64.3'/f, went to Lake Plrie poits. 

The bondholders and stockholders of the Canadlan-Vene- 

zuelan Ore Co. have agreed to close up the company’s affairs, 

owing to the failure of the mines in Venezuela to show the 

quantity or quality of iron ore expected when development 

woi-k was begun. G. F". Pearson, of Halifax, N. S., has been 

aitpointed liquidator. The company has $4,347,000 stock and 

$1,000,000 bonds, and has expended a considerable sum in de¬ 

velopment. 

Iniiiortx anil Kxiiurtn of Iron Ore in the United States four 

months ended Airril 30, long tons: 

1913 1914 Changes 
Imports. 70.3,224 :194,739 D. 308,485 
Exports. 28,810 37,728 I. 8,918 

Imi)oits of manganese ore for the four months were 

163,269 tons in 1913, and 89,125 in 1914; decrease, 74,144 tons. 

COKK 

Coke production in the Connellsville region for the week 

is reported by the “Courier” at 243,609 short tons; shipments, 

254,831 tons. Production of the Greensburg and Upper Con- 

neilsville districts was 33,874 tons. 

ConneliMvIlle Coke—The market continues altogether 

.stagnant. The furnaces in operation are well taken care of 

through existing contracts, and for the period beginning July 

1 there is no interest, since consumers can buy prompt at 

less than they could do on contract. The market is quotable 

at $1.75@1.85 for prompt furnace, $1.85@2 on contract fur¬ 

nace and $2.35 @2.65 on prompt or contract foundry, per ton 

at ovens. 

KxportH anil IniportN of Fuel in the United States four 

months ended April 30, in short tons: 

.- Exports -- --Imports-- 
1913 1914 1913 1914 

Anthracite. 1,143,890 963,729 12 125 
Bituminous. 4,234,477 3,480,0.54 5.35,860 517,483 
Coke. .3.3.5,888 266,636 22,053 30,054 
Bunker coal. 2,;i.58,265 2,489,698 . 

Total. 8,072,.520 7,2(K),117 .557,925 .547,662 

The bunker coal, or coal furnished to steamships in 

foreign trade, is practically all bituminous. The greater 

part of the trade, both imports and exports, is with Canada. 

..... 

1 CMEMIC AILS 1 

NKW VGItK—June 17 

No material changes can be noted in the general market, 

which continues rather quiet, with business in heavy chem¬ 

icals only moderate. 

ArNeiiie—The market continues slow, with a light demand 

only. The prices are unchanged, however. Quotations are 

$3 per 100 lb. for both spot and futures. 

<Ti|i|ier Siilphfite—Business is rather quiet, hut prices 

are unchanged. Quotations are $4.65 per 100 lb. for carload 

lots, and $4.90 per 100 lb. for smaller parcels. 

Nitrate of 8oda—Trade is fair for the season and prices 

are steady, with no immediate change expected. Current 

quotations are 2.15c. per lb. for both spot and futures. 

Fyrltew—Imports at Baltimore during the past week in¬ 

cluded 5486 tons of pyrites from Huelva, Spain. 

l•ETROI,EU>I 

Another reduction of 5c. per bbl. was made June 16 on 

Eastern oils. Pennsylvania grade crude is now $1.75, a re¬ 

duction of 75c. since last January. Other grades have been 

reduced in proportion. 

OTHER ORES 

.Molybdenite of good grade is reported worth £500 @550 per 

ton, at Liverpool. 

Tungsten Ore, Or Wolfran;, 65'/c WO3 standard, is quoted 

in Liverpool at £1 10s. per unit. 

COPPEIl .SMEI TEU’S UEPOUT.S 
Tliis table is compiled from reports received from the respective coiiipunies 

ex(!cpt ill tlie few case.s noted (by a.stcri.sk) a.s estimated, together with the re¬ 
ports of tlie U. S. Dept of Commerce as to imported materiai, and in the main 
represents the crude copper content of lilister copper, in pounds. In those cases 
where the copper contents of ore and matte are reported, the copper yield then 
is reckoned at 97%. In computing the total American supply duplications are 
excluded. 

January February March .April May 
Alaska shipments 2,701,2.58 1,803,-579 2,069,960 1.279.537 585.387 
Anaconda. 24,400,000 21,300,(100 23.800.000 22,900,000 23,.5(XMXX) 
.Arizona, Ltd. .3,474.(XX> 3,062,(M)0 3,286,000 3,570,000 3,092.(XX) 
Copper Queen ... 8,796,3.58 6,987,.366 7,6.37,042 7,562,723 8,388,203 
Calumet & Ariz... 5,975,000 6,596,8.50 5,875,000 5 4.50,000 
Cliino. 6,488,220 6,642,426 5,399,814 5,926..591 
Detroit. 1,.590,681 1,814,214 1,973,725 1,790,926 2,105,034 
lOast Butte. 1,256,000 l,19.3,9t>0 1,.546,180 1,178,000 1,179,962 
Giroux. 148,411 90,017 287,980 4.5,948 429,553 
Mason Valiev.... 944,000 *,2.54,000 1,250,000 862,000 916,000 
Mammoth. 1,625,000 1.400,000 1,800,000 1,850.(KH) 1,750,000 
Nevada Con. .',791,122 4,.588,243 5,218,2.57 4.880,0-l3 
Ohio. 700,728 .582,(XX) .597,.520 610,518 
()I<1 Dominion.. .. 2,797,0(K) 3,060.(XK) 2,997,000 2,779,(K)0 3,302,000 
Ray. 5, ()5,0(H) 5,432.000 6,036,908 6,089,362 
Shannon. 9.37,4.32 903.761 1,082,000 1,012.(XX) 1,056,000 
South Utah. 275,.569 3:i3.874 406,381 247,641 
'I'ennessee. 1,474,890 1,232,812 1,262,184 1,370.8(X) 1,336,950 
United Verde*... 3,000,0(X) 2,700,000 3,100,000 3.000,000 
Utah Copper Co.. 10,329,.564 9,207,111 12,323,493 12,739,7.57 
Lake Supi'rior* .. 7,400,000 8.500.000 11,000,000 13,000.(XX) 
Non-rep. mines*. 8,2(H),000 7 fiOO.IMK) 8.200.000 8,000.(XX) 
Scray, etc. 2,500,000 2,5(K),000 2,500,000 2.500,0<X) 

Total prod. 106,600,238 96,790,213 107,0.36,667 108,554,846 
Imp., burs, etc... 24,.504,249 19.918,448 22,676.605 17,043,191 

Tot.al blister.. . 131,104,482 116,708.661 129,713,272 125,598.035 
Imp. ore & matte. 10,893.969 9,713,164 7,029,646 10,400,122 

Total Amer.... 141,998,968 126,421,825 136,742,918 135,998,157 
Miamit. 3,2.58,950 3.316.482 3,361,100 3,1.30,772 3,347,000 
Sliattiick-Arizona 1,276,636 1,134,480 1,136,458 1,386,594 

Brit. Col. Cos.: 
Itritisli Col. Cop.. 607,930 

1,793,840 1,661,212 1,775,852 1,692,102 
Mexican Cos.; 

Iloleot. 2,369,920 1,9.84,080 2,5.35,680 2,204,720 2,213,120 
Cananea. 3.460,000 2,688,000 4,260,000 2,632,000 2,222,000 
Moctezumu. 3|024,556 2,642,543 2,882,884 2,654,926 2,834,616 

Other Foreign: 
Braden, Chile.... 2,430,000 2,362,000 1,810,000 2,720.000 2,480,000 
CaiX! Cop., S. .Af. 519,680 4.59.200 660,800 468,160 
Kyshtim, Russia. 1,559,040 1,534,400 
Spus.skv, Ru.ssia.. 902,720 902,720 896,000 904,960 

Exports from 
Chile. 5,488,000 6,720,000 6,944,000 9,072.000 7,616,000 
Australia. 5.712,000 7.9.52,000 8,176,000 7,168,000 8,400,000 
Arrivals-EuropeJ 8,599,300 18,354,560 17,572,800 17,299,520 13,558',720 

t Boleo copper does not come to .American refiners. Miami copper goes to 
Cananea for treatment, and reappears in imports of blister. 

t Does not include the arrivals Rom the United State.s, Australia or Chile. 

COPPER STATISTICS 

United States Visible Stocks. 

Month 
U.S.Refin’y 
Production 

Deliveries, 
Domestic 

Deliveries, 
for Export 

I'nited 
States Europe Total 

Year, 
1912 

VI. '13 
VII. ... 
VIII. .. 
IX 
X . 
XL 
Xll... 

Yr.. ’13 

1, 1914. 
II. 
III.... 
IV . 
V . 
VI . 

1 .581.920.287 819.665.948 746,396,452 
1 

121..860,8.531 68,.362,.571 
138,074,6021 .58,904.192 
131,6.32,362' 7.3,649,801 
131.401.229; 66,836.897 
139,070,481; 68,173,720 
134,087,7081 48,6.56,858 
138,990.421i 21,938..570 

68,067,901 
78,480,071 
73,263.469 
7.3,08.5,275 
68.12.3.473 
70,067,.80.3 
73..542.41.3 

67,474,22.5 
.52.814,606 
.^3,.594,94.5 
35.. 314.0.37 
29,79.3.094 
32.. 566.3.82 
47,9‘29,429 

77.23.5.200 
77,904,000 
66,420.480 
6,3,716.S(X> 
.5.3,625.600 
48.787.200 
46,.592,0C0 

144,709.425 
124,808,606 
120.01.5,385 
102,0.30.837 
S3.41S,l>92 
81.353.. 582 
94.. 521.429 

1,622,450,829 767.261.7m 869,062,7.84 .1. 

131.770.274! 47.9.56.9.55 
122.. 561.007 47..586.6.57 
14.5.651,982 69.8.52.349 
1.51.. 500..5.31' 63.427,6.33 
142,308,287 55..592.170 
.'. 

.87.9.5.5..501 
8.3.899,1,8.3 
89,-562.166 
82,31.5,216 
72,710,477 

91.438.. 867 
.87.296,6.8.5 
78.371.8.52 
64.609,319 
70.. 337.001 
.84,:i42.641 

.53,916.800145.3.55,667 

.50. lOS.SfX) 137.40.5.4.85 
47.376.000125.747,8.52 
46,4.35,200 111 044.519 
52.371.200122.70.8.201 
61.062.400 145,40.5.041 

Note—Visible supplies in Europe do not include copper afloat. 
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Assessments 

Company | Dellnq.| Sale | Amt. 

■-- ‘i ' ’ “ 
Argenta, Ida.June 1 July 2 $0,001 
Atlas Wonder. Nev.I. 0.01 
BuHalo, Mont.May 6 July 2 0 (M)4 
Caledonia. Nev.\. 0.0.1 
Cardin. Utah .June 1 June 22 0.01 
Cedar Creek. Ida . postponed .-I.IJune 26 0.01 
Cedar Talisman. Utah.June 12|July 6 O.OO.I 
Central Kureka. Calif.June 20 July 11 0.03 
Columbia. Calif.May 29 June 22 0.10 
Cons. Virginia.June 16 July 7 0.10 
Dry Canon. Utah.June lO'July 6 0.01 
Kmerald. Utah.ljune 15 July 11 0.13 
Great Kastern. Ida.June lljuly 2 0.002 
Great Falls. Mont.June 12!July 2 0.0025 
Hamburg-American. Ida.June 6 July 6 0.001 
Hypotheek. Ida.June 12|july 14 0.01 
Idaho-Los .Angeles. Ida.June lO'July 17 0.003 
Manhattan Cons.June o'July 9 0.01 
Mayflower. Ida.June 9 July 2 0.005 
Michigan. Utah.June lO'July 6 0.0025 
Montello. Utah.'June 10 July 6; 0.005 
North American. Utah.June 2 July 2 0.001 
Ophlr. Nev.June 8 June 30 0.10 
Ramshorn. Ida.June 3 June 26 0.002 
Santaquin Central, Utah.June 10 June 30 0.0025 
Scorpion, Nev.June 15 July 7 0.01 
Snowshoe, Ida. postponed.July 27| 0 005 
Snowstorm Ext., Ida. May 22 June'22 0.003 
Sunset, Nev.May 25 June 29, 0.02 
Winona, Mich. ...July 2i l .(K) 

M«>ii(lily .\vertiBrt* PriffM of MotniM 

SILVER 

SAN FRANCISCO 

I New York 
Month 1- 

1913 I 1914 1912 1913 1914 

.887 28.983 26 .5.53 

. 190 28.357 26 573 

.875 26.069 26 7SS 

.284 27.416 26.9.58 

.038 27.82.5 20.704 

.215 27.199 . 

.919 27 074 . 

.375 27 335 . 

.088 27.986 . 

.299 28.083 . 

.012 27.203'. 

.320 26.720 . 

Year_60.8.35159 791. 28.042 27 .576 

New York quotations, cents per ounce troy, line silver; 

London, pence per ounce, sterling silver. 0.925 tine. 

New York London 

Month Electrolytic Standard Best Selected 

1913 1 1914 1913 1 1914 1913 1914 

January. . 
February. . 
March. 
April. 
May. 
June. 

16.488 14.223 
14 97114.491 
14.713,14.131 
15.291 14.211 
15.436 13.996 
14.672:. 
14 190 . 

71.74ll64 304 
65.519 65.259 
65.329 64.276 
68.111 64.747 
68.807 63.182 
67.140 . 
64 166. 

77.750 69.488 
71.575:70.188 
70.658 69.170 
74.273 69.313 
74.774 67.786 
70 821:. 
69.446'. 

August.... 
September 
October.... 
November. 
December . 

69 200 . 74.313 . 
16.328 . 73 125 . 

73.383 . 
78.614!. 
79.250:. 

68 275 . 73.825 . 
65 223 69.583 . 

Y’ear.. . . 15 269|. 68 3.35 73.740:. 

New York, cents per pound. London, pounds sterling 

per long ton. 

January- 
February... 
March. 
April. 
May. 
June. 
July. 
August. 
Septemlter., 
October.. . . 
November.. 
I leccmber.. 

1913 1914 

50.298j 
48.766i 
46.832 
49.115! 
49.038 
44.820 
40.260 
41.582 
42.410 
40.462 
39.810 
37.635 

37.7791238 
39 8.30 <220 
38.038 213 
36.154 224 
33.3601224 
.207 
.1183 
.1188 
.!193 
.il84 
.180 
.:171 

1913 

171.905 
181.556 
173.619 
163.963 
150.702 

New A'ork •St. Louis 1 I.ondon 

Month 1913 1914 1913 j 1914 ! 1913 1914 

January. . 4.321 4.111 4.171 4.011 17.114 19.665 
February. . 4,325 4 048 4.175 3.937 16 .5.50 19 606 
March. 4.327 3.970 4.177 3.850 15.977 19.651 
April. 4.381 3.810 4 242 3.688 17..597 18.225 
Mav. 4. .342 3 900 4.226 3.808 18.923 18.503 

4 325 4 190 . 20.226 
July. 4.353 4 223 .20.0:i8 

4 624 4 550 . . 20.406 
20 648 

4.402 4 '2.53 .20.302 
. 19 334 

\ )eccMiiI)t'r . 4.047 3.929' . 17.798 

Year. . 4 .370 4.238 . 18 743 

New York and St. Louis cents per pound, 

pounds sterling per long ton. 

Av. year.J 44.252 .1206.2791. 

New York In cents per pound; London In pounds 

sterling per long ton. 

Month 
Xt»\v York St. Louts London 

! 1913 1914 1913 1914 ; 1913 1914 

January. . ! 6 931 .5 262 6.854 5.112126.114 21.533 
1 ehruarv. 0.‘2:i9 5 ;i77 6.0,89 5 228125.338 21 413 
March.... 1 6 078 5 2,50 5.926 5 100 24.605 21.460 
April. 1 5.641 5.113 5.491 4.963,2,5.313 21 ..569 
May. 5.406 5.074 5.256 4.924 24.583 21.393 
June. 5.124 4.974 .22.143 
July. j 5.278 5.1'28:. 20.592 

September ' 5.694 5.444! ...21.148 
October... 5 340 5.188 .<20.614 
November 5.229 5.083 . 20 ,581 

5 156 5.004 . 21.214 

Year. . 5.648 
i 

5. .504 .22 746 
1 

New York and St. Louis, cents per pound, 

pounds sterling per long ton. 

PIG IRON IN PITTSBURGH 

Month 
Bessemer Basic No. 2 

F’oundry 

1913 1914 1913 1914 1913 1914 

January. .. $18.15 $14.94 $17.35 $13.23 $18.59 $13 90 
February. . 18.15 15.06 17.22 14.12 18.13 14.09 
March. 18.15 15 07 16.96 13.94 17.53 14 18 
April. 17.(HI 14.90 16 71 13.90 16.40 14 10 
May. 17.68 14 90 15.80 13,90 15.40 14.23 
June. 17.14 15.40 15.10 
July. 16.31 15.13 14.74 
August. . . . 16.63 15 00 14.88 

16 65 15 04 14 93 
16.60 14.61 14.80 
16.03 13.91 14.40 
15.71 13.71 14.28 . 

Year.,. $17.09 $15.57 815.77 

STOCK QIIOT.A'ITONS 
COLO. SPRINGS June 16| IS.ALT LAKE June 16 

Name of Comp. Bid. 
1 
Name of Comp. | Bid. 

Acacia. .02 ! Beck Tunnel.i .04 
Cripple fT'k Con. . .005 i Black Jack. .04 
C. K. A N. .05) Cedar q'allsman.. . .00) 
Doctor Jack Pot. .. .05) Colorado Mining.. . 11 

.41 
1.40 

.008 

.02} 
Gold Sovereign .... .02 Iron Blossom. 1 32) 

1.00 Little Bell. 1 
Isabella. .09} Lower Mammoth .. .01} 

.05 i 

.03} 

.02 
1 .exington. .004 Prince Con. ! .16} 
Old Gold. .01 Silver King Coal'n.. 2.90 
Mary McKinney... .48 Silver King Cons. . 1.90 
Pharmacist. .007 Sioux Con. 1 03 
Portland. 1.11) Uncle .'^ain ... 1 1 .04 
Vindicator . 1 05 Yankee. .00} 

Name of Comp. Bid. Name of (‘omp. Bid. 

Bailey. 
Conlagas. 

00} 
7.00 

Folev O'Brien .... 
Hollinger. 

.27 
18 IK) 

01} 
08) 

Peterson I,ake ... 35) Imperial. 
Right of Way. .03} 
T. A Hudson Bay . 67 00 Pearl Lake. .. 
Tlmiskamlng. .13) .01 

.01} Wettlaufer-Lor. .05} Preston E. I). 
8.30 

Crown Charteretl .. .00} Swastika. .01} 
.10 Dome Exten. .07} West Dome. 

Name of Comp. 

Comstock Stocks.. 
Alta. 
Belcher. 
Best & Belcher. 
Caledonia. 
(hiallenge Con. 
Chollar. 
Conlldence. 
Con. \ Irginia. 
t.'rown Point (Nev.) 
Gould & Curry. 
Hale & Norcroas. . 
Mexican. 
Occidental. 
Ophlr. 
Overman. 
I’otosI. 
Savage. 
Sierra Nevada. 
Union (Ym. 
Yellow Jacket. 

N. Y. EXCIl. 

Name of Comi). 

.07 

.2'! 

.05 

.45 

.05 

.02 

.20 

.13 

.22 
t.Ol 

.03 

.:i9 

.70 

. 14 

.23 

.01 

.05 

.09 

.05 
.33 

June 16 

Name of Comp. 

June 16 

TAHir 

t:ig. 

Amalgamated. 70) 
Am.Sm.&Ref. com . 6.3 J 
Am. Sm. & Ref., pf., 101 j 
Am. Sm. Sec., pf. B.! 83} 
Anaconda. 311 
Batopllas Min. i 
Bethlehem Steel, pf. 8.3 
Chino. 41 
Colo. Fuel & Iron. 27} 
Federal M. & S., pf. 32 
Great Nor., ore., ctf.! 31} 
Guggen. Exp. 52} 
llomestake. 117 
Inspiration Con.. . . 16} 
Mex. Petroleum . 61J 
Miami Copper. 22} 
Nat'l Lead, com.. . .; 45} 
National Leatl, pf... { 107} 
Nev. (Yinsol.| 14} 
Ontario Min.. 2} 
Plicl|>3 Dodge.i 175 
(}ulcksilvcr, pf. 1} 
Ray Con.' 20} 
Republic I&S. com.. 22} 
Republic IAS, pf...: 86} 
Sloss.Shefll'd, cum. .! 26 
Sloes Sheflleld, pf.. 88 
Tennessee Copper. .< 34 
Utah Copper.j 57} 
U. S. Steel, com.... 61} 
U. .S. Steel, pf.I 109} 

N. V. CURB June 16 

Name of Comp. 

Beaver Con. 
Big Four. 
Boston Montana.. . 
Braden Copiter. 
B. C. Copper. 
Buffalo Mines. 
Can. Cop. Corpn.. . 
Can. G. * S. 
Caribou. 
Chambers Fcriand 
Con. Ariz. Sm. 
Coppermincs Cons . 
Davls-Daly. 
Dlam'Ocld-Dalsy.. 
Ely Con. 
Florence. 
Gold Hill Con. 
Goldflehl Con. 
Greene Cananea... . 
Green water. 
Kerr Lake. 
Iji Rose. 
McKlnley-Dar-Sa.. 
Mines of Am. 
Mother Lode. 
Nevada Hills. 
New Utah Bingham 
NIpIssIng Mines... . 
Ohio Copper. 
Oro. 
Puebla S A R. 
Stand'll Oil of N.J.. 
Stand'll Silver Lead 
Stewart. 
Tonopah. 
Tonopah Ex. 
Tonopah Merger. .. 
Tularosa. 
West ICnd Ex. 
Yukon Gold. 

LONDON 

CIg. 

30 
05 

9} 
71 
1} 
1 
21 

.10 

.68 
17) 

.50 
1} 

.43 
05 

.02 

.47 
A 

li 
.32} 

106} 
5! 

70 
2H 

t 26 
.35 

t.68 
6} 
I) 

.11 
2} 

404) 
IH 
1A 
6] 
2} 

.44 
I 

.04 
2} 

June 5 

Name of Comp. CIg. 

Camp Bird. 
El Oro. 

£0 lOs 3d 
0 13 6 
0 16 3 
4 15 0 
0 113 
0 13 9 
0 0 6 
1 1 3 

Mexleo Mines... 

Santa Gert'dis.. 

Tomboy . 

Mlsc. Nev. A Cal 
Belmont. 
Jim Butler. 
MacNainara. 
Midway. 
Mont.-Tonopah.. 
North Star. 
West ICnd Con.. . 
Atlanta. 
Booth. 
C.O.D. Con. 
Comb. Frac. 
Jumbo Flxtcnslon 
Pltts.-Silver Peak 
Round Mountain. 
Sandstorm Kendall 
Silver Pick. 
Argonaut. 
Brunswick Con . 
Central ICureka. . 
So. lOureka. 

BOSTO.N E.\(qi 

Name of Comp. 

.Adventure. 
Ahmeek. 
Alaska Gold M . . . 
Algomah. 
Alloucz. 
Am. Zinc . 
Arlz. Com., ctfs.. . . 
Bonanza. 
Butte A Balak ... 

iCalumet A Arlz.. . . 
k'alumet A Ilecla.. . 
I Centennial. 
jciin. 
jC:opi)er Range. 
jDaly West. 
I East Butte. 
Franklin. 
[Granby. 
.Hancock. 
lledley Gold. 

I Helvetia. 
I Indiana. 
Island t'r'k, com... 
Island Cr'k, pfd.... 
Isle Royale. 
Keweenaw. 
jljtke. 
|lA Salle. 
Mass. 
Mayflower. 
Michigan. 
Mohawk. 
New Arcadian. 
New Idria Quick... 
North Butte,.. 

! North lAke. 
OJlbway. 
Old Dominion. 
Osceola. 
Quincy. 
Shannon. 
Shattuck-Arlz. 
Superior. 
Superior A Host_ 
jTamarack. 
Trinity..... 
Tuolumne. 
U. S. .Smelting. 
U. S. Smelt'g, pf.... 
Utah Apex. 
Utah Con. 
Victoria. 
Winona. 

I Wolverine. 
j Wyandot. 

7.25 
1.00 

.02 

.23 

.80 

.28 

.80 

.15 

.05 

.03 

.06 

.2.3 

.34 

.41 

.11} 

.07 
3.00 
I 20 

.17 
1.25 

CIg. 

>1 
270 

27} 
.90 
40 
16} 
4} 

.51 
2) 

04} 
410 

16} 
1 

:«} 
li 

10} 
4} 

82) 
15 

tI5 
.25 

4*1} 
89 
20 

3} 
6} 
4} 
4) 
3} 

.60 
44 

3) 
25} 

1} 
.95 
48} 
76 
56} 

5 
23} 
27} 
li 

35 
3} 

.35 
34} 
47} 
It 

10} 
2} 
2} 

40} 
.75 

.BOSTON CURB June 16 

Name of Comp. Bid. 

Bingham Mines.. .. 04} 
Boston A Corbin.. . .28 
Boston Flly. .25 
Butte A Ix>n'n Dev. .36 
Calaveras. 1} 
Chief Cons. 85 
Contact Copper.. }.05 

90 
Cortez. .25 
Crown Reserve. Il'» 
Eagle A Blue Bell. . .97 
First Nat. Cop. 2 
Houghton Copper.. 2} 
Majestic. .22 
Mexican Metals.. .. .18 
Moneta Pore. 1.02 
Nevada-Douglas... 1} 
New Baltic. 1) 
Oneco. .70 
Raven Copper. .05 
Smokey Dev. .26 
So. Igike. 4 
S. VV. Miami. I 
Tonopah Victor.... 2K 
Trethewey. 17 
United Verde E.xt.. 79 

$I^t Oiiofafton 


